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A EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

.1

A REPORT OF:THE EVALUATION OF

AIAEBRA THROUGH APkICATIONS

Dr. qane O. Swafford

Dt. Henry S. Kepner,

Northerq M1c)igan University
and

UniversitY.of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

In tro4iuc tion

-During,the.l976-77Nect;ool year, the,National Science Fcatda-

tion (NSF) sponsored a field evaluation of the experimental
)

y6ar algebra.materialS, Algebra Through Applicatians. These mae-
. 0

rials were developed ovpr a ear period by Dr. Zalman Usiskin

of the Univesity ST Chicago under a grant from NSF. f them,

%
he usual ski s and concepts are developed through'applications

0 1 1

Nol . .

and mode ather than from the field properties. The traditional
:. I

.
skills associated with first-year algebra are presented with. the \

,
4

exception of factoring.of polynomials, fractional expressio*s and

simplification, and artificial word problems,. In their place)

greater attention is given to operations, linear expressions&

`

sentende solving, and*problems arising from real situatiank.

Elementary notions from probability and statistics are integrated

into the course./. The course is designed for the average student

as a substitute for the traditional first-year algebra courser

En order to proyide for an independent evaluation of these rnate-

rials, a field evalua4400n,was designed and conducted under the leader-

ship of Dr. Jane Swafford and Dr. Henry Kepner, with the project

director serving as a consultant.

ii
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. The major'goals. the study Viere: (1) to evaluaie the'
,-

.

r mater)als in typtical classroOms whiqh would be representaeive oi
, . .

.

i
,

.

a broad speetrum of tlhe nattionls.schoqls; (2)-to evanate the-
, ,

extent to whih students using-001g material*undexstand the con-
.

: - .

cep s cons9dered-unique to these materiali, as ell as understand

t e concepts consideredistandard in'first-Oar akgebri when calm-

pared to other first-year algebra stuaidts; (3) to.evaTuatq the.

extent to which student attitudes about the enjoy ent' and useful-,
d ' %

ness of mathematics are affected'thra4sh tair use of these ma,e-s
.. \ ."

rials; (4) to, evaluate the ri(ent t which An app.licalFians ippfoach

helps in solving real-life problems; ) to evaluate the apprb-.

priateness of the rading level.of.the materials; and (6) to

determine the difficulties, if any, of implementing the exgert--.

mental materials into theschoof curriculum.

I .6

Subjects arid '4eatments- .

Twenty (20) schools throughout the' United States were,selec-

dted from volunteer schools pn the basis of a geographic and commu-
,

nity size distribution. 'Each school selected to,participate was

asked to submit the names of two (2) equally capable teachers,

each of whom would be willing to teadithe experimental materials.

One of the twO teachers Wr a s then selected at random to be the ie

experimental teacher. 'Each participating school was also asked

to provide four' comparable.first-year algebra_claSses, of which

two (2) would be control clAses, and tomw (2) would be experimental

c ladses. Schools were fliker aq:ed, insofar as possible, to
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assign students-randoml/ to these four 0.4estc Students-in'the

two classes assigRedipto the experimental teacher coristitutd thê

experimental pbpulatilon. These were tauO usi4 the 9xperimenti1

materials whidh netel'provided at no-cost to the sehoofs bx,t)gok

With theexception df a teacher's. guide, Notes tp theproject.

Teacher,

'

no' iuidanc or'in?4ervice was_providedLto experimental

teaChers: "Each cbntrol teacher taught,the two 4ntrol claoses

using whAtever first-yeaealgebra maEerials were normally used ip
- . .

the ichoo1. In all, 2,455 students participated in'the study.

In the Fall-of 1976, four tests were.adlniTtered*brthT

I
teachets to their respective classes. Thesewere the Matheimatic%

,

Computation Subtest of ttie Stanford Achievement Test, the EfiS..-;. .
0 . . a ',. 4.

Cooperative Mathematics Test: Algebra I, a 25-item Opinion Survey,

angla 18-item Consumer Tept. In the Spriftg of 1977, Live tests.'

were again administeted to all classès.
. 4

erative Mathemalkics Test: Altra I, a

'These were t* ETS coop-

project-dw6loped F!irst

Yreer Algebra Test, a modified ppinion Survey, an Algebra I 9ues-
s

Iltiofinaire, and a shorteped Consumer Test.

dr

6

Ibq

In addition to student 'testing, a site visit was made to .

each participating chool. TektboolEvaluation forms were com-
, 0-,

pleted 135-r boj control and experimental teachersand end-of-

chapter reports and chapter tests wpre submitted by the ekperimental

.teachers) Finally, a reading level comtarison of the experimentaf

te4thopk with two popular commercial first-year algebra textb.00ks

'was conducted by Dr. Gerald Kulm, Detoartment of Mathematj_cs,.

Purdue University.

dolt
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ReSults, 'and. qonclusigns
4

,

4° bue to incompletjata, only seveOteen.(17) schools were
r e o .o. ,

1*

re ain,d in the
k

final achievemen.t analyqis. The across-school} 1 . .

, an lyiis showed nq significant differce. between the two treaC-
. .

*.

r

ments on the Stanford. Arithmetic Test and ETS. Algebra I Test

.r,

O 4 adrOmisteied.iti;the Fall and pgy.n. on these-two tests in the
)1 1 , 1. A.

a

Spring. School-by-school 'anarysis yielded significant differences
.

a

rh
/

favor of the experimental group' in 8 of the 17 scliools on the

First Year Algebra Test, and' in favor.of the control gr6up\p'8

schools on the ETS Algebra-I Test, Overall, id 6 gchools lit which

the experimental group lierformed significantly better than the

cOntrol groUp on the test.cOve.rizgfhe e35periftental miterials,.
,

there were simultaneously no significant differences from-the

cohtrol group On performance on.the test covering4triditional

content. Mese clata indicate that t.he experimental.materials can

4.

.
be used successfully in a variety of school situatlions,\6mparing.

ete
faNkirably with troditionalfirst-yeam algebra waterials' Item'

analysis of th two post:tests across schools howid:sl.t.ngicant
,

differences Eavoring the experimental group on 13 items on the

First Year Algebra Test, 0 of which measured concepts unique-c.o.1

the experimental matdrials. The performance of 'the experielental
.4

group on topics unique to these'materials speaks **ell 'of the inte-
.

gration of probabititj and applicationa throUghout the matprial.

Significant differences favoringtthe control group were found for

'3 items on the,First Year Algebra Test andpr'16 items on'the'
,

*it .

ETS Algebra I Test. Analysis of the individual items4 indicates

an apparent weakness in the experimental materials in the ar;ga of

traditional algebraic skill 'development.
P

V

N4-
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Attifude%dadta were analyzed by item across 19 schools. In

the.A11, there/was a significant difference betWeen f4 responses

'of the.experimental and control groups an only one of ).,itilms in -

\
he surveY. From Fall,to Spring, there was a decline in atlitude

. .

in both groups on 10 out of 19 repeatedhitems. In the Spring, .

there was a significant difference favoring the experimental an 7.

items and favortng the contra an 1 item. Overall, the experimen-
.

goup enjoyed word problems and their textbook more than the .

control)group,0 However,.ii would ieem that,the study of algebra,.

whether through an applications-approadh or notv,fdoes no' enhance .

. students' view of ale value df.matheMatics.for thgt,rdal world.

,The Consume.r Testdata Were also analyzid/by item .acralis 19

, schools.
. .

Gains from Fdll to Spring *showed a. sigecant difference
, /

in fav E, the expleame4a1 gxoup on 5 items:ahd:in 4dvpr of the
.

ii,
cont 1 groupon 2 items. "Are,perfailmance oil the experimental*

. ,
c

gr up proyides evidence,that.consumer Invbiem-solving sktlls would,

be impproyed with. wider ittention to real-life aplacgti throu
.

gh-
.

2,..e.ou, the school mithem04;cs'curriculum.V
-

. .

.
c

A .J
Data from the set-de/mg and t)te reading speeialist indicate

. .
.

4 ,

that the,reading le4el of the mateltals is comparable to other
.

..
. 4( .- ,

, .
.

- f,trst-year 41gebra materials. Students rouna tne materials more

interesting tban most. -Perhaps due ta the unpolished fOtMat of'

the mateiials, many teachers perceived that the experimental mate-
.

rialscontained more-7and diff.iculp readrAg.

Although the mathemdticin the experimefttal materials dpes

not seem,tol prov de an impediment to implementtiod, their diver-

-?
,

gence from the traditional first-year algebra syljabus may poSe a

problem for tfie use of tese material$ by tfdditional teZhers

vi

4
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without appropriate in-service,"'The testidata inaicate, however,'
A

4.

that even Without adequate preparation and support, the experimen-

tal materials:cin,be effeclvely used in many situations. Addi-

tional skill exercises or available supplemental exercises would.

-facilitate their use by-the kn6wleigeable and'sympahetic'teacher.
4.

_ Discussio* and Recommendations

" Algebra Thkough Applicaionslmaterials offer a unique
A

-approadh'to.first-year algebra. The field evaluation of the mite-
.

rials indicated that they cat be uved,effectively in a variety of

school settings. Theee materials are responsive to the criticism
r

' of 'schaol mathematics as irrele0ant E2 the real world.'. As such
i

they Npresent a,fseribus departure froth dhe traditianal.first-year

. :0#

* algebra wirse with iti emphasis on skl davelapment, AS a pro-
. 1

, .
. . .

,
totypeof'an applicatiOns approach to first-year algebra, the

a 0

materi40 can be used by those who are familiar with them and

share their point of view': They also siaii4 as A1 source of 'rele-

v&nt applications for thdlräditional first-year algebra course

and'as a point of departure for dhe development of Le..mere\tradi-
.

tional course with an applications orientation. Support for

appropriate dissemination activities is recommended. Considera-

tion of supportofccr subsequent develment work or substand.af

.reVisionkis also retommended.

r
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I. INTRODUCTION s.

-.
X

1t1.

Hioltdry of'the Development Prolect

AP"

I

. . .
,. .

.

,

the first-yeartalgebra'courae attracts a large itudent-popu-
.,..

. .r .

ilation. For many students it is-their last mathematics course.

The .First-Yea A.gebra via App.licationA Development Fro ect was

funded by the Na ional Seienoe Foundation (NSF5 in 1974 at A time
4.

when no firkt-year algebra textbOok existed with a strbng appli- 410
- ,

cations orieptation. Given the nature 4nd size bf this population

'and the importance of applications of mathematicp both to the

decision-maker and to the average citizen,.suA a textbook was

desirable- The goals of the Dtvelopment Project, as stated in

the proposal, were to develop an implementable first-year

algebra coqrse which (1) offers a picture of the wide range of

applications of.mamatics fr4m'which algebraic,symbolism
k

develops naturally, (2) clovers the seandard skills associated

with first-year algebra with only complicated factoring, simplif-

ication of complicated radicals, and fractional exprissions
JO

problems deieded, (3) devotes same time particularly to fundamental

ideas from statistics and probability, and (4) is no more difficult
4 0

than the,standard course. The intended student population consisted

of average to betow-average algebra students (from approximately
V

the 30th to the 85thdentile of abili:ty). The project director

was Dr. Zalman Usiskin, Department of Educatic;ii, UniNrersity of

Chicago .

The first draft of a textbook, Algebra Throt!gh Applications,

01.
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2

was written during the.school year 1974-75 by the projectldirector.

It was taught, while being

teachers to.Fhree average;

written, b4 the developer and two o4r
.o

a

first-year algebra-clasiles in-,,..ewe Chicago

area schools (Addison Trail High School, a pbblic hikh sdhool in
c-

Addison,- Illinois; and Unity High-SchoOl, a iaroch4a1,, all-girl,

inner-city school). As.stated in the Project renewit iropOsal,

*the results.from the first year suggestedlkhar "the approach was
4

feasible, that numerous small changes were advisable, and that

particuhq attention would have io be given fo the development and.,

. maintenance of some of the traditional%fundamental algebra.skills:1
*

A second draft of the textbook was.14ritten during _the schooi

year 1975-76. Litce the first, it was taught by the devaloPerand

three othexl teachers in three Chicago area schools (1411kisSp Trai

High School, Proviso Wesc High School in Hillside,' Illinois, and

Provisa,East High School in Maywood, Illinois). In order.to give

,more attention to the development of skills,tthe preparation of i

workbook using stery learning approach WAS Ilegun. Also during

P ,

tfie setond yea , aniwers to all exercises', notes on each lesson,

,

and singgested assignments and*timetables for ee ability levels

of students were prepared for the teacher's manual,.Notes to the

teacher.

In December 1975, a,pane of mathematicians, educators, and

citizens was asked by NSF to r view all Foundation-projects and

m4ce recommendations. The Alge_ra Through Applications materials

d
received\excellent reviews. The review panel, although pleased

, %

with the materials, made thelollawing recommendations:

a) The reading .ievel of the materials should be-checked i

,

for appropriateness;



b) Preparation of students

maticS courses and like

44,

for later high school mathe-

situations should be tester

c) Thg, mastery learning aspect should be 'evaluated;

.d) The degiee to which student perkormance meets.project
%

5. 3

.objectives should be d4ermined; and.

e) An evaluatibn team independent of the project.should.

, be engaged to prpvidi the dValuations rec,mended in- '

(a),.(b), c), and77(d).

Thdse recommendatrons were in accord with the previous plans of

the project. 'Thus

for 1916-77:.

a full-sca4e national evaluation was p

Goals and stafk f" 616 field evaluation
4,,r0

4 -111r-

11

A study was proposed by

ned

project ireator to address the

follawing six questions conce Lng the materials.

a) To what extent do'students who study these materials

understand the conc4ts vonsiddred standard in44.14t-
i

year algebra as co ared tql other first-year al&ebra

.studentsh

b) To. what extent do studefs who stud; these materials

understand the conciks consid,ped' unique to these

msterials?

To what exter.itAdo,these materials help

problems erom real-life si-tuations?

d) Is the reading level of the materials co

other first-year algebra materials?

solving applied

- rable with

e) To what extent do the mastery learning materials hdllp

improving skills?



f) What are the difficulties,.if any', of implementing thése"

4

/ .materia
tl

s into the school curriculum?
,

(

.

In: o d4r to pro-tilde for an independent evaluation, the study,

was Olaced tihder the leadership of two individ4als with ate proj-

ect dirqctor serving.as_a consultant. dr: Jane 9. Swafforli,

Department of Mithematics, Northern Michigan University; was director
'r

V. of the research 'and responsible for the adminisiratio4jof the study,

fu the analysis of the data, and for the preparation of the final

report and recommendations.. Dr-Henry S. Kepner, Jr., the Depart-

ment of Curriculum And instruction, University of Wisconsin-

Milwaukeq, was resportsible for the ereation and selection of tests

and test items. Both evaluators.were paid as 47sultanslk to the

project. Funding for the evaluation was covered in a renewal.

grant from NSF for the.Developmantal Project.

The two evaluators, in consultation with the project direaor:

assumed responsibility for
t

die design of the sttidy. The project
4

..director participated in most meetings, reviewing tests and test

items and suggesting designs and interpretations of the research.

Final decisions were made br the two evaluators.

a.
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Ii,'.DESIGN OF STUDY
.

Oveiview

r

.

. e:
. .

\.- - .

TWenty'(20) schools thioughout the dtited Stites were selected
.40 4 44

froth volunteer schools on thekbasib.of a geiggraphic and* communiter,

size ditribution. 'Eahchoo1 selected fo participate wawasked

.to submit'the names of two (2.1 ecitlly capable teachers, eich4;of

/

wham would thatw*Iling to.teach the experithental materials. One of

the ttió tachers was th selected at ziandom tebe the experimental

teacher.. Each partici ating school was also asked to provideqdur

comparable.first-year a gebra classes of, whick, two (2) would be

control classes, and two (2) would be experimental classes. Schools

were further"asked, insofar as possible, to assign students randomly

tqr these four classes. Studentsinith two c asse assigned to the

experimental teacher constituted the e erimental population. These
. ,

A
Nk_ were taught Iling the experimebtal materials which were provided ai

i

:

no cckt to,the schools by thre

:

cAect. With ,the exception of a

teacher's guide, ,Notes to the acher, ho guidance or in-service

was provided to experimental teachers. Each caktrol teacher taught

the two control classes using whatever firpt-year algebra materials

were normally used in the school. In all, 2,455 students partici-
,

tir

pated in the study.

In the Fall of. four tests were administered by the

teachers to their respective classes. These were the Mathematics

Computation SUbtpst of the Stanford Achievement TeSt, the ETS

4.



Cooperative Mathematics4Tsst: Algebra I, a 25-item Opinion Surveyh

and a 28-item Consumer Test. In the Spring oi 1977, five tests

I were again a4ministered to All cleasses. These were the ETS Coop-
%

erative Mathematicd Test: Aigebra.L'a project-developed First
,

, .....

Year Algebra. Tesi, a modified Opinioi Survey, an Algelira I Ques-

tionnafrq,. aad a shortened Cons est.

In addition to-Oudent testing, a.site visit was made to each

participatini schoolv TextbaolC.evaluation forms were completed by

j3oth control and experimental teachrstnd'end-of-chapter reports

and chapter tests were submitted by the experimentaNteachers.

Finally,=a reading level comparisan'of the experimental textbook)
4

with two popular commercial first-year algebra textbooks was

conductedby Dr. Geiald Kulm, Departm,ent.of Mathematics, Purdue

. University.

'Selection and description of schools, tea er, and students.,

'4k
4.0

'SchOols

Volunteers to i)articipate in a year-long field evhluation of

the experinental materials, Algebri Through
4,r

solicited by the project direcor, bsiskin,

Applications, were

during presentations

at the 54th Annual Meeting oC the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics (NCTM) in Atlanta, Georgia, in April 19,6 and at tile.

meeting of the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics that

preceded the NCTM meeting. In addition, a notification of the

proposed study was mailed to schools requeWng infrormation about

qie project. Approximately 550 forms were distributed. From

these sol,icitations, indications of interest were received from



88 schoolS. This list was first reduced to those public schools

indicating theavailability of at lea§t four classes. The remaining

schools weregrouped geograp.hically inio four/eategories -- North-

etstern,,Southeastern, Central, and Western,United States., Within

each geographic categcfry, schoos were futther grouped by comkunity
_

s.ize into three subcategories -- urban, suburilan, and smali.-tawn

or rural. The evaluation administzator solicited participants for

the eMpty cells. However, interesied schools could not be .located

fetr small-town/rural ix the Northeast and Central regions. The

requite-bent of two teachers and four classes,of Ei4st-year algebra

autdmatically excluded many interested small schools,. Scheduling

constraints and the availability of-two willing and. equallyl-capable

teachers precluded ott4rs from participating. Twen'ty (20) schools

- . mere chosen to participsle by selecting at least one school from.

each non-empty dell and the remainder to balance community size.

Of,these, .',3:!...(6) were solicited schools. .A distribUtion. of the.

schools j'y cell is present&d in .Table 1. Figure 1 locates the

participa5ing schools on a map of the United States. Of the 20

schools selected, 19 completed the study. One school withdrew at

mid-year. A list of the 20 schools is given in Appendix A.

TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS BY
GEOGRAPHIC kEGION AND COMMUNITY SIZE

Urban Suburban Small-tawn/rural
,

Total
_

.Northeast

Southeast

Central

,
West

.

3

1

2

2

1

2

.2

1
.

.

.

4

7

4

5

Total
.

-

6 .6
.

20
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e participating schools covered a cross section of American

communities and selools. Four,were junior high schools (7th-9th

grades), 3.were senior high schools (10th-12th grades), and 13 were

four-year high schools (9th-12t4 grades). The schools spread from

New York,to, Miami and from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The larger

number o'f schools selected from the Southeast refleCto 'the-location'

of the NCTM 54th Annual Meeting At which the invitation to pattic-

ipate was made. The schoole spapned a range of Socio-econo back-

drops from the inner city thi.ough affluent suburbs to the rural

areas from.college and scientific coMMunities Co mill towns. The

schools also represent racial mixtures from allr-white to all-black

with clusters of Hispanid, Asian-American, and Native American

students.

Teachers

Each school selected was contacted by telephone in the summer'..-

'5,f 1176 and asked provide the names of two "equally capable"

teacherseach having at least two classes of first-year algebra
IP

in the coming year and Willing to teach-the experimental materials^.

One of the iwo teacherswas them seLected by the evaluator using a

random iirocess. The two classes assigned to this teacher were
,

designated as the experimental group. The other teacher and two

classes were designated as the control teacher and control group'

A list of the-experi6nta1 and control teachers by school is

contained in Appendix A.

,011e.teacher was assigned to both-experimental .classes a

, -

school ill order to minimize cross-contamination ot treatments.

'It was the decision df the evaluation team that control of the
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treatment variable would be impossible to maintain if one teacher

taught both a class using the experimental matrialt1 and a class

using the traditional materials. Howcver, this practice intro-
_

dudes variation between'treatmenti dUe'to the differences between
4

teachers. Hence, random assignmght of teachers to treatments was

made In order to spread the effects of teacher effectiveness evenly

across treatments. AlthoUgh "equaly capable" teachers Wrre reque'sted

from each school, it is acknowledged that subjective and non-uniform

criteria wete used La making these judgmetlts. Nb attempt was made 0(

to objectively assess teacher effectiveness.

Both the experimental and contrql teachers were asked to cam-

plete a Teacher informatiOn Form, a copy of which appears in Appe
,

dix A. A summary of the information obtained is presInted in Tatle .7

2. Both sets of teachers are reaslably comparable, on the chaiac-
.

teristics queried. On the average, both groups were vipteran'

teachers, approximately 707-female with 1i mean age of 41. Of the

experimental teadhers, 11 hold master's degrees or better and all

but 4 have additional course work beyond their highest degree.
e-

Similarly, of the control teachers, 9 hold master's or higher

-
degrees with all but 3 having course work beyond their last degree.

One control teadher was a first-yeaT teacher.

:TAbLE

SUMMARY OF TEACHER.CHARACItRISTICS

. Experimental . Control

,r---Number of females
Number of males

14
5

13
6

Av. age (age range) 41.9 yrs. (26 to 58) 41.3 yrs. (23 to 59)

. Av. yr. teach. experience 12.4 yrs. (2 tp 35) 11.9 yrs. (0 to 26)

Av. yr. algebra experience 7.8 yrs. (2 to 22) 9.4 yrs. (0 to 26)

'No. with master or above . 14 16

a



Students

In the Fall, 2,455 students were tested. Their distribution

by sex and grade level for each a two treatments is presented in

lable 3. Of the Fall students, complete pre- and post-achievement

data were available for 1,290 students. The distribution' by sex
4

and grade level of the 1,290 students is also presented in Tabl,e 3.

The loss of approximately 48% of the students is due tic) ehree

factors. In larger schools, students failing the first semester

repeat this semester's work in the Spring and hence.were not avail-

.able foii post-testing. Other students were available but missed
I SP

one o4,more of the four achievement tests. Finally, three schools

were ftot included in the final analysis, accounting for approxi-

matqly 157 of the participants. Similar.but less dramatic losses

were experienced with the attitude and consumer data. Complete

pre- and post-attitude dayi'were available for 1421 students and. .

complete colsumer test data for 1,490 students. A Chl Square'

test indicates that significantly more control students were Iost

'than experimental students.

,

4
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III. DATA ,COLI.ECTION

Testiqg program and description of student instruments

At'the beginning of the 1976-77 school year, the fdllowing

four tests were administered to all 61asses participating in the'

study:

.a) 4 25-item Opinion.Survey Ofj.ikert-type items;

i

A
b) the Mathematics ComputatioR Subtest of the Stanford

Achievement Test: .Adv.anced Battery, Form A (1973);

d) the Educational Testing Service.(ETS)'Cooperative.-

Mathematics Test: Algebra I, Form A (1962); and

d) . a 28-ite6 Consumer Test%
la

At,the efid of the 1976-77 school year, the following fiVe

tes s were administered:

e) a 25-item Opinion Survey containing 9...items. from the

Fall Opinion Survey, together with new or riodi4ed

items that focused specifically on algebra or the

algebra.textbo4;

f) a 39-item,.content-specific Algebra I Questionnaire;

a Consumer Test, Form A or B, consisting of 11 and

10 items, tespectively, from.the Fall Consumer Test;

hX a.33-item Firqt Year Algebra TeW and

i) the ETS Cooperative H4themaics Test: Algebra
4

'4
Form A (1962).....

Copies of all project-developed tests are included in Appendix B.
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The-Arithmetic Computation Test was,given in the Fall a a

check on the equivalence of ,the control and experimental gro s

and to determine the relatiie entering achievement levels of 1.te

students for.subsequent analysis. The Stanford Achievement Test

normed in 1972, seemed .est suited for this latter,task. Fermis-
,

sion to reproduce the cnputation sub-test for our purposes was

granted by the publisher, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.'

The ETS Test was given as a pre- and post-test to ineasure
a

achievement on objectives common to a broad spiectrum of first-

mar algebi:a courses. This 40-item, 40-minute test (normedin 1962)

is used as a standard end-of-year achievement meaiute in first-
(

year'algebra,classedOthroughout the country. It was conilidered

a valid measure of achievement in the traditional first-yeat

algebra &purse. A .classificationiof items by objective is also

included in 'Appendix B. Reliabilities for the ETS Test, using a

kuder-Richardson Formula 20, were reported by the publisher as

ranging from .84 to .85,for randomly-selected subsamplés. of the

norm roups. Reliabilities for the students involyed in the present

study were calculated in the Spring using the simpler Kuder-
#

Richardson Formula 21 and were .78 for the,experimental group and

.82 for the control group.

The First Year Algebra Test was develSped to measure achieve-

ment on objectives for the traditional first-year algebra course

and the experimental mattTls not measured by the ETS Test.

Development of,the'test by Kepner began with a specification, of

objectives to be measured using as a point of departure the

objectives listed by Usiskin in Notes to the.Teacher. Items for

each objective were written and trial data obtained from 43'stu-
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dents enolledn two regular first.l.year algebra classes-and'26

students enroll d in an Algebra Throte Applications cour'se. These

students were not part of the present study. Final item selection

andediting t4as conducted by the evaluation team. A list of. the

items by objective appears in Appendix B. A measure of reliability
1AR

for the First Year*Algebra Test was calcurated using .the Kuder-:

Richardson.Formula 21 yielding .79 for the experimental group and

.77 for the control:

The Consumer Test was developed in order to compare improve-

.ments on selected consumer problem-solving skills of-students pre-

sented an applications orientation to first-year algebra with those

presented a traditional approach. The items thems4es did not, .

however, &quire algebraic skills. .The Consumer Test was also

developed by Kepner, beginning with a list of consumer obiectives

.
compiled from the sources listed below:

.
,

e
a) Beckmate - Beal Mathematical Competenci4s Test for

.Enlightened,Citizens. Lincoln, Nebraska. 1973.
.

,

Edwards, Edgar; Nichols, Eugene and Sharpe, Glyn H.
"Mathematical 'Competencies and Skills Essential for
Enlightened Citizens." Mathematics Teacher.
November, 1972, pp. 671-677.

c). Henderson, George L. "Essential Mathematics Compe-
tencies for Citizenship." Madison, Wisconsin.
Written as Mathematics Consultant for Wiscbnsin
Department of Public Instruction. t.

d) Natiorial Assessment of Educational Progress. Mathe-
matics Objectives. Ann Arbor: National Assess-
ment Office. 1970.

411

National Assessment of Educational Progresg. Consumer
Math: Selected Results from the First National -

Assessment of Mathematics. Denver. 1975.

4.
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f) .National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics, "NCSM
-'eot Position Paper on Basic MathewaticarSkills."

Aricktmetic Teacher. October, 1977. pp. 19-22.

g) Numerous lists of mathematics and,consumer-oriented.
mathematics developed by state end local groups
related to mathematics education.

h) Bell,' Max S. "What Does 'Everyman' Really Need from .
School Mathematics?" Mathematics Teacher. March,

156-202.

Alter review and revision by th evaluation team, items were selted

or additional items written.b epner and pilot-testea. Twenty-
, T-

eight (28) items were selected for the Fall test.,These are listed

by objective in Appendix B. Due to the concern 4pressed by some

teachers over,the number of days required in the Spring for testing,

the Fall ttems were reduced from 28 to 21 totems and allocated to

two 10-milkte tests, each administered in halt of the schools.

Data from?the Fall test were used by the evaluation team,in select-

ing thos4 items to be retained and in distributing thel.tems

between 4Form A and Form B. Item difficulty and objective measured

served as criteria for the inclusiowand the.distribution of items

between the two forms. Schools were ranked according to their

mean scores on the Fall ConsUmer Test and alternately ipsigned to

administer Form 4i or Form B in the Spring. This assignment

allowed for the ccillection of representa ve data for each item

retained.

The Opinion Survey, developed by_Swafford, was administered

to monitor changes in attitude relative to the enjoyment, useful-

ness, and nature-of mathematics and algebra, as well as to obtain

feedbackfrom students on their textbooks. Items were selected

fr6m attitude items developed by National' Assessment of Educational



72
, 17

Progress (NAE11), Internation Association. or r the Evaluation of

Educational Achievement (IEA), and Aiken (Journalfor Research
\

in Mhthematics Eaucation 'March 1974) to measure attitudes on tha,

value of mathematics to the individual and to society, on the

enjoyment of mathematics, and on the nat e of mathematics. These

iteus were reviewed and revised by the evaluati:on team and addi-
.

tional items writtia. The final instrument used in the Fall con-

tained 24 Likertpe items and one multiple-choice item. These

items .are listed by category-(enjoyment, usafulness, and nature

of mathematicg) in Appendix B. It is recognized that attitudes

toward mathematics take on dimehsions other than those assessed.

The chosen dimensions were considered most germane to,the present
.

cltudy. Of the original 25 items, 9 were included again in the_

pring survey, 7 were modified to read "algebra". instead of

"mathematici," and 9 nece items were written to explore specific

attitudes tdward algebra or the algebra textbook. 'A classification

of the items in the Sprint survey is also included in Appendix B.

A content-spepific atfitude survey, the Algebra I Question-
.

naire, was developed.by Swafford for administration in the Spring.

This 15-minute, 39-item questionnaire was designed to explore,

.in 'more datail, sfudents' attitude relative to the enjoyment,

Usefulness, and ease of specific topies in first-year algebra

rather than attitudes about mathematics or algebra in general.

Both the Opinion Survey and the Algebra I Questionnaire.were

pilot-tested with first-year algebrk classes in Marquette,

Michigan, beforegging administered to the students in the

study.
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The Consu Test, Opinion Survey, and 'Algebra I Questionnaire

were desig 11 ed as collections of individual items rather than scales

or test batt ries. Hetce, eeliability measures or other total

-test statistics were ribt calculated.

All tests were administered by the classroom teachers accord-

ing to a sdhedule provided'by the evaluators. Thekorder, date,

and approximate time for each test are listed in Table4.

TABLE 4

TESTING,SCHEDULE

Tept . Day given)
Time

.\ 'required

Fall Opinion, Survey

Stanford Arithmetic Test

ETS Algebra I Test

Fall Consumer Test

Spring Opinion Survey

Siring ConsuM:r Test

Algebra I Questionnaire

First Year Algebra Test.'

ETS Algebra I Test.

1st fUll day of cliss

2nd or 3rd day

2nd or 3rd day

6t day (2nd week)

3 wk from end of ich

3 wk from ehd of sch

2 wka from end of sch

last week of sch

last week of sCh

-10-15 min.

35 min.

40 min.

35 min.

10-15 min.

10-15 min.

min.

40 min.

40 min.

.AnsWers to tests administered in the Fall were record d on

answer sheets or, in the case of the Stanford Arithmetic Test on

the test itself. Answers to the tests administered in the Spring

were recorded on prepared computer answer cards, with.the exception

of the ETS Test.,. which we not amenable Eo the card format.

),.

Tea-0)2ft questignnaires

In order,ito obtai'jt feedback on the experimental materials and

to monitor progress th gh the materials, each experimental
.

teacher

:10
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was asked to complete an End-of-Chapter Report forint. In addition
a.

to the number of_days required to carer the chapter,' they were

asked to identify lessond that w-ent particularly well and those

that did not. For the latter, the souree(s) of difficulty and-

*suggestions for improvement was solicited. Also, a copy of the

chapter test was requested as an informal Ahdicator of the extent

to which the experimental'approach rather'than the traditional

approach was being emphasized. A copy of the End-of-Chapter

Report form appears in Appendix

At the end of the year, both control and experimental teachers

were asked to complete 'an extensive Eextbook evaluation form.

Separate forms were prepared for control and experimental teachers,

but sOme parallel. items were included on both for comparison. "The

forms were developed by Usiskin and Swafford and are also included

in Appendix. C.

Site visits

In addition to the datakcollected directly from the students

and teachers involved in the study, each partichpating school was

If

visi,ted during the year. The purpose of the site A4sit was to

verify that the tredtment wasoeing
/ mplemented, to identify prob-

.,
p.

lems, to answer questigns concerning the study, and to collect

observational data no t. amenable to pencil and paper reports or

tests. During each site visit, the visitor observed in at least

one (1) control and one (1) experimental class, talked with each

teacher, visited with _the department chairman and/or principal,

\\and, in selected cases, interviewed five .(5) students in each class.

Obserirations were reported. on the-forms provided. Copies of all



instructions and forms lire included.in Appendix D.
!4*

The sit6 visits *ere conducted by Swafford (5 schools), by

Kepner (p sAN1s), and by 4 other qualified educators, each

visiting one or two schools in his area (11 schools). The developer

of the experimental materials, Usiskin, did not visit an); lschool in

20

ale study during the year. A list of observers, schools visited;

. and dates is included in Appendix D.

During the classroom observations, the observer was asked to
4'1

7Roti ehe Size and compo.sition of the class; the name*of ohe control

textbook, the day's activities, and give'general impressions abotit

the class, the tqacher, and haw the algebra was going. In partic-

ular, the.obilerver was asked to report any notable differences

between the control'and experimektal classes.

In,addition, some observers were.asked to select five students

from each clats,_using a randath Process, 'and to interview.them

inforryally during the ltst part of the class. Five questions Were

suggested that explored students' enjoyment a altebra, their pet-

ceived usefulness of algebra, and the enjoyment And readability of

. the textbbok. By posing open-ended questions,'feedback not obtain-

able with a Likert-type survey was sought.

teac

Each observer interviewed both the control and experimental

asking a series onipecific questions regarding the com-

parability of the two classes in the study; the tes ing progr

and, for the experimental teacher, queslions concerning aspeits

of .the experimental materials that had been brought idto question.

The observer also solicited other concerns or comments from the

teachers.
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Finally, eadh observer was asked to call on the princtpal and/

or department chairman. buring this interview, the observer tried

to ascertain if there Were,any problems with the 'expe

materials or the study itself, specifically the testing program,

from the supervisor's perspec'tive.

Following the visit and the receipt of the site visit forms,

the evaluator reviewed the visit by telephone or in person with

the.observer to discuss their report and perceptions.

Reading.level evaluation

The experimental materials place a heavy emphasispw reading

mathematics. Real-life problems are described and IncorporateV

routinely into the exposition and problem sets drather than rele-.

gated to a separate chapter or tile eng of the exercises. A set of .

4*

exercises entitled "Questions Concerning the Reading" follows

*
each exposition to query understanding of the facts and conceptsLI
presented. Because of this emphasis on reading, an.evaluation of

the readability of the text was undertaken. Thi endeavor was

given further 1.mpetus by concerns expressed by me of the teachers

involved. Dr. Gerald Kulm of Purdue Universitj was contacted and

asked to do a reading-lever/evaluation of the exterimental materials,

and, in particuldk-, to compard0 the readinel of Algebra Through,

'Applications with the level of two other first-yeir algebra text-

books, Holt Algebra I and Houghton-Mifflin's Arkebra Structv and

Method, Boijk 1.



IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA AND FINDINGS

Achievement data

Overall-achievement

Four achievement 'sts were administered, two in the Fall and

two in the Spring. An Ainthmetic Test and ale ETS Test were. given
\

in the Fall. -In ate Spring, the ETS Test was tepeated; together

with a projectrdeveloped First Year Algebra Test (FYAT). For the

analysis, only data for those students who took all four tests

-were retained. 4rtherrnore, insufficient- data were rceived fram

tWo of the 19 schools completing the study. In each of the 17

schools includfid in the analysis, the two,classes in each treat-

mew were combined tato one unit. In all, there were 1,290 ttudents

retained in the achievement analysis; 679 in the experimental group;

'and 611 La the control. Mean scores an the achievement tests were

analyzed by treatment and by sshool. Analysis of achievemenE an

individual items WAS also conducted by treatment across schools.

In alt.anatyses, the level of-significance was set at.a 2. .05.

Observational reports and preliminaky examination of the data

suggested that each of the 17 schools in the study represented a

unique situation. Each was uniqve withz---Irsilsa-t---to organization.,

deb

clientele,and liarning environment of the school as well as the

confounding effev of the community enviroftment surrounding it.

For example, one school experienced a three-week teacher's strike;'"°
,

)
.

,

le
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in another, attendance was influenced b a local transit strike;

in two schools, students were subtected to a change of eacher at

mid-year; absentee rates varied markedly from school to school.

In same schools it.became administratively unfeasible to maintain

'intact grdup.'s throughout the year.

Table 5 presents the school means and treatment means for

each. of.the four achievement tests and the sumf.of thempans on the,

two Sifing Achievement tests. The variability among.the school

means is apparent. A calay analysis of variance by school

(ignoring treatment) was conducted for each test to determine whether

qae means of the 17 schools were equa 'Table 6 summarizes these

analyses. Significant differences were obtained for eaah. test.

The ifferences noted above suggeated the eistence .of 17

separate exp rime\ltar settings.- To examine the reatient effect

across.°a11 school 17 matched pairs (experim ntaligeoup matched
4.

f

4

with control group in each of the 17 schooli) were formed. For

each of the foueachievemerit tests i matched pair t-statistic was

computed. This analysis is summarized in Table 7. Using this

4nalysis, no significant difference was found between treatments -

,either 131 the Fall or in the Spring. The lack of,significant

differences in the Fall attests to the comparability of the two.
tt-

treatment groups of the onset of the experi.ment. To clarify the

V lack of significant differences in the Spring, further exploration

of between-school differences was undertaken.

A two-way treatmerlt x school analysis of variance was conducted

for each of the four achievement tests and the sum 'of the means -

on the two Spring Tests. In each of these, the unit Of analysis was

the students score. Means for each treatment within schools.are



TABLE 5
24

SCHOOL AND TREATMENT NEANS ON ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
Nsk

*,

. N

Fall
.

.

Spring

Arith ETS ETS FYAT* ETS+FYAT
. 4

All stude'nts 1290 32.32 -12.57 20..79 13.04 33.83
All.exp 679 32.43 12.25 19.83." 13.84 . 33.66
A11,control 611 32.19 12.02 21.87 12.15 .34.01

School 1 77 30.09 12.25 17.56 11.04 28.60
Exp 39 30.28 . 12.38 17.54 13.49 31,03
Cont 38 29.89 12.11- 17.58 8 52 26.11

. ..\
(

School 2 '99 29.49 10.164 13.97 7,68 . 21.65
Exp 49 29.59 10.89 13.90 .8.43 27.33
Cont . 50 29.38 10..3.0. 14.04 6.94 .20.98

,

School 3 85 33.67 13.00 21.31 14.18 35.48'
Exp 42 36.31 13.17 21.41 17.10 38.50
Cont 43 31.09 12.84 21.21 11.33 32.53

School 4 93 32.72 11.79 20.43 12.59 33.02
Exp 47 32.$98 11.53 18.72 12.60 31:32
Cont 46 32.46 12.02 22.17 12.59 34.76

School 5_ 57 30.13 10.60 17.35 11.56 28.91
Exp 36 31.00 11.06 1.8,17 13.17 31.33
Cant 21 28.62 9.81 15.95 8.81 24.76

School 6 44 24.66 8.91 11.36 6.86 18.23
Exp ' 27 24.48 8.93 10.22 6 30 16.52
coat 17 . 24.94 . 8.88 13.18 7.76 20;94

School 7 67 31.26 10.91 18,37
N

10.31 28,69
Exp 44 31.02 10.55 17.02 10.02 27.05
Cont 23 31.70 11.61 20.96 10.87 31.83

School a 52' 31.37 12.23 190 12.10 12.00
Exp 31 31.71 .11.45 20.97 12.03 13.00
Cont 21 30.86 13.38 18.33 12.19 30.52

School 9 84 35.25 14.26 23.39 15.20 38.60
Exp 45 34.89 14.18 27.73 16.33 40.07
Coat 39 35.67 14.36 23.00. 13.90 156.90

School 10 76 33.15 14.21 19.22 11.71 30.96
Exp 34 31.38 13.63 15.76 12.92 28.68
Cant 42 14.57 14.64

c
22.02 10.74 32.76

**First Year Algebra Test
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N

Fail Spring 1

Arith ETS
.

ETS
.

FIAT ETS+FYAT

School 11 70 28.96 11150 22.24 13.40 35.64
EXp 36 30.11 10.81 21.28 14.28 35.56
Cont 34 27.741/4 12.24 , 23.26 12.47 35.74

School 1 67' 29.60 11.58 19.73 10.61 .30.34
Exp 29.66 11.97 , 19:21* 11.10 .30.31
Cont 38 29.55 11.29 20.13 , 10.24 30.37

School 13 ,71 35.52 14.08 25.80 18.00 43.80
Exp 35 36.00 14.14 24.14 20.14 44.29'
Cont 36 35.06 15.19 27.42 15.92 43.33

School 14 69 33V.1 12.76 21.24 13.84 35.13
Exp 37 32.97 12.65 '20.84 16.32 37.16
Cont 32 33.47 12.88 .21.81 10.97 32.78

School .15 122 38.33 16.45 29.04 20.20 49.25
Exp. 64 37.98 16.08 27.20 20.38 47.58
Cont 58 38.71 16.86 31.05 20.02 51.09

Schooi 16 87 35.53 13.15 24.70 14.23 38.9
Exp 45 35..44 12.49 22.67 14.24 36.91

. Cant 42
.

35.62 13.86 26.88 .14.44. 41.10

School 17 .70 27.87 .10.30 18.84 11.41
.

30.26
Exp 39 2823 9.13 17.46 10.87 28.33
Cont . 31 27.42 1 11.77 20.58 12.10 32.68

a
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TABLE 6.

ANALYSIS or VAiLANCE F011:THE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS..
,BY SCHOOL

Arithmetic Test

Source df as ms

Schools-
Error

16
1273

13856.52
45392.45

866.03
35.66

Total, *1289

Fall ETS

Source' df SS ms

Schools
Error

16
1273

4588.54
20186.05

-286.78
15.86

F .Sig of F

24..29 '<.001

F Sig of F

Total 11289

Spring ETS

18.09 .001

Source 4f ss tos .F gig oi F'

Schools, 23141.55 1446.35 k 49.45. <.001
Error 123 60376.41 29.25

Total 128-9

First Year Algbbra Test

. Source

Schools
Error

Total

df as ms. F

16.
1273

$

14925.28
28428.82

932.83
22.33

41.77

1289

v

4.;

Sig of F

<2001

A
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TABLE 7

MEAN CORRECT RESPONSES BY TRiATMENT FOR
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

N 17 MATCHED PAIRS

x-
Experimental

.

Controll mean diff
(exp-control)

sd t-value

._

Big
P

Arith. Test
(48 items)

Fall tTS
(40 items)

32.00

12.07

,

31.59

12.97 1

I 0.418
.

-0:900

1.78

2.26

e

0.97

-1.64

.346

.120

, --...,

Spring.ETS
(40 items)

FYAT
(33 items)

19.67

13.51

.

19.58

12.24

0.094.

1.271
.

7.30

3.45

0.05 -

/
1.52

..

,

.958

.148

4.

a

a

4
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also reported in Table 5. A summary of the analysis of varian es

is presented in Table 8.

'As noted in Table 8, a significant interaction of treatment

with echbol was obtained 4for all but the Fall ETS\Test. That test

showed a significant main effects F-value (p = :019) in favor of .

the control group. Efforts to identify thie source of the,inter-

action obtained on the other tests by logical groupings of schools-

met with no success.
(J)

Because of the significant interaction of treatment with

schools, the achievement data were subjected to a separate analysis

for each school. While an analysis based on the use of multiple

t-tests should be used with 'caution,. this approach WAS utilized

lbecause of the varied salool settings. Significant differences o,

the Arithmetic Test were found in two schools in the Fall, one in

7favor.of the experimental group and one in favor of the control.
-

Significant differences in: favor of the control group on the Fall-,

iTS Test were observed at one school. At tfie .05 level of signif-

icance, differences should be expected id one out of twenty schools

by chance. Hence, this further analysis confirms the overall

comparability of the 670 treatment groups in the Fall.

. On the Spring First Year Algebra Test, si ficant differences

were found in eight schools, each favoring the' experimenál group.

On the Spring ETS Test, significant differences were found'in eight

schools each favoring the control. On the combined algebra

achievement score, obtained by summing the two Spring achievement

scores, significant t-values were obtained for nine schools, four

favoring the experimental group and five favoring the dontrol. group.

In all cSSes the significance on the combined score merely reflects

' r .
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TABLE 8

. TREATMENT BY, SCHOOL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

w 1

FALL

Source

Two-way. Analysis of Variance gpr Arithmeticest

df $s

Main Effects
Treatment
Schools

Interaction
Residual

17 13906.90
1 50.37V

16 13889.07
16 9.82.04

1256 44360.04

s

gr Sig of.F

818.05 23.16 <.001
50.37 1.43 .233
868.07 24.57 .001
61.38 1.73 .035
35.32

Total 1289

Two-way Analvsi's of Variance for Fall ETS

Source . df 'SS ms- F Sig of.F

NOUOmCIffects
Treatment

17
1

4675.86
87.33

275.05
87:33

17.43
-5.53

.001
*<'.019

School& 16 4533.70 283.36 17.95 <.001
Interaction 16 274.80 17:18 1.09 .361
Residual 1256 19823.92 15.78 .

Tot'a 1289

STING

'Two-way Analysis of Variance for Spring ETS

Source .df SS MS Sig of F

Main Effects
Treatment
Schools

Interaction
Resihual

17
1

16
16

1256

24268.28
1126.73
22922.71
1673.60.

34434.54

1427.55
1126.73
1432.67
1.04.60
27.42

52.07
41.10
52.26
3.82

.001
< .001
.001.
.001

TOtal 1289

-On
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TABLE 8. -- Continued

Two-way Analysis of Variance for First Year Algebra Test

Source df. s s ms Sig-of F

Main Effects 17 15975.52 919.74 -45.77i <.001
Treatment 1 , g.050.24 1050.24 51.16 . .<.001
Schpols 16 15059.61 941.23 45.85 -.001

Interac'tion. 16 1592.16. 99.51 4.85 .001
Residual 1256 25786.42

Total .1289

Two-Way Analysis of Variance for ETS+FYAT*

Source df

Main Effects . 17
Treatment 1 .

Schools 16
Interaction 16
Residual 1256 *

Total 1289 .

SS MS Sig of F

74052.69 4356.04 ..001
1%34 1.34 0.02 .895

74011.50 4625.72 59..93 .001
4689.86 20%12 3.. 80

96944.44
,o

' 77.'19

*First Year Algebra Test

a
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the magnitude and direction of the difference on one of the two

Spring achievement tests.
ao

Because of the significant difference obtained in three

schools on one of the Fa1l pre-tests. analysiti of covariance using

the Arithmetic Test 'and Fall ETS Test as covariants were also

conducted, recognizing that the assumptians for such an analysis-.

are tenuous. This analvis confirmed alI of the 'significant-dif-

ferences resulting from the previous t-tests and, additianally,

identified two more significant differences. One of these showed
=OP

a significant difference in favor of the experimental group bn

the First Year Algebra Test, while the other showed a significant

difference in favor of the ontrol group on the Spring ETS_Test.-

In the second case, the initial superiority of the experimental

edup on the Arithmetic Test in the Fall was apparently compensated

for with the use Of that test as a covariate. Significant differ-
if

ences had been found/on Fall pre-tests in.two other cases. The use.
/

of thes'e tests as,covariates in these cases did not contribute to

the analysis. Oft.the sum of the two Spring tests, the use ok

covariates confirmed the results of the previous t-tests with three

additiAnal refinements. At two schools% the use of covariates

redueed t* difference between the experimental and control.groups,

while gtt a third, the use of covaristes accentuated the difference.

In all three cases, the differences were in favor of the experi-
,-

mental treatment: A summary of the findings of the 17 separate

t-tests and analyses of covariance(ANCOVA) 1Ni presented in )

Table 9.-
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TABLE §

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BY SCHOOL
(Summary of t-tests by treatment)

School

1

2

3

. 4

5

6

7

8

9

-,ery

14

15

16

17

Fall Spring

Arith ETS ETg FYAT ETS+FYAT

1 ExP .Exp

Exp

Eçp Pontrol* ExP Exp**

Control Control

Exp Exp**

Control Control

ControLL Control

Exp Exp*

Control Exp

Exp*

Control Exp

c Exp 41FP

Control Control

Control - Control

Control Control

ea.

* significant difference only with Fall tests as covariates

** no significant difference with Fall tests as covariates

or,

4.

!

40
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Items on the ETS Test and the First Year Algebra Test measure

specific objectives of first-yeqr_algebta programs.- The First

Year Algebra Test'yas developed from a list of objectives not

tested by the ETS Test but covered either by the experimental

or traditional materials or both-. Twelve of the 33 items on

that test reflect the unique objectives of the experimental mate-

rials. Items of. the ETS Test are categorized by its publisher by

objectives and, generally, reflect objectives common to*traditional

first-year algebra programs. Inasmuch as total achievement test

scores are only meaningful when the total test reflects-the objec-
.

tives and emphases of the course, furtlier analysis of the achieve-

ment data.was undertaken to explore the difference be ween the

4 experimental and control groups by objectives as measured by items.

Items on the Spring ETS Test and First Year*Altebra Test were

0 *analyzed by treatment across schools. For ;iltem, the Chi

Square statistic wak lised to t'st the dependence od,f,the treatment

and the number of correct and incorrect responses. onmLnmmber and
,

percent of correct responses for each item on the Spring ETS Test
sz--

ind on .the Fiist Year Algebra Test are presented in Tables 10 and

11, respectively.

On the Spring ETS Test, significant differences were fo!ind

on 16 of the 40 items, all in favor of the 'control group. On the

First Year Algebra Test significant differences were found on 16

of Ow 33 items, 3 in favor of the experimental group. A list

of items by objective Fay be found in Appendix B.

The experimental group did significantly better than the 40-

.trol group on all items dealing with relative frequepcy and proba-

t
t.)
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WEBER AND PERCENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES BY ITEK
FOR SPRING ESS TEST

tem Experimental N E. 679
-No. correct (7, correct)

1 646

2 c508

3

4 409

5 '588

6 526

7 161

582.

9 417

$010 295

11 386

12 492

13 545

14 417

15 395

16 160

17 . 566

18 366

19 128

20 315

21 2 1

22 59

23 105

24 273

25 201

26 254

27 349

28 259f
29 281

30 354

(95.1)

(74.8),

(59.9)

(60.2)

(86t)

(77.5)

(23.7)

(85.7)

(71.4)

4' (43.4)

(56.8)

(72.5)

(80.3)

(61.4)

(58.2)

(23.6) \.

(83.4)

(53.9).

(18.9)

(46.4)

(42.9)

(52.9)

(15.5)

(40t2)

(29.6) .

(37.4)

(51.4)

(38..1)

(41:4)

(52.1)

4

Control N - 611
No. correct ( Z correct)

sig

586 (96.4)

511 (83.6)

413 (67.6)

GO4 (59.6)

564 (92.3)

495 (81.0)

134 (21.?)

542 (88.7)

382 (62.5)

235 (38.5)

359 (58.8)'

460 (78.6)

47? (78.4)

371 (60.1)

497 (73:6)

170

.515 (84.3)

457 (74.8)

230 (37.6)

327 (53.5)

318 (52.0)

391 (64.0)

112 (18.3)

.332 (54.3)

256 (41.9)

232 (38.0)

330 (54.0)

(52.#9)
\
323

285 (46.6)

336 (55.0)

1.03

16.10 p<.0001.

8.61 ,p<.0033

.00

12,35 p<.604
2.90

.40

3.21

2.79

.58

7.06 ip<.0079

.25

.00

32.80 p<.0001

3.06

. 39

61.98. p<.0001

56.70 p<.0001

6.80 p<.0091

11.19 p<.0008

16:90 p<.0001

1.82

26.23 p<.0001

21.45 p<..0001

. 06

. 99

28.57 p<.0001

3.76

1.18



TABLE 10 -- Continued ,. 35

Item Ex,erimenta1 N = 679
No. correct (7, correct)

Control N m 11
No. correct ( correct)

X
2

... :

ssig

-
...

31 \442 (65.0) 408 (66.8) 1 .53

32 1168 (24.7) * 159 ' (26.0) .28

33 1233 (34.3) -2149 (40.8) 5.82 p<.0159

34 190 (48.0) 222 (36.3) 10.41 p<.0013

35 473 (69.5) 392 (64.1) 3.55

36 1317 (46.7) 272 (44.5) .39 ,

37 71 (10.4) 149 (24.4) 43.78 p<.0001

38 190 (28.0) 171 (28.0) .00

39 118 (17.4) 105 (17.2) .00

40 41 '(38.4) 227, (37.1). ..11
. ' 1

4..
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bility CMAT: 38, 8, 11, 19).*It-shoUld e noted that probability

is not inekuiledAn the' traditional algebra cpurse. However, infor-.
. ."

mation.from the teachers indicated that 11 of 15 experimental

teachers reporting omitted Chapter 13 which emphasizes probability.

Since the majority of students in XCe experimental group did not

receive the intended instruction i4 probability, the significant
*

A4fferences noted may be due to the Informal introduction of,

probability concepts throughout the applications 'format.

Other topics unique to the experimental materials on which0

the e.xperimental group did significantly better than the control

are.metric (FYAT 6), mO4els for multiplication (FYAT 4),, percentage

,:decrease (FYAT.15), coalpoixnd interest (FYAT 21), and rate of change
.14.!

.tas.slope (FYAT .29). Some topics, while not unique to the experi-t

3

mental materials$.were more heavily emphasized than in,the stan-

dard course. Of these, no significant difference was found between

th two grc;ups on the .use of subscripted variables (FYAT 7), use

ilkof the rate model of,division in a proportion (FYAT 23), and

,conversion:within the metricsystem FYAT 31).

tt.

The control group did significan y better on many items deal-

ing with elementary algebraic manipulat onst Some of these (e.g.,

divisiontof fational expressions (ETS 28) division of polynomials.

(ETS 25), and trinomial factorization (ETS 4)) were explicitly

omitted from the experimental materials and kie superiority of
a

the control group is not unexpeced.

Other of these eleMentary algebraic skills were included in

the expbriTental textbook, but perhaps not emphasized to the

extent as in some Standard textbooks. 'These include integer arith-

Metic (ETS 3), evaluating exponential expressions (ETS 22),

4_1
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.

multiplying Using';he.distributive proierty CETS us9ffig the

FOIL technique (ETS 21 and FIAT 24),'monomial factoring (CTS li),

and simplifying radicals using the property Vxy /767 (FYAT 10).

The contecII group did significantly better on the ETS Test on

items dealing with factoring (ETS 18 and 24.1,and quadratics (ETS 31

and 34).: However, there was no'significant difference between the

two groups on the First Year Algebra Test on itemi involving

solving quadratics.using the formula (ETAT 14), te splVing "quad-

r'atics'in factored gorm CFENT
0

The two groups were more comparable oh items requiring the

translation from verbal to algebraic expressionl The co-nitro-1 group
.-.111

did better on 2 items, the experimental on 4, with ho differences

on 6. --4:1h group did better on those items explicitly taught in
0

their materials:, The two groups were.relatively comparable on

sOlving Linear equations and.inequalities, substputing into
"1K

algebraic ezpressions and equatiota', atd combihing terms. .However,
ago

k

the experimental group performed better on items involving slope.

.Achievement of average students

The intended.population 6f the experimental materials is the

average to below-average algebra student, defined by Usiskin as

students from approximately the 30th to the 85th percentile of

ability. Natioda norms for the Arithmetic*Test indicate boun-

daries of the 30th to 85th p'4rcentile for ail beginning 9th.grade

stg.idents as raw scores of 23 and.38. On would expect better

scores from algebra students. Accordingly, for students in the

'study,the 3ith to 85th percentile on the Arithmecic Test is bounded

by raw scores of 29 and 39. For chis study t4Rse scores were

Mb

e

\
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used to identify "average,students." ,ft:the national norms these

scores encompass.the 50th to 85th percentileat the beginnin§ of.

grade nine, and the 40th to 82nd percentile at thg end of grade,

nine.

Means for the-"average student" group 'are reported in Ta le 12.

Sihce "average students" were not taught as an.intact group, and

since the proportion of "average students" varied from school to

school, data for "average spudents" was analyzed by treatment across'

schools. The t-values and theit signi cance are also reported in

Table 12. These results 'parallel

population.

TABLE 12

ndings for the total

ACM VEAENT .TEST MEANS .FOR "AVElkAGE STUDENTS"

_.... _

' Fall
.,

Spring .

ETS FYAT ETS+FYAT.Arith. EtS

Total population 32.32 12.25 20.79
.

13:044- 33.83
_

-AVerage students

Average exp 34.38 12.59 20.41 14.17 34.58
Average control 34.13 '13.26 22.53 12,16 34.69
t-value (t-c) 1.06 -2.40 -4-.97 5.36 -0.16

significance p.292, p.017 p.001 p<-.001 p4.876

All students-

All exp 32.43 12.25 19.82 13.84 33.66
All control 32.19 12.92 21.87 12.15 34.01
t-value (E-C) 0.62 -2.73 -5.42 5.27 -0.55

significance p.534 p.00'6' p.00l p.00l 1)4.583'

SI
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Attitude data

Opinion Survey

The Opinion Surveys, given in/the Fall and Spring (See Appeu-

diX B), were compo-sed of 25 items designed to assessItudent"

attitudes on the enjoyment, value, and nature of matheialsics,

algebra, and their algebra textbook. Although actitude scales

were not developed, cluster;e9f items probing iimitlar or closely-
.

related attitudes were given.- Due to their purpose and construc-
.

tion, data from the Opinion Surveys were analyzed by item acrosi

,4
schools and by txeatment. Only those 1,521 students who. completed

both the Fall and Spring.Opinion.SurveYs were retained for thia

analysis. Tor each item, the Chi Square statistic was Used to

test whether the distribution of responses wati independent of the

treatment. For the Likert-eYpe items, responses were scores, and

t-tests wexe also used to test for differences between the two '

groups.

On the Fall Opinion Survey; a significant Chi Square value

was obtained on only one item. In 25.items one difference should

be expected by chance at a .05 level of significance. On this.item,

"I plan to take another mathematics course after this cine,::_65.0%

of the control group responded affirmatively in the Fall ds compared

to only 58.4% of the experimental group; while 34.47.Alf the-experi-

mental as opposed to only 28.77. of thecontrol was undecided at

this point. In the Spring, however, there was no significant

difference between the two groups in their responses to this item.

In both grpups 79%. indicate hat they planned to take another

mathematits course.

;)
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Of thee-25 itals in the Fall'Op'inion. Survey, 24 were Likert-

type items. Redponses to these.items were assigned scores from 1

to 5 with 5 representing the more favorable response. Mean scores

by group were then,calculated fo each item. Differences between
4

these means were analyzed with t-tests. A sigFificant difference.

was obtained on 1 item, Item 20. Data for this item are presented

below. In tihe Fall,the control group had A more favorable view

of the need of mathematics in jobs outside, of science and

engineering. Again at a:.05 level of significance, difference on

1 out of 24 items should b expected by chance. This particular

item was not repeated in the Spring. Ale overall lack.of signifi-
,

cant differences in the Fall on the-Opinion Survey further attests

to the comparability of the two treatment groups,at the onsei of

the evaluation.

TABLE:13

RESPONSES TO ITEM 20: FALL til.PINION SURVEt

"Outside of science and engineering there is little needAor
mathematics in jobs."

J

_SA A U D SD Wean t-value

Exp . 25.17. 51.8 9.97. .10.67. 2.67. 3.86 . -2:14

Control 27.57. 53.97. 8.77. 8.O7. 2.07. 2.97

.

On the Spring Opinion Survey, significant,Chi Squares were

obtained on 7 of the 25 items. The distribution of responses for

these 7 items is presented in Table 14. Five tf these items

surveyed opinions about the algebra textbook. In all cases, a

larger proportion of the experimental group found their textbook
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TABLE-14

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO SELECT ITEMS FROM
THE SPRING OPINION SURVEY

Item 1: -Algebra is an interesting subject.

SD D U A SA mean t-value
Exp 8.97. 18.17. 23.77. 39.27. 10.17. 3.24 -2.79k*
Control4 5.67. 17.97. .20.47. 43.47. 12.6% 3.39

X m 11.06*

Item 2:

Exp
Control

*
Item 5:

Exp
Control

Item 1.0:

ixp
. Control.

Algebra is not important in eveiyday life.

SD D U. A SA mean t-value
19.1% 39.97. 22.27. 13.37. -5.67. 3.54 2.04*
15.4% 40.1% 21.87..- 16.7% 6.07. 3.42

X2 m 6.25

4
Explanations in my algebra book helped me to understand
algebrit.

SD D U A SA mean t-value
13.67. 21.87. . 19.07. 37.37. 8.27. 3.05 2.71**
15.97. 28.07. 16.37. 32.0% 7.81h 2.88

x2 11.17*

I efijoy working. word problems.

SD A SA mean., t-value
24.0: 33.470 21.27. 16.17. 5.37. . 2.45 5.25**
38.27. 29.0% 15.47. , 15.47. 2.17. 2.14

X
2 T 44.93**

Item 12: Explanations in
doing the probl

SD D
14.87. 43.67.
11.7% 39.87:

Exp
Control

my algebrook were of no help ip
tms.

A SA meah
19.47. 13.07. 9.27. 3.42
18.97. 18.97, 10.6% 3.23

X2 m 13.12*

Item 20: The math book we used this year was
most-math books.

more interesting
. 38.4%
21.6%

Exp
Control

!V

t-value
3.09**

°than

less interesting ,neither
18.17. 42.97.
16.07. 61.87.

63.24**



TABLE 14-,- Continued

Item 23: I read the explanations in mix math book.

almost
never 11

some of half of
the time the time

most of
the time

almost
always

Exp 9.5% 21.2% 17.87. 27.9% 23.5%
'Control 14.0% 26.4% 27,2; 16.9%

X2 19.91**

Item 241 The math
read and

very
easy

book we used this year WAS
understand.

moderately
easy

neither moderately very
difficult difficult

I.

to

Exp 6.5% 30.1% 26.57. -23.3% 13.6%
Control 3.2% 18.9% 26.97. 34.5% 16.47.

X2 am 45.90**

* significant at a,

** significant at a 4.

4-4gbisio

. 05

. 01

4016.
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more useful, interesting, or readable compared to students using

standard algebextbooks. NN

Of the 25 items of the Spring Opinion Survey, 19 were Likert-

type items. Responses of these items were scored and 't-tests were

used to furth analyze the difference between the two *groups on

the mean scores an each item. Significant differences _were found

on 5 Of the 19 items. The t-test confirme4-the differences in

.response patterns found by the Chi Square tests on,Items 1, 5, 10,

_0
and 12, and further identified a significant difference on Item 2.

All differences favored the experimental group except for Item 1;
-

\
"Algebra is an interesting subject." A11 t-values, except for

It.em 2, were signific,ant at a - .01. D a for these 6 items are

also presented in Table 14.

Of the 25 items given in the Fall, 15 Likert-fr:Ad 1

multiple-choice items were repeated again in the Spring.' Of the

15, 7 were modified by changing "mathmatics" to "algebra." For

the 15 Likert-type repeated items, changes in attitude from Fall
\

to Sprifig were analyzed by means.of t-teditis on paired data, Fall

scores paired with Spring scores for each student. For both the

experimental and control group,.a decline in'attitude from Fall to

Spring was observed. For the experimental group, attitude declined

significantly 49 of_the 15 repeated items, and for the control

groui on 7 of the 15 re.peated items. Comparison of the change of.

'att\itude between the two groups from Fall to Spring revealed only

one significant difference. The significant decline in attitude

on Item I for the experimental group is reflected in this signif-

icant difference in the two groups' from 1all to Spring and in the

Ifsignificant diffe ence between the twodproups in the Spring. Both



kroups regi tered a decline on Item but't4e experimental,group

registered both a significant decline and a significantly greatet

decline than the control. Data Bor the 15 repeated items are

presented-in Table 15.

Content specific attitudes I

The Algebra I Questionnaire wa designed to assess students'

attitudes about the 9ase, enjoyment and usefulness of specifia

ivics in first-year algebra. Thirteen topics common to firc

year algobra.courses wdre queried. Students were asked to respond

to the following three.dimensils on each topic:

a) easy to learn - hard to learn

b) li.ke to do - - dislike to do
/

c) useful.after high schooli- - useless after high school

Pdsetive responses were assigned a value of 5; negative responses

a value of 1; neutral, a value'of 3; and "did not Study," a value
1

of 0. Mean scores for each item were-computed by eatment.

Differences between treatmeuts across schools werj analyzed with

Table 16 presents the means and t-val s for each.item

Significant lifferences favoring the experimental group were

found for solving word problems (easy, like), solVing. inequalities

(like), and.using the quadratic formula (easy,. like). .Significant

diO!rences favoring the control group were found for solving

linear equationNeasy, like), factoring trinomials (easy, like),

determining slope, y7intei!cept, or graph of linear equations

(easy, like), working with functions (easy, like, useful), working

w1th positive and negative numbers (like), and translating.words

into algebraic expressions (like, useful); Some of these differ-
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TABLE 15

gt

REPEATED ITENS FROM FALL OPINION SURVEY.

Fall mean Spring mean Mcan difference.

Item 1. Exp 787
Control 730

-, Item 21 Exp 788
Control 728

Item 3 Exp 784
Control 728

Item 61 Exp -781
Control 724-,

'Item 71 Exp 762
Control 698

Ieelp 8 xP 787
Control 724

Item 9 Exp 768.
Control 703

Item 11 I, Exp 763
Control 699

Item 13 -Exu 758
Control, 699

-n

Item 14 Exp 759
Control \0,99

Exp 759
Control 698

It0C-170. Exp 764
Control 697

Item 17 Exp *758
Control 696

Item 18 Exp 764
Control 700

Iten091 Exp 763
-Contfol 701

3.43
3.45

3.23
3.32

. .198*
-.058

4.23
4.14

3.54
3,42

-.699*
.-.717*

3.54 3.48 -.060
3.51 3.50 -.010

3:44 3 42 . -.224*
3.39 3.25 -4).45*.

2.95 2.67 -.282*
2.97 72.71 Al -.256*

4.05 , 3.78 -.267*
3.98 3.68 -.303*

4.00 3.96 -.037
3.95 4.00 +.048

18 -.916* .

17 313O -.872*

3.53 3.52 -.012,
.49 3.42 -.067'

3.89 3.87 -.017
3.82 3.91 +.084

3.69 3.58 -.109*
3.68 3.63 -.049

3.55 3.22 -.331*
3.56 3.31

3.75 ,3.74 -.004
3. N 3.79

4.34 4:35 +.014
4.37 4.38

/ 4.00 * 3.41) -.600*
3.97 3.38 -.582*

C\

1Modified froni Fall Survey by changing "mathematics" to 'algebra"

*Significant at a 7 .001 ,
OW



TABLE 16

MEANS AND t-VALUES BY TREATMENT FOR THE
ALGEBRA I QUESTIONNAIRE
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T9pic

Solving linear equa ions:
easy
like
useful

4xpeiimental Control t-yalue sig
ij

3.76
3.10
3.18

Solving word 51oblems:.
easy

.1ike'
useful.

- Simplifying expressions;
easy
like,
useful

2.72,
2.44%

3.26
2.94
3.05

factoring trinomials:
sy
ke

u.éful

3.52
3.08
3,15

Solving itequalities:
easy )r

like '
useful,

3.31
2.94
3.03

Determining slope,
easy
like
useful'

y-intercept, graph:
3.41
3.08
3.20

Powers and roots:
easy
like
useful

3.65
3.38
3.77

Solving systems:
.easy
,like
useful

3.59
3.21
3.06

Working with functions:
easy
like
usef'1.4

2.93
2.56
2 88

. A

81.

3.97
3.28
3.24

-2.62

-0.85

.009
<.017

2.42 3.62
2.20 3.06 .002
4.03 -1.30

3.33 -0.75
2.98 -0.44
3.05 -0.08

4.02 -599 .001
3.52 -5.31 .<.001
3.04 1.45

3.27 0.47
2.75 2.24 4.025
2.92 1.41

3.69 -1.09 .002
3.27 -2.08
3,21 -0.14

3.53 1.91
3.29 1.31
3.6.6 1.42

3.75 -1.77'
# -0.36

3.16 i -1.23

3.55 -5.72' (.001.
3.05 -4.73 .001
3:06 -2.01 .045
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TABLE 16 Continued

. Topj,c Experimental Control t-value sig

fs

4e quadratic formula:
easy .

like
useful

. .

. ,
Working with integers:

easy .

like
useful

Calculating probabilities:
. easy ,

like
useful A

.

Transla' ting 4ord to algebra:
easy. .

like
'useful -

.

3.08 2.70 /3.42 4.001
3.00 2.75 2.31 4 20
3.02 ; 2.91 1.24

4.58 4.67 -1.71
4.01 4.17 -2.18 4.030
4.2e 4.27 '-0.24.

3.01 2 89 1.09
2.70 2.81 -1.07
3.75 3.70 0.48 .

3.22 '3.34
2.73 .2.96 -2.55 4.011
3.33 3.51 -2.25 .025

anniFlr,

1).

N

lab

,
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ences in opinierf do not reflect corresponding differences in

achievement. For example, the experimental group was not partic- -

ularly good at sol g. equalities and the control group did'

significantly oorer on graphs of linear eq tions than the expleri-

mental group.

Both groups found working with positive and negative n ers

easiest and solving word problems hardest. The control gro

however, found word problems significantly harder. Both gro

riked working with positive and negrive numbers best and solvi g

word.problems least. The control group liked working with Alte
\

gers significantly more while the-experimental group disliked word

problems significantly less. Both groups also thought positive'

and negative numbers would be most vseful after high school.

However, they disagreed on the leait useful topic, witil the experi-

mental group identifying funetions and the control grow the
-

quadratic formula. This disagreement ipst likely reflects the fadt

that few expetknental students studied 'functions al:Id that few

control students reached the quadratic formula.

b$.

q \ $

Consumer test data :

J .

The Consumer Test is a compilation of 'items measuting perform--

ancejon specific consumer objectives. As such, analysis of.the

Consumer Test data was conducted across schools by itn and by
A

treatment. Fall data were analyzed only fipr those 21 o ,the 8
2

) items retained in the Spring and only for erse students.who were.

a?inistered the items both T-7the Fall nd again in the Spring.

For students who were administered the Cons er Test in the Fall,

8T4 received Form Klivthe Spring and 616 rec ived Form B. The.

6
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discrepancy.beween the numbari receiving Form.A and Form B

.reflects the discreancy in dropout rates between(ae.schoolr, n

thebitudy that did not become apparent.until after the Spring

testing program was compleWd.
4

Table i7 presents the percent of each group responding cor-

rectly to ecl-l'item in Form A and Form B. The Chi Square statis-
,

tic was used tg test for each item whether the number of correct

and incorrect responses

,r

a) differed significantly for 'the experimental versus
4* .

,

the control'group in the Fall;
1,1

b), differed significantly for the experimental versus

the control group in the Spring;

c) increased signi icantly from Fall td Spring for the

experimental group

d) tncreaied significantly from Fall tdcpring for'the

control oup; and

i
. r

e) increase Aignificantly more for the experithental
l

than the control group. ,

. --:.- ,_.-,----

In all cases, a .05 level of signiE;cance was used

Of all 21 items, only one item (1A) showed a significant

difference by trdatment in the Fall. The;everimental group

pérfoTmed giinificantly better on this item having to do with

computing salar3lfrom hourly wages. Since at a .05 level signif-
.

- icant diflerences on one in 21 items should be expected, this

cs.
.

overall 1..ack of differences Attests4'to the comparability of the
i 0

,-. i\

two a '.the onset of the eva adlon. i

1,
In the Spring, r items (6A, 10B) showed a significant

. 4, ,

differences-by treatment, each favoring the experimental group.



TABLE 17 4

FERCENT 9F CORRECT RESPONSES BY ITEM
FOR CONSUMER TEST

FORM A .

Item
r

FALL SPRING
1

,7* GAIN
.

.

' : exp cont exp cont exp
,.

cont

lA 81:4** 89.5 92.1 8.1* 18.3* **

2A 59.6-

.73.8

56 8 70.4 65.9 10.1* 9.1*

.. 3A

4Ao

73.1 .

38.1

71.0

37.9

80.9

50.4

83.6

46.3

7.8#

12.3*

12.6*

8.4*

**

.5A 11%2 15.7 15.7 21.7 8.5* 6.0*
,

6A 15.2 13.8 26.2** 16.1 ,11.0* ** 2.3 Alls

7A 5.0.2 53.7 62.6 66.1 -12.4* 12.4*

aA 58.1 53.5 66.1 65.741 8.0* 12.2* 4

- 9A 42.4 48:1 63.2 64.0 20.6* 15.9*

10A 14,1 18.2 24.7 22.4 10.6* ** 4.2
9

,

'ILA'''. 28.9 33.4 51.6 48.1
i

22.7*
*

** 14.7*

FORM B

18 .

.2B

67..6

7.0.
,i

69.9

30.7

74.6

'46.8

77.5

45.3

.7.0

9.8

7.6

8.6

38 19.9 26.0 31.5 36.0 11.6* 10.0 ,

48 39.4 35.6 48.6 46.7. 9.2 11.1*
A

55 50.2 44.6 38.8k 42.2 -11.4* ** 2.4'

68 39.4. 36.3 44.3 35*..4 4.9 3.1

711 1474 14.2 10.1 11.8. - 3.7 - 2.4

8B 4049.2 54.9 8.0 . 7.3

9B 52 55.4 62,7 59,A 10.4**** 4.5-

10B 4 52.9 54.1** d.3 7.1 ** - 8.6
t 40

r

* Signiricant difference (a = .05) hetween Fall and Spring

** Significan't diffetence (a = .05) between experimental and
control:

*

5.1
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The'content covered by both items, compound interest and average

speed, were explictly presented in the experimental materials.

In comparing perforMance from Fale. to Spring on the items,

significant gens were observed for both groups on 9 items (1A,

ZA, 3A, 4A, 5A, 7A, 8A, 9A, 11A),,for the experimental group oh

4 additional items (6A, 10A, 38, 98), and for the control group,.

on 1 additional item (48). A significant decline in achievement
e

_was observed for the experimental group on-Item 513. The better

performance for both groups on Form A items'as aOmpared to Form B
a

items.has no apparent explanation.

Comparison of gains from Fall to Spring by treatment reveals.

the experimental group making a significantly greater gain on 5

items (6A, 10A,, 11A, 9B, 10B) and the control on *2 items (1A, 3A).

. The decline on IteM 58 observed for both.groups was significantly

greater for the experimental.group than for the control.

Of the five Items on which the experimental group showed a
oe

significantly greater gain from-Fall to Sping over the c 1

group, three items (6A, 11,4, 10B) vere explicitly presente in the

experimental materials.. The significantly greater gain of the

experimental group on Itemi 6A and 10B reflects the significaht

improvement made by them from Fall to Spring on' teae4tms1

presumably as a result of le g.arnin CM litk5.4,1,644
,

th groups

,r;=-40Lto,N
improved significantly from Fall tor.59104.4g,'WE 'the expeNeszal

.
..3 .

:t- le T
group more so. Items 10 4frulr'ating square yards of carpet)'

,

and 9B (determining bait payment plan) were not explic.itlY-
Ni

presented in thOltexp., 'e al materials.- Thip signikicantly greater
,

gain from Fall7'i:dztp .tese two items for the experimental

over the control groupm hd significant gain from Fall to
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prifirrbir the experimental group on these items.

Item LA, one of the two items on which the control group
s.

showed significantly greater gains over the experimental-group, is

the one item on which the two groups showed a significant differ-
.

ence in the Fall, favoring the experimental group then. Sincj

there was no difference bitween the two groups iii th Spring on

this item, the signiff,cant increase over the experiMental group

reflects a leveling of ilerformance. The second, Item 3A, toncerns

compu4ting parking lot charges. There wms.no significant differ-

ence between the two groups either in the Fall or in the Spring.

Both groups made significant gains from Fall to Spring, with the

controi group gainint more than the experimental group.

Item 5B on computing monthly salary from amnual salary showed

a decline of 14,r4T-for the experimental group. Analysis of the

resp6nses indicates,that one foil, correct except for a misplaced

decimal-point, accounts for most of the incorrect responses.

Textbook

pata concerning the textbook were collected from three sources--
,

teachers, students, and-an independent evaluator. For the teachefs,

two instruments were used to collect informatton regarding the

textbook: End-of-Chapter Report forms; and a year-epd Textbook

Evaluation Form.

End-of-Chapter Reports

Each experimental teaqter in the study was asked to complete

an End-of-Chapter Report (Appendix C) for each chapter in the

materials. The teacher was asked to supplement this form with

I

A ,
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any extra materials used by the teacher in conjunction with the

particular chapter. Because the comments on these forms are

particularly relevant to the selection of changeg..to be made in

the materials, the completed forms with identifying information

removed were sent to the project director. It Is his analysis

that is presented here.

Table 18 listsl for each chapter, the nuMber of teachers

returning a form, the average nuMber.of diys spent on that chapter,

and the'xange of days reported.

TABLE 18

END-OF-CHAPTER REPORTS SUMMARY

Number of
Chapter 'responses

Mean number of Range of
days spent days spent

1 18
' 2 17

3 . 17
4 15

14*
14
11
10

5 15 . 8 .

6 13 . 15
7 13 10'-

8 12 12

9' 12. 14
10 15 10
11 9 9

12 9 10

13 4 7

14 6 9

15 8

A 7

9 .
16 0

6,

0 ..:1414
.!ei,o.,-,-,... ' --:: -

9-23*
9-22
6-18.
5-15

5-13
10-22.
7-13
§-18

10-22
6-20
4-14
7-14

6-13
5-20

=If

Several bits o information are necessary to interpret the

table. The asterisk (*) by Chapter 1 is to note that some teachers

included the first testing days as being part of thät chapter.
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Thus,-the mean number 'of days spent'may be slightly less and fhe'

:range may extend ta 20, not 23. The mean numi.ier of.days spent in

later chapters is less because some teachers reported rushing

through this'e chapters in order to get through the materiiil. 'Not

all teachers did each chapter; one report/ed skipping Chapter 16;

it is probable that almost all classlas did not cover this chapter.

That smaller numbers of teachers responded to later chapters (and

none to Chapter 16) is an indication as mich of the length of the

textbook as of the willingness of teachers to complete the forms.

Ong observation from the table is that there was a range in

the pacing of.the classes. This probably reflects both student

and teacher characteristics. In the first eight chapters, there

was a pattern of the slowest pacedVass taking two O _three times

the number of days to 'complete a chapter as the fastest paced

class,? This pattern is not as strong in later chapters as a

result of the influence of other factors upon time.

It is typical, in\the'first year of use of new meerials, for

the pace pz) be slawer. The teacher is npt.stre what will be impor-...

tant, what will not be, and accordingly'does not Lip any material.

All content tends to be given the same emphasis. To moderate this

trend, suggested teaching times were given for each lesson in each
a

chapter. To acknowledge differences in student background, three

paces were suggested. These paces-,'contained in the Notes to the

Teacher, were formulated as a result of the trial experiences with

the materials, and are given in Table 19.
)

cempa44g 9,'it, appears that the suggested

ilor*
schedule did'iVot4& dio account the vast differeives mmongs

classes.- Some classes can go more quipicix.than estimated; other

'- V .
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'TABLE 1? ,

UGGESTED NUMBER OF DAYS TO BE SPENT.ON EACH CHAPTER

Chapter Slow Average Fast

1 14
2 14
3 13
4 10

5

-6

7 13
14

9 .171
10 12
11 15
12 14

13 11
11*

15 7*

.12 10 -

12 10
11 10
9 8

T 6
14* 15
12 10
12 11

16 12
11 8
12 11
13 12,

* In some chapters it is expected_that slaw-
paced-or average-paced classes would have
to skip certain lessons.

8
11
13
12
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classeS take more time. On the average, the first eight chapteiS

took a total of 4 days longer than recommended in the teacher's

notes for average classes. However, the last eight chapters took

3 days longer each than recommended, despite.the rushing of
A

many.teachers and the likelihood that reports in later chapters

are from better classes.

From the.anecdotal.comments of the teachers, it is the

6arlier chapters that cause the problem in overall length. The

discrepancy between the data and the anecdotal reports seems due

to.the influence of the traditional priorities' in algebra. The

later chapters cover primarily traditional content and time spent



is considered reasonable and worth e earlier chapters

cover much of the newer content and even meting the schedule

struck some teachers as a nonproductive use of timed P
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Corresponding data were not collected from control teachers.

In previous studies (Usiskin 1969, 1972); teachers of control

classes have skipped as much of their books (due to lack of time)

as teachers of experimental classes. The fundamenZal ifference

Jn this study is that the mat*erial skipped in contro classes is
4.!

characteristically skipped in algebra classes and does not bother

teacheas, while thp later chapters skipped by experimental claseses

contain some of th content usually considered basic to first-year

algebra.

Two' questions Were asked,for each chapter "Which lessons

went particularly.well7" and "Which lessons did not go well?".

The paired questions were designed for the purpose of improving

the materials. The responses overall resemb e the following set,

taken from Chapter 2. In that chapter, two t achers responded

'that all lessons went well. The other 15 teachers' responses are

sUmmárized in Table 20.

TABLE 20

CHAPTER 2 LESSON RESPONSES

Lesson 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Number of teachers
indicating went well

Number of teachers
indicating did not go well,

4 8

0

4

3

2'

2

4

2

2

7

3

4

9

1

6

1
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In Chapter 2, judging, from the table, Lessons 1, 3., 4, and 7

and possibly 5 yield conflicting results, some #idicating that the

less9n should be pointed out as particularly goods.(and thus one

should hesitate to modify it) while a like number pointed out that

the lesson did not go weld. (and thus should be modified). Similar

copgicting results were found for lessons in every other chapter

as well.
a

Interpretation of these conflicting reports is not clear.

For instance, Lesson 1 of Charger 2 is designed to set up the next

few lessons of the chapter, if not the entire volume. But it is '

Avery

open-ended. the conclusion to be made that the lesson is

eoo difficult to be taught, or that the idroare too vague?. Quite

. similar responses are givep for Lesson 7, a lesson covering stan-

dard content, albeit in a nori-standard way. Three of the 4 negative

responses for this lesson come-froth Teachers who liked Less1on 1.

The first 15 chapt4rs contaih 115 lesaons. To make an is

reasollable, several criteria have been arbitrariV established.

No lesson.provoking fewer than i. responses has been included.
.

Lessons which went particularly-well for over 707. of
teachers naming the lesson

Chapter 1: Lesson 4., Some Uses of Numbers

Lesson 7, Negative Numbers Aumbesto

Indicate Direction

Lesson 8, The Decimal System if

Lesson 9, The Metric System

Chapter 2: Lesson 2, Words and Symbols of Arithmetic

Lesson 8, Ordered Pairs

Lesson 9, Subscripts

()

4.

ft



Ch4pter 3: Lesion 2

Lesson

Lesson

/ Lesson

Lesson

Lessqn

Chapter 4: Lesson

Lesson

Lesson

Slide Model for Addition
,s

1, The Assemblage Property of Addition

4, Zero and Addition

5, Subtraction

7, A Statistic - the Mean

9, Distance

1, The Repeated Addition Model for

Multiplication

2, The Ordered'Pair Model for Multi-

plication

4, The Assemblage Ppperties of

Chapter 5: Lesson 2,

Lesson4,

Chapter 7: Lesson

Leion 3,

Lesson

'Lesson

Chapter 8: Lesson

Chapter 9: Lesson

Lesson

Chapter 10: Lesson

Multiplication

Probabilities of Outcomes

Probabilities of Events

Situations Leading to 14,,inear

Expressions

An Algorithm for Solving ax + b

4, An Algorithm for Solving ax + b

5, The Diitributive Property

6, Decision-Making Using Sentences
4 t

1, Types of Graphs

2, Equations for Graphs

1, The Repeated Multiplication Model

. of Powering

Lesson 3,

Lesson 5,

Chapter 11: Lesson 1,

Lesson 3,

Lesson

Powering and Order of Operations

The Power Property

Adding Powers

Dividing Powers

5, Powers of Products and.QuotisAr
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apter 12: Lesson 6, MUltiplying Binomials

Lessou 8,Geometric Shortcuts and the

_Pythagorean Theorem

(There are not enough comments.in the later chapte

qualify.)

Lessons
?

Ch did not go well for over 707. of teachers
naming the lesson

s ,to

-7" 40

Chapter. 1: .Lessen 3, Number Lines and Bar Graphs

Le son 4, Rational lumbers and Conparison

Chapter 2:

Chapter 4:

Chapter: 8:

Chapter 0:

Chapter-1

ssan 6, Replad"ement Sets for Variables
--

Lesson 3, The Area Mbdel for Muitiplicabion

Leskon 1, Models:Postulates, and eorems

Lesson'7, The Finding of the Fahre eit-

Cellius Conversion Foriil

Lesson 6, Negati;e Exponents-
-

60.

There tieie more positive than negative comments on.lessons.

Aver, a lesson should probablY be examined even if only40% of-

teachers find it not to go well, perhaps even if-25t. The number

of lesscIns which need inOrovement is greater tkan the above 1 st

would indicate.

Several lessons were skipped by some teaohers. When these

occur in the first chapter, it can only be due to philosophy, not

t9 time pressure. .For example, one teacher skipped lessons 5, 6,

and 9 of that chapter, 'another skipped lesson 5, and one of 'these

and
0
a third teacher reported skipping the newspaper activity.

Clearly these teachers were, at least at this stau. of the course,

4.
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trying tO teach their old algebra conpent from what was proving to
1 .

be an unhelpful eext. There seem tobe two Mes-of lessons that

were skipp* the first type contains p;ohability and statistics

and is easy to explain; the second contain-exactly the material

1:ist crucialYto the development of .a sense and motivation for

.agncations (e.g., Chapter 9: Lesson 8,*tgAvolution of the

kile Record). -What effect skipping these kinds af lessons would
)71

have on both stude t attitudes and performance i difficult to

assess. It seems 4ikely, however, t at theeffect skipplieg

is a positive one.

Several teachers reported a necessity to supplement. ( This

was particularly noticeable in Chapter 1 QuadrmitIc Equations,

which'seems to be the most disliked ehapt g in. thebook. Ikmore

re es ha 1*-en received about this' charter, thdre would have

a few lessons from this chapter that would have b70K noted as

not goini well.

Textbolk Evaluation.Forms

, Textbook Evaluation Forms were.sent to bot experim tal and

control teafhers. Diferent forms were used for the two groups

but some.comparable items were included on both forms. Fifteen

of the experimental teachers and 16 of the contr4 teachers returned

the form. Copies of both forms and the tally f the'responses to

each question are included in AppendiX E.

Of the 17 experimental teachers whose classes were included in

the achievement data analysis, 15 returned the Textbook Evaluation
41%

Form. This.group was split in tts,geaction to the experimental

materials. In response to Item 4, "Wou d you-<ecommend the use of

this text for an average first year algehra class?", 7 res ,nded

i
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favorably, 7 responded unfavoraily, and.), was in ifferent. Of the

7 unfavorable evaluations, further analysis revea that 6 reflect

the teachers' opinionS that the materials were inappropriate for

their studen'ts. Eitlie5they idere perceived as too difficult for

inner-city or sezior high students or too non ttaditional ftor the

brighter college-bound students. Hence, only Of the unfavorable

reactions wab a ,reflection of the quality of ;he materials.

Not only were t,he-experimeatal teacIlers split on the question

of their recommendation 'of the materials, butsthey were.also spl

on a number of other key issues addressed by the form. Further-

more, there exists an apparent relationship between student achieve-

_ ment and teacher-go' opinions cor,erning the experimental materials.

Of the 7 who would recommend t e textbook, ) were, from the

8 schools in which the experimental group scored si.gdificantly

\-.---higher n an achievement post7test. By comparison; only 2 ofthe
- .

. .

7 who w uld not recommend the textbook came.from such a school,
m.

However, the achievement of the control group wa essenqtally the

same among these two groUjos of schools.. Bkcause of these contrasts,

the responses to the Teletbook Evaluation Form were anatyzed by

comparisbn between the 7 f4vorabl teac ers and the 7 unfavorable
*

teachers.

In addition to Item 4, the two groups split on'thr e other

items as Ing for a global evaluation of the materials. The favok-

i .

able te chers all thought the textbook appropriate for the average

Tirst-year algebra studemE (Item 1); most thodght that it was

easier to read and kderstartd (Item 2) and that the exercises were
at about the same level as other algebra books (Item 3). EV contr.ast,

t8p unfavorable teach4frs voiced no Consensus on these three items.

,
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In addition to soltditing global reeptions.to'the_experimental

textbook, the form solicited teachers' reactions to the development

of 10 specific topics common to both the experimental and tradir

tional course (Items 6-15). Once iigaith the contraft between the

responses of the two groups of teachers is revealing. The 7 favor-
% :

able teachers,cast 34 votes for "The development is the nicest /eve

seen" as compared with only 13 such votes from the unfavorable

teachers. Similarly, the favorable teachers cast-anly,1 Note for

"I know of a more effective development" compared with 19'such

votes from the unfavorable tvichers.

'The favorable teachers were most complimentary about (in order)

.the approach to beginning serlence solutibn (Ch. 6), systems (Ch. 14).

and the approach tR vari;tbles (Ch..2): They also indicatoed that.

with ithe.sxception of systems, these ,ppics were easiest for their

students while slope (Ch. 9) and,square rootst(Ch. 12) were most

difficult. The unfavorable teachers were least compl ntary about

.(in order) ,the approachlto negative'exponents.(Ch. 10 , systems

(Ch. 14), square roots4rCh.,12), and work with.prop es (Ch. 3-5,

7-8). Their perception of student difficulty with.topics reflects

a comparable ranking of these topics.. On the average the favor-

able teachers ranked all topics r*elatively' easier for their students

than the unfavorable teachers.

Items 16-20 solicited teachers' opinions-concerning topics'And

emphisis uniqueto the experimental materials. For the most part,

teachers chosen to participate in the study had limited or no

knowledge of the content change an4 emphasis pf the experimental

material, particularly as the material deviated from araditiortal

firs-year algebra course. The contrast between the favorable and

0
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grabfe teichersis againcgga4rent. The notion of models of
4

operation (Item-16) is central to the development of the experi-

medtal approach. The favorable teáLhes generally indicated that

they found them useful and recommended`that they be kept. .13y,

comparison,' the unfavorable teachers indicated more frequently
r

that they,77 not useful, that they were skipped or not emphasized,

and that they should be.,dropped. The unfavorable teachepcount

for 45 of the 65 "not useful" responses and 43 of the 53 "drop"

responses. Less Marked contrasts were fouhd between the two groups
4

*on Items 17-20)

Some traditiona first-year algebra topics were either dAeted

from the experimenti textbook br not emphasized to the same extent

as in the traditional textbdbk. Items 21-28 queried teachers on

these omissions- Again, contrasts between the favorable and

Apfavorable teachers emerged. All of the unfavorable teachers

indicated some degree of disagreement witb-thmission of three

.star1ard topics--factoEng trinomials, adding fractional expres-

sio requiring a commin denominator, and simplification.o'f frac-

tional expressions involving factoring trinomials (Items 21-23).

By contrast, the majority of the favorable teachers indicated that

they did not mind the omissions. In fact, on all 8 items queried,

lithe majority of the favotable teachers responded positively gp the

omissions. The majority of the unfavorablelt.eachers responded

positively on only 2 omissions--'formal logic and coin problems.
4111.

None_.-of the 15 reporting teachers minded the omission of formal

livic.(Itela 24). Item 45, ovhe amount of supplementing done,

offers another i4eresting.contrast. Six of the 7 unfavorable

teachers indicated thatrthey had to supplement more than usull,
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1.

pre y'to cover om4ted topics. dnly 1 of the favorable teachers

ind4
L.

4ed.,a need for more supplementing with the experimental

mai4i4los.
-WY

YWithyrespect to the applications in the experimental textbook'

,tems 29-30) vorable teachers golerally indicated that they

re Interesting s t s tUdents ailrr omot ed.) valuable. discussion .

v

[The unfavorable teachers more often.indicated that they were inter-'

estlng to 'only a few students and that.the arithmetic was too dif-
Irt

1.4. ftealt. Only unfavorable teacherf felt that there were too many,Aqr
a 6414

applications or that traditional word problems are better.- They

. 41so account for .7 of the-9 "didn't

Textbook Evaluation Forms were

The 16 repo

..

do" resTionses pn Item 30:
f 0

a

also sent to dwit .rol' teachers
.

i.

a

,

g control teachers were more posieive,abOut their

s
textbook. .1165st'Woul,!:xecomitend their textbook (Ltem 4: "frkIst feel

. .'that,it A sultablefgr t:he avrage student gtem IA, is'%as easy
.

,
.

..

or easier to read than dther,textbooks (Item 2); and'haomparable':
. .. l

' . drt .1 i -----7--

. ekerdises (Item 3). With the exceytipn of formal logie, all the*
.

a
ltra4iona1 topics deleied,or deemphasized.in te eiperimental,

.)
textbook-received,o0erwhelming support from the colitrol teachers,

atle0 6-13).. In response to Item 23';-"Which topics- or ideas are
. A .

.

-. . ,

.. I
"

0. genevally hardest for your students to understand?", 7 responded
, ,

tr#11e., :,g wotd-problems,
.

Not pne experimental teacher4lists this
4.5- . # , *

.
,

''PP

'rebpoas'4-t8 the-comptrabte item on hWher form. Indluded in the

material they-would like ,to see added-tea their textboofc'; the control

4

teachers listed probability and statistics, the melric sys.tem:aore
.

real-li.fe verb- roblems, and ordj,prob1ens with fldactfoni for

answers... .

In.addition ta the schooli in the st

0 .

,

y. 18 schools (Abed the

3 -
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. materials but were not part of the formal study. Each, of the

schoot was sent the Textbook Evaluation Form ,(Experimental). Of

the estimated 21 teachers using the materials, 12 returned'the
4.

forms. Cheir responses art summarized in Appendix E. Unlike their

counterparts in the formal study, these teachers were for ihe most

part true volunteers. ThAr responses are generally more favorable

,thanthose experimental tqachers in the formal study. But like

their counterparts in the formal study, there are marked contrasts

between the favorable and dunfavorable groups. .In response to Item 4,

. concerning the tecommendation.one would give the textbook, one

teacher strongly recom=ended against the use of the textbook for

average first-year 'alget?ra classes. An additional one would not

recommend the textbook. These two of Le 12 teacherd agreed on

. .

many other,respopses -- for example,.they are the only

that the textbook was for above-average student's (Item

two who felt

1) Elnd they

, . 4

were the only two who felt that the textbo,k was harder to re4 ad
.

4-
and understand.than other,flrit-year alubra textbook.s (Iticom 2).

1

They were" two of the three teachers who felt that Oe exercises
.

ware more dificult (Item 3). . .

These two teachers also 'constituted afmost all of the minority4.

0

,block 9n some other"questions. -They acdount for 19 of. the 22 "droiiX)
g lo

.responses and 16 of'the 21 "not useful" responses in Item 16. They

are the two wfio felt that calculating

(items 19-20) shouldgie droppe.d. jn

situations were interesting.to,only a

or complex for' most students, and. the

statistics and probability'

Item 29, they felt that the

few s-euden.ts, wqre too involvtd

traditional word problems are

better. In Ltem 30, these two tncluded the one who felt.that the

mile run was not interestig and the one who did not do the stOrm
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example. They included the one who definitely had trouble with the

mathematics or the applications in this course (Item 36). Their

views taward.firs.t-)kear algebra-or the teaching of applications
... .

were not changed (Item 38), They had to supplement more than.usual
JO*

(Item 45). In Item 49, diese two teachers responded that'a typical

student was seldom or never able to understand the lesson from the

reading.-- no other teaaher'felt this way. These eeadhers reported

in Item 47 that they assIgned reading to some (lass tht half) of

the lessons. (Only one oth r-teacher assigned so little.) Yet they

felt that .a student should Ife xpecte4 to read in a mathematics

textbook frequently (Item.5 ) They all gueised that airman per-
/

centage of their students (107.-39%) had access to a calculator.

In summary, these two teache3g,felt that the textbook WAS much

too difficult. One thought the reaaing level was above 12th grade,.,

lad the Other that the textbook is '%gay out of line for Qur type

of kid.."

views contrast quite strikingly with those of the other .

.ten eachers. Nine of 'those would recommend or strongly recomiend

the .textbotA the tenth was not sure, needipg "another year to

deCide," but repOrted that the ;textbook might be far the below-

average student. On alm9et eyery general 'question of opinion, this

83% majarlAty attost pnaniroUdly, diffirs with the two who did not

iike the teitbook. Items 1-3, 19-2b, 25:29, 36, and 47-49 deMon-.

strate the biggert-41fferences. This is not to imply that the

split 4comp1ete or that those-ten in the majority are unanimously

in agreement with..all,of the d velopments used. The response

tabulation clearly shows many roblem areas. What is striking is

the similarity Of the split 'between the faporab1e .46d unfavorable

teachers whether they were inthe 'formal study or not.a,
4 6

t
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Reading_ level ealuation

A reading level comparison of the experimental te.....tbook with

two other wide,ly-used first-year algebra textbooks web conducted

by Pr. Gerald 1(41m of Purdue University. the textbooks used for

comparison were Holt Algebra I (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1974)

and Algebra Structure and M hod, Book 1 (Houghton-Mifflin, 1976).

Four readability measures were employed to rank 20 comparable

passages from each of the three textbooks. Thest measures included

two readability formulas, teacher's judgment, and an information-

content-le71 formula. The passages included 15 fram the exposition
4

and 5 from problem sets. Table 21.presents the means for each text-

book on the lir readability measures. The experimental materials

4 ranked between thetther two textbooks on three of the four read-

ability measures used and rank&I most difficult on the.fourth

measure. On the basis qf V.s analysis, Kulm concluded that the

experimental materials rare written at a suitable level for first-

year algebra students when comtpared with these two widely-used

tektbooks. His complete analysis is included in the Appendix G.

TABLE 21

MEAN REiLDABILITY SCORES

a
Kane .

formula#
Kulth
formula*

Grand Mean 1 31.14 18.39
Interval 1.00 2.00

Algebra Through
Applications 312.32 ,

)
19.76

* Holt Algebra 32.23 17.56

Houghton-Mifflin 29 17.91

*formulas.given in dix F

oo

Teacher Info
judgment levels*

4.07
0.75

0.116
0.050

3.85 .1190

4.52 .1365

3.84 .0915
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Student evaluations

On the Spring Opinion Survey, five items (5, 12, 20, 23, and

24) dealt specifically with student opinions concerning their

algebra textbook. As discussed earlier (see "Attitude Data"Oli

on all five items there was a significant difference in favor of

_. the ex*imental group. Overall, the experimental group found

their textbook more interesting and readable and the explanations

ore useful.than those students using a standard algebra textbook.

:

.

xpThe experimental group also indicated that they read elanations
(

in their textbook significantly more often than the control group.

Mastery learning materials 401

During the second and final.year of the development of the

experimental material, a workbook was created. Using a qTiasi-

mastery learning stratdgy,gehe workbook was designed t9 give

attentioti to the developmpt.of skills. At the end'of the second

year and the begin of the formal evaltiation, the workbook was

still in fir'S't draft. Extensive revisions and ela6oratilons were

needed. The author's attentions were necessarily focused on the

final revisions of the experimental textbook. Hence, the workbook.,

was not available for testing with experimental.textbook. One

copy.of the first draft of the workbodls was sent to gabh expeti-
4.

mental teacher to use for supplemettaty problems ot for test items.

Both the developerari, the teaoqrs noted that the materian were

not in an easyto:use f6rtiat. However, on the Textbook.Evaluatio
,

Fo tem 4.), almost 1 of the experimental.teachers indicated'
e

that they used it review prleme ar1 test problems: Individ-

pl teachers indicated that it was.very helpful and thlt copies for
,

--A
eackst ent wouldkhave been a valuable addition.



V. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Discussion

The study evaluated the effectiveness of the Algebra.Through

Oplications materials as campared with traditionay first-year.

algebra materials. 'Effectiveness was efined to encompass student"

achievement on traditional objectives, student achievement on

experidental objepeives, transfer by students,to consumer problems,

student attitude, textbook readability, and teacher judgment of tlit

materials. Eight specific questians concerning the materials were

addreised by ttdlevaluatio
0

1. To what extent do studen a who study these materials under- .

stand the concepts considered siandard in first-year aigebra

as compared te. other first-year algebra students?
11

The ...EIS Cooperative Algebra Test was used as a measute-of a

achievement on gtandard first-ytar algeFra conccpts With this

instrument, the students in the standard first-year algebra classes
0

0

performed better than students in the experimental classes. In
%

of th8 17 schools, the control group scored sigilificantly highe

on the Spring ETS Test. In the remaining 9 schools there were no
#

significant differences.

On'24 of the '40 items in the ETS Test, the pirformance of the

alcper ental group was comparable to that of the control group,

lioeyIr. on 14 of the 40 items, 'the control group perf6rmed signeXio

icantly better: These items asseAsed suchibtopics.ab integer arith-
4

metic,/evaludfion of exponential expresgions, multiplication of
`1,

7 ) ;
ketalc.
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algebraic expressions and simple monomial factoying. While some

of the traditional al ebra skills were deliberately omitted in the

experimental materials theik- were not. ;bus, there is an appar-

dftt weakness in the expe4.ental materials in the area 'cifikthe

developmekk!f traditional algebralc skills. Yet the two groups

were comparable on items.for translacing:algebraic expressions and :

solving linear ecp,tations. The exphimental rlaterials, hqwever,

place more emphasis on the development of these topics. The
' .

results do not reflect-these differences in emphasis. The absence

of individual mastery learning-materials (workbookl),.. the breK9ey-

of the skil exercise sets, and the lack Qf exercises in the chap-
%

ter reviews n the experipental'textbook might account for the _
.,--,-

apparent weakness in skifl development.
,

.

2. To wzt elltent do studen s who study these materials under-

stand the concepte considAed unique to these materials?

The First Year Algebra Test was developeA as a measure of

achievement on co ts,unique to the experimental materials or

on concepts coimnori to both, yet not measured by the ETS Test.

Usinefhis instrument,.thet_sudents using.the experimentfir-
,

ials performed better than students in standard first-year-algebra

classes. In 8 of the 17 schools the experimental group scored

signifkcantly higher on the First-Year Algebra Test. In the

remaining 9 schools, there were no significant differences.

Only 12 pf the 33 items on Vle First Year 'Algebra Test mess-

ured copcepts unique to the experimental materials. . The experimen-
,

tal group parrmed significantly better on 9 of these itemsi

including all qUestions.dealing with kelative frequency and Aroba-
\,./P.

0;)
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bility and on questions dealing with tke metric system, models fox

, multiplication, rate of change as slope, percentage decrease, and

cqmpound .interest. Many teachers in their first time through the

experimental materials either did not get to the later chapters
4

(particularly the one on probtility) or siCIpped some of the topics

unique to the materials. Consequently, the performance of the'

expeiimeRtal grodp on topics unique to these materials speaks well

oop

4.

of the integration ofprobability and appliFitions throughout the

experimental textbook.

Overall .in 6 of.j.he 8 schools in which the experimental

grouvirformed significantly better than the control group on the

First Year Algebra Test, there was simultaneously no significant

difference between the two groups oft their performance can *the ETS

Test. Ais would indicate that the experimental materials can be
%

used successfully in a variety of schools situattons, coggparing .

i7

fAvorably,with the traditional fir t-year algebra materials.

I

3. To what extent do these mater ale, help in solving applied

problems from real-life situations?
416

The Consumer Test data indicate that both griSups improved in

their applied problech-solving skills in the course of the year.

This may be a function of either maturation or first-year algebra.

. The experimental group showed somewhat more improvement than the
0

control group, particularly on topics explicitly covered in the

materials. Whether thi's advantage will be maintained over time'

unknowA. The study provides evidence that consumer problem-

tplving skills would be improved with wider attentiori td real-life,

.

applications throughout the school mathematics curriculum. If
4

, consumer pro4lemL5olving skills are a primary objecqve Of instruc-

t
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iion:-.then such sLils should be expliatly taught.

4. Is the reading level of the materials comparable with other

first-year algeblia materials?

1
Three sources of information on tl7 readability Were tapped:

teachers, students, and aq independent reading evaluator. The

three were not in contert in their evaluation of the experimental

materials. Throughout the yepr, the readability of the experi-

mental textbook (both the amount and the level of aifficulty).was

called into question by some of the teachers uding the materials.

But on the Spring Opinion Survey, the experimental students indi-

cated that they found the ekplanations in their textbook helpful,

their textbook more interesting than most, and the taterials read-

'Thable. In fact, there were significant differences favorinp the

experimental tteatment on all Items on the Spring Opinion Survey

dealing with ke textbook. In support the students' opinion,

techniques, found

used algebra text-
4

4he reading evaluator, using four evtauation
A

the materials comparabl0 to two other widely

books.

There are several possibj.e explanatioris for the dioctepancies

noted above. The typed copy and unpolished format of the experi-
a

mental materials tend to givi an Impression of more and difficult.

reading. Also, most traditional materials include more nuperical

exa41es and skill exercises. The data indicate that the reading

level of th:e experimental materials is comparable with other first-

year algebra materials. Commercial publicationjand the _extension

of the skill exercises might give.the materials a moreiyfaditional

algebra textbookiformat as well asstrike a more acceptable balance
1
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between readihg an other activities. However, there is no indi-

3gation that the reading should be reduced or simplified.

To what extent do the masN4y earnin materials help in

improving skills?

The maktery learniqg materials (or workbook) were still in

the developmental stage and unavailable for the formal evaluation.

Preliminary studies by the developer of the experimentil materiali,

indicated that more Attention to algebraiLskill develoPment was

needed in the materials and that the addition of the makery,

lirlearning materidls apptared to tie addressing that nead. The pre-

gent study substantiated this need. What influence the easy

availability of accompanying mastery materials might have had on_

student achievement is uftknown. Evidence from the development

phase strongly suggestt that student achievement would have bee

imfooved.

What are tha difficultdes, if any, of implamening these

materials into thg sc,hool curriculum?

present study:sought tp assess the-implementability of

th xperimental materials indirectly. _puch an.approach, proyed--4

naive. The logistic of the evaluation interfered with manTof

the)usual steps in the adoption and implementatiOn of a' new text-
.,

book. For example, teachers chosen to participate in th sfudy,

had, at best, oni.y limited information about- the experimptal

materials. Since materials were not yet available when commit,-

ments to'participate were solicited, teachers did not have an

.opportunity to review the materirls. . To avoid bias in the evalu-

w
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-ation, 4inonintervention policy,is adopted. In-service was noe

provided. The developei of the materials4did pot visit partici-
/

pating schools. The two evaluators tried to maintain a neutral

rather than'advocate position. Furthermore, rather than school

adoption, the experimental tea er was chosen at random /ansi isola-

ted without the usual, colleague-support system. Hence, in the
11

attempt to obtain an unbiased assessment.of the experimAtal mate-

rials, a realistic as ssment of their implementailility was

unobtainable.

Although the study.did not provide a reasonable assessment

of the ease or difficulty of implementing Olese materials, some
t

informal observations can be mk1.9. The test data,indicate that

qven without a reasonable preview or adequate preparation and
mo.

support, the experimenta materials can be use effectively in i

many situations. On.th Textbook Evaluation Form, only 2 of the

15 reporting teachers idicated that they had any trouble wit'g
A

.th mathematics or the a lications in the materials. In the

beginning, 5 indicated that they felt that they might. Although

the mathematics does not seem to provide an impediment to imple-

*4,

..4

rlientation, other factors might...The divergence of the experimental

material; fr9m the typical first,year algebra syllabus may pose a

I dk
problem 4 thq use of these mgterials by traditional teachers.

it4

without appropriate in-service. Furthermore, this variance gives

rise ,to concerns over student performance in subsequent mathematics

courses, particularly second-year algebra. Aire the scope of

the present study p;ohibited.a syste'mitic sEudy of this issde,

evidence from.the developmental phase (in-which ehe mhterials were

used in the same school," three years) does not substantiate a

I.
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cause for contern. There is no,evidence to suggest that-the mate--

rials are inappropriate for students planning to take second-year

algebra. The lack.of adequate drill exercise or available supple-

mental exercises is another factor that may pose a pibbiem for the

use of the materials by the sympathe4c teactier.

In addition to thc six questions specificafly listed in the 1

Li

rene l proposal by the project 4irector, the' stley also addrissed

two additional questions.

1 .

7. To;yhat extent are student attitudes about the enjoyment

and usefulness of mathematics, effected through-an applt.

cations approach to first-year algebra?

On the Fall Opinion ghAwrey, there was ail oVerall lack of

significant differences between the two groups with respect to

\,
thqx attitudes about the enjoyment or usefulness of mathematict.

A general decline in attitude for both groups from Fall to Spring

k

was observed. For the 7 items on which both groups registered. a Nor

significant,decline, 6 were among the".7 items which were modified
filwk

to,read "algebra" in place of "mathematics." .The apparent change

in attitude might be due to this restriction:- Perhaps algebra is
1

viewed as less helpful, necessary and important in everfday life;

less interesting and more s

matics in general. liqpiever, th

ic; and ha der to learn than mathe-

non-modified item anjwhich'bbth

he tsefulness of mathematics ingroups showed a decline addressed

solving everyday probl'e ?

bra, wheal& through an

t wo

licati

uld ,seem that the study of alge-

ons approach or-not, does not

enhance students' view.of t'lle value of matktmatics for the real

world.

1.
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The significant diffelrencelbetween the -MO-groups on indivi-

dual items lends support to the argument that.the integration of

word problems into each lesson is moretlyive than _their isola-

tion in separate lessons, or, in some teXtbo ks parate chapters.
t

Th oiNe data also suggest that the deve.2pment f the o f "

problems rather than ithe application of algebra .to..i.lproblemaomake's

,working these prolliems .more enjoyable.

8. To what extent are these materials d signed for the

a.verage first-year algebp student?

The achievement of the "averye students" was comparable to

that.o the;total group. Students in the ontrol group did.better

L......*

on the test ai1 items yhich emphasized tra tional algebra con-

cepts and ski ls whi e stddents in the 'expertmental group did

better on the.test and items covering topics.emphasized by ther.
.

., , . ...tr,

experimental maierials. Nine-of the 15 revrting teadprs
.

.
. - V" S.

, -4r ., .

,. ,

cated that they thought tlie materials approptate,for2the erag&
. el

firse-year algebra student.
i

Ai
Limited.data were obtalled on the material's appropriateness

for the lowest-ability algebra student. One:inner-city'senior ,--*--j

. .

..
. ,

,

high scho61 teacher found-the materials inappropriate for 5he low-
..

est-ability students due to the emphasis on reading; However, 3
t

t._ ,

6 experimental Ffachers thought the material appropriate for below-

avera e student,p. Overall,'significantly -fes4er students dropped

out of the experimental treatment than the control treatment.

This could be interpreted AS indicating that the experimental

materials 4e more successful th4n traditional materials with
*

marginal sEudents. It would seem that these materials are iuit-

f.

t0-
1,

a
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able for average students d that r appropriateness fgr the

lowest-ability student shoull be eval d further,

The Algeba Through Applications ma erials offer a unive

'approach o first-year kiqgebta; the fie evaluation of the male-

rials indicaed that they,dan be used e fectively in a variety of

ischool settings. These materials are iaponsive to the criticibm
/ I

of school mchematics as irrelevant to the real world. As such

they represent i serious departure from the traditianal fitst-
.

year algebpa course with.its emphaqs -ott skill development.: AA a

prototype of an applications approach.to first-year Algebra, the

,Materials can be used by those whd are familiar. with Otiarand
'14 /

share their pc view. They al?O.Stand.as. A scarce of rele-
. s

. .

vaht applications'for the traditional first-yekir algebra dourse

I/ and as a .point of departure.fOr the development of a more ttadi-
.

tional course with an app_lications orientation:.

)

1
Limitations

ifAlthough schools and teachdrs.were selebted fram volunteers,

e was exercised to assv:.that those sctlools selected were rea-

sonably representative-of awariety.of the nation's sthoots. .HowA

ever, neither thfwselection of participating.scho;1!)or teactiprs

S-
e within schools was random.- Yet, rand6m ashgadents or -teadhersr

,-

'-and,-.insofar as po s...4ble, students to treatments within schools,

were e Hence, extrapblation beyoqd the liresent study should It
.. N

be made with caution.
,

. .

,

IMany participating teachers endeavored t present the experi-
.

mentaLmaterials in a manner consistent with the material's intent.
,

. I

However, uncertainty in using materials for the fitstitime codlid
.-

.91
A
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havelimited their'effectiveness. Particularly, slome of the topics

' unique to or heavily emphasized in the.experimental materials (i.e.,

probability, models of operations, and soma applications) were
a

inadvertantly omitted.or never reached.

4 Other participitting teacherst unable to reconcile the experi-

f

mental approach with the traditional aRproach,
\

presented instead
\

a traditional algebra cour!,/using materials not .designed,for that

. purposele'The absence of.any in-Service during the year or 711-
. k .

..

ible coordinators compounded tilis situation. The extent and effect '

of unsympathetic teachers could not' be quantified,J Hawever,
. ,

interpretatton of the.findings should be made cognizant of the
N c---1:- 63 ,

. impact of teicher attitude on the effectiveness of curriculum

materialab
.

'-'ThMiratian of tha. study
4
was only one year. Hence, compari-
4

sons were made between the first year of teaching from new.mate-'
*

.

.rials and the teaching of familiar materials for which Sippic to

be stressea, time tab
t
es,'and worksheets have already been devel-
,

oped. Also, the compar tive achievement of the experimental g

in subsequent mathematics courses could not,be imvestigated.

The one-par duration of the proiet.did not allaw for exten-
4

. . sivd pifot-testing and validatiaa of the project-developed tests.'
. I

wgifpwa

However, care.waS'exercised in their develoOment and limited pilot-

' testing conducted.

Testing in the schools could lot be luon.itored by the project,

saff. Ail teats. were administered by participating teachers

foflowing directions and schedules,provided.by the pplaiect'staff.
.1r

/Subsequent reports were Med by the teachers.f No specific prob-
.

Ons
were identified.' Hawever, it is recognized that the tes.ting .
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siAations 4ere not uniform across schools. Some teachers counted

the post-test scare as part of the student's grade; othdrs did

not. Since 'the project did not have the prerogative of establish-

ing grading policies, anly consistency wiEhin schools was requested.

Consequently, the use of student test data.as a measure orachieve-

ment is subject to these limitations. '.

Finally, it is recognized thsp the assumptions of the statis-'

deal modeis utiliied in the analysis of the data could not always

be completely verified.

Recommendations

Concerning the materials

The evaluation of the Algebra Through Applications matecials

provided useful feedbock on the materials, ranging from identifi-
-

cation(of typographical errors to suggestions for'reor'ganization.

kost of the suggestions coming from teachers.using the materials

were specific to a paiticular 'lesson and will not be made here.

Since-the evaluation indicated that the materials can be used'

successfully in a variety of situations, publications with minor

editorial revisions would make the pateriali readily available

for immediate use.

Should more substantial revisions be undertaken at a later

date, its objective should be to make the materials easily usable,

without special preparations,' by teachers who share the orienta-

tion to first-year algebra they present: In addition to the sug-

gestions from individual teachers for the improvement o particular

ipssons or topips, the followi recommendations for future revi-

sions are made:
a
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a) Additional exercises aimed at the development of

algebraic skills,are needed. This need tight be

met with the extension'of.the existing exercise'
,

sets to include more routine, manipulative-problems,

or by the inclusion of mastery materials eith'er in

the text or in any accompanying workbook. More -

examples in the exposition might also prove'helpful.

Review exera.sis should be added to the chapter

*reviews as well as sample chapter test items in the

Notes to the Teacher.

c)* In terms of format, a.revised edition should include .

colorful illustrations, aa index, and lessoutitles

which reflect both the algebraic and applications

content of the lesson.

The evaluation also produced suggestions concerning the

development of a more traditional first-year algebra course which

retains the philosophy and applications orientation of the present.

materials. Should further development work be undertaken with he

present materials, the for-lowing recommendations,are' made, in

addition to those listed above:

a) Although the development of models for operations

is central,o the 'development of the materials, the

emphasis, particularly in the early chapters, should

be reconsidered with the view toward simplification

or consolidation.

b) In order to assure and facilitate the coverage of

topics important to the objectives and developmentl

of the materials (i.e., probability, models, etc.).,



8\a reorganization of the materials should be consicl-

ered. In particular, a reorganization of the mate-

rials.placing quadratics earlier in the.development

'bight encourage the coverage rather than the omission

of some of the topics unSque to the applications

approach.

c) Whilf there was some criticism of exercises devoted

to the understanding of the lesson expositions,
1

"Questioni covering the,reading," such-exercises

should beetained. However, their i!ategratipn'into

a single exercise'set for each leison should be con-

sidered.

d) Further developmental work might best be conducted

by a team.of authors, including experienced-class-
%

-roam algebra teachers.

**,

Concerning implementation
N\

The field evaluation inaicates that unaer sympathetic clip:

cumstances, the materials can be used effectively. Schools or

teachers considering their use shauld first review theAaterials

to determine if fhe materials reflect their own instructional

obSectives. Particular attentionhould be focused on the differ-

ences, in ceintent and emphasis, between these materials and the

traditional first-year algebra coupse. Schools reviewing the

materials -should view the objectives of their own mathematics

curric lum in a-content broader than that of the next course or

sting textbooks.

The divergence of the present materials from the qsual first-

*$

e
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year ebra course is a potential source of difficulty for tradi-

tional classroom teachers.-. Even teachers who agree in principle
-

. with the philosophy of the mgterials may have difficulty omitting

traditional topicS in order to implement the new materials.

Schools using the mateials may wish to conduct a faculty seminar
a .

on the a terials. An in-service irogram Which focuses on the

role of the various models of operations and those applicatians

central to the development of the course might facilitate the

implementation of tha spirit of the materials. -In any event,

teachers using the materials should expect to supplement the

existing problem sets with skill egercises, either their own or

others.

Cadcerning evaluation

Zundamental to any curriculum evaluption are'a number of
4

basic issues in educational research concerning a fair yet unbiased

testing of experimantal materials. The dxperiencq obtained in

the evaluation of the Algebra Through Applications materials sug-

gests recommendations concerning this issue.

The use of volunteer teachers and the provision of coordina-

tors, in-service or othe i. special supports, have been criticized

for producing an unrealistic setting for the evaluation of experi-

mental Naterials,. In the present study, teachers chosen to parti-

cipate had for the most part only limited knowledge about the

experimental mate"rials. They receivedino'external moral or tech-

nical support in the form of in-service, local coordinators or

consultants, visits by the developer, or repeated site visits by

the evaluators. The control teachers, on the other hand, were
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supported by a.long-stinding tradition of what is and aught to be

first-year algebra. SUch a long-standing, tven venerated, tradi-
6

tion is-a-significant bia4 working against the objective'evalua- t

tion of non-traditional materials in traditLonal (typicaf) class-
,

rooms. Likewise, extraordinary intervention on behalf of the

experimental materials would have produced a bias in their favor.

Such intervention would have also obstructed/the objeclve evalu-

ation of new materials in typical classrooms with typical.teachrs,

However, experimental controls fcir in-serVice or otAer suppoi-t

for the experimental teachers could have been introduced in an

effort to quantify this bias... Such controls wert not within the
,

scope of the pkesent study. Funding of' the evaluation of experi-

fmental mater.ials should be at a level sufficiqnt to provide rea-'

sonable support for the experimental teachers to assure that the

content is accurately presented in the spirit in whtch it wds

el

designed. At the same time, care should be taken to assure that

the in-service or support provided balances, rather thttn outweighs,

tradition.

The present study, from planning to post-testing, was con-

ducted within a 14-month period. Recognizing the difficulties

inherent in an extended evaluation, a period of three years would

have allowed for (1) adequate plpning and test development,

(2) a follow-up study of students' achievement in subeiequent

mathematics courses, and (3) a-second year of evaluation of

experimental materials with teachers who have experience with

materials.
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Concerning additionar funding..
a

4

Current plans calrfor publication of the materials, Algebra

,'Through ApplicatIons, with minpr editarial revisions. Once pub-

. lished,- the materials will be avaiiable'as a substitute for the
1

. traditional first-year algebra materials, as a source of applica-
'-r

tions to supplementrthe traditional materials, or as a point of
.

, \

.departure for'the commercial, dpvelopment.ok a more traditional
,

.
.
.

course with an applications orientation. Since the" materials aan

be used effectively-in their present ford,sprograms ti) acquaint -4

teachers and supervisors with the materials sboul4 be supported
N

in order that information concern4ng the product frtf the First-

Year Algebra via Applications Dexelopment Project will be. commumi-

cated to the public: Two activitieb should be 'consitdered. One-. or
,d4

two-4y awareness workshops which acquaint teachers or,supervisors

with the philosophy and bonteut of the materials'far the purpose of

making judgments about their appropriateness,for their school

should be offered. Such workshops, lead by the devel4er of the

materials or pec ons trained by him, should focus on the differ-
-,

ences, in co/itent and emphasis, between these materials and the
4

traditional.first-year algebra Whteriats. Secondly, one-week

workshops which provide appropriate in-s.ervice training for

teachers planning to use the materials should also be offered.

The variance of the experimental materials fram the usual firet-

year algebra course presently threatens their acceptance among

traditional classroom teachersilwithout an in-service program cam-

. parable to those prrided by other experi ental curriculum develop-

mental projects. Such workshops cou14,be conducted at a central

location by the project staff or in local school districts by,a.
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trained teacher.or coordinator. The workshop should provide a

4
11~4

rationale for the applications approach and an overview of the

textbook. Same time should.also be devoted to the models&of
,

--,operations and to those applications fundamental to the develop-

ment of the cours.e.

In 4ddition to support for dissemination activities, support

88-

for subsequent development work or substantial revisions, in line

e with the rqcommendations made earlier, should be considered.
,

Progress ih education demands not pnly creative approaches but
%.

sustained and-supported efforts.

/

(
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APPENDIX A

SCHOOL AND -TEACHER INFORMATION
* #

Al List of Participqting Schools /

A2 Disribution cif Participating Scgools by Geographic Region

trIcl-Climmunity Size Y/

A3 Information form for Participating Schools

'A4 LI-s-eof Participatifig Teachers -

A5 Teacher Information Form



APPENDIX Al ,

LIST OF PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Bay Senior High School
Panama City, Florida

f,

Zlizabeth City Junior High

Northwest Whitfield High School
Tunnel Hill, Georgia

Okemos High School
Elizabeth City, North Carolina. Okemos, Michigan

Fort pill High School
Fort 4ill , Souch.Carolina

Frase4 Hip School
Frase4 Michigan

OB

Fritsc d Junior High-School
Miau14e, Wisconsin

4.

Olney High Schoo
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Owen J. Roberts High School
Pottstown, Pennsylvania

Sequoia High SchooI
Redwood City, California

.

. . ,
,

.

Harper gh Scilbol South Miami Senior High School
Chicago Illinois Miami, Florida

..

John Ada4s High School p

Ozone Padk. New York
South Shore High School

' Brooklyn, New York

Los Alamo High School Walter Reed Junior High School
Los Alamo New Mexico North Hollywood,.California

Marcus Wh4tman Junidr High
Port Orch#d, Washington

McLean High-School
McLean, Vir14.ni

Yalton High School
Marietta, Georgia

'Wasson Senior High.School-
Colorado Springs, Colorado

k.



'.APPENDLX A2
. .

-DISTRIBUTIóN OF PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS BY
GEOgRAPHC REGtOWAND-COHMUNITY SIZE'

93

Commun#y'pize. -

Urban (tatal 8) Sauxban.(total 6) - Smal tata116)

JphtrAdams, HS
Ozone Park, Ny

Olney HS
'Philatelphia, 1)4

South Shore HS'
Brooklyn, NY

4Len'J: Roberts*HS.
Pottstown, PA
(PhiladelPhia)

,

South Miami HS ,

Miami, FL.
McLean HS
McLean, VA
(Washington, D.C.)

Waltdri HS
Marietta, GA
(Atlanta)

Bay HS
Panama City, FL

Elizabeth City JH
Elizabeth City, NC

Fort Mill HS
Fort Mill SC

N.W. Whitfield HS
Tunnel Hill, GA

Fritsche JH
Milwaukee, WI

Harper,H§
Chicago, IL

Fraser HS
Fraser, MI
(Detroit)

Okemos HS
Okemos, HI
(Lansing)

Walter Reed JH
N. Hollywood, CA

Wasson HS
Colorado Sps., CO

Sequoia HS
Redwood City, CA
(San Francisc0

Los Alamos H5
Los Alamos, NM

Marcus Whitman JH
Port Orchard, WA

:A



'INFORMATION FTORM AR!-PARtCIPATING SCHOOLS:
APPgNDIX A3

EI;a1u-ation Study of Algebra ThroughlApplicatdons,

1. Name of participating'school:,

Address of sdhool:

Rhone At schoot: AC.\

' 2. Your name or name of primary contsadt:
.

- 4

Businessaddres:

See

'Busines4 phone.

Summer or home address;

Summer or home phone

3. .Participating Teachers (total of 2)

a) Teacher A..

Name:

Summer address:

b) Teacher B

Name:

Summer address:

Summer phone: Summer phone:

\
Participating ClaL.ses (total ofI1)

a

4,4

a) Expected enrollm'ent in each class (be as specific as possible)

Teacher A: clasq:k claE,3 2

Teacner 3: ,:lass 1 class 2
IS

o) Descripe tne students in the four participa in4T,
in terms 7)f the.iy mathematicalmachievement V'pr ability

levels.

I



1 v

'INFORMATION FORIe(con!t) page 2
7

95

c) What textbook And speciil materkial,s vairbe used with-the
,controi'classe6?

eso .

"

Scnool Calendae .

a) a e of lst flull day of 4ats in the" f

laU full day of class.ion the iprIn
...`c

c) .If the school normatly has a final exam per od in'the- .,

spring,. give,ths (tentative)dates add s-ciledul6=fort 1,t.i..

.

. . ' .144.?0c.: f7

V . : i *4 .

--.0

T

6. Testing Program: Describé the school's testingoprbgram
that would normally involve the stUdentS in the four
partici ng ,classes. Give the name,and fo.rmcdf any.
publi ests given and the (t-entative)' dates for the

, It

admIr,ii lem df the tests.
.. , .

)

7. Address to which the experimental textbooks are to be shipped;

Pleds c.-,mplete and return 4_;Q: Dr. Jane 0. Swofford; Department
Jf Mathematics: Northern Michigan University: Marquette,- MT 4985')

THANK YOU

a
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PARTICIPATING TEACHERS

96.

N-
School .Expert*Rtal:Teacher.

ONt

oiatról.Teacher

.

Bay iigh

b.izabeth City HS
Ag11-

Port Mill HS
<
1 Fraser HS :

Fritsche JH

Harper HS

John. Adams HS

Los Alamo; HS

McLean HS

N.W. Whitfield HS

,Okp.mos HS

Olney HS

Owen J. RobertsliS

Sequoia HS

South Miami HS

South Shore HS

Walter Reed JH

( Walton HS

Wasson HS

I.

Juanita Bawers

Emily Jackson

Katie Culp

Carl Vaara

) Joan Smith

'Mary 0:Nei1,l

Lawrenae Lane

Margaret Barrett

Edith Elliott

Elaine Cowen

Pearl Cohep

Barbara Garrett

Michael Doody

Ruth Williams

Rachelle Ben-David

Vera Helpern

Myra Medford

Rob'ert Zecha

.

Sadie Williamti

Ain Nawell

Aita Cater

Susan Hill

Harold Rife

Janet Gerut

'.Patricia Lane

Elvira Ar#gon

Robert Hayler

Geneva Trammell

Larry Cockroft

Helen. Mintzes

Michael'Mehle,

Charles Paine

4

Mary Alice Pennington

\Morton Newman

Dorothy Moser

Charlyn Shepard

RobArt Hiltner



-Name
.

PPiNDIX 16

*"

TEACHER INFQRMATION FORM
, 4

School

Address to whtch postage refund shOuld be sent: 4

Addr'oss to which results of study should be sent:

v

*Ma,

School phone number

t

Hot& phone number

age 2. sex. 3. highest degree

No. of courses beyond highest degree

411.0

5. Including this past year, forl-iow many years have you 1aught
secondary or college mathematics? .

6. Including this past year, for how many years have you taught
first year

7. Have you ever had a mathematics course in which.the follow-
ing topicS- were studied? (Answer each choipe with "Yes" or
"No.")

a). probability f) sampling 0

b) mean, mode, median g) mathematical applica-
tions

c) mean abs9lute deviation

d) standard deviation

e) chi square

(MORE)



98. 2
p.

8. At what hodr of the daylkes each of the two classes In the
study meet? P, and

flow long is each pgriod per day in minutes?

10. At whattgrade 1expl are the,students in the-study (8t1i, 9th,

10,th, inixed):1
(For each mixqd cliss, specify the number at eadh gtade level.)

/

11. (Control Teachers only) List text and bther materials you
plan to use with these classes and describe briefly your
teaching method or methods. For the latter indicate the

/proportion ole class time usually devoted to the various
methods. I

a

I.

se

Please complete and return immediately in the enclosed stamped
envelope to Dr. Jane O. Swafford, Associate Professor, Depart-
ment of Mathematics, Northern Michigan University, Marquette,
Michigan 49855.
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.APPENDIX B

TESTS

31 -First Year Algebra Test

1

32 Item Content Classification for ETS Test and Fiist Yearg-

Algebra Test

B3 Item. by.Objective Classification for.First Year Algebra Test

34 Fall,Consumer Test

35 Spring Consumer Test: Form A

B6 Spring Consumer Test: Form B

37 Cdhs6nsus Objectives in Consumer Applications of MAthematici

B8 Item by Objective Classification for Consumer Test,

B9 Fall Opinion Survey

1

SU Spring Opinion Survey

Bll Item by Attitude Dimensi n Classification for Opinion Survey

B12 Algebra I Qupstionnaire

1

a.

AP

e
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FIRST YEAR ALGEBRA TEST

. k

Directions: Do not begin until you are'told to do so.

Each 'question has only one corrects response. Cross out the dorresponding
Aetter on your answer sheet. Bo not write on this test.

A
1. x - 7x =

A .-7x

76x
-7

-6
None of the above.

2. 'What quantity is one7half of y ?

A

B 1/2* y

1/2 + y

1

2y

E None of the above.

3. If x is randomly selected from

{ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,-8, 9

the probability that x is gre er
than 5 is

A
B

.20
.30_

C .333

D .40

E .50

4. A restaurant offers 3 salads,
5 main dishes and 4 desserts on
its menu. How,many different meals
can be ordered which have a salad,
main dish, and a dessert ?

3

12

15

20

60

t
When 4x - 7 = 9x + 17, then =

A -24
5

B -24
13

-D

E

10

13

2.

Sone of the above.

el!

6. The average weight ofIreshman girl;
is closest to

A

D
E.

7. If

.50 kg
20 kg
500 kg
200 kg
loa kg

x
1
= 4 and

A 7

B

C 4

D -7
E None of the above.

x
2
= -5, then 2x

1

a

84 What.is the relative frequency of,ar
event which occurs n times in
1000 tries ?

PLEASE TURN OVER

A

B

C

1000+ n

1000- - n

s .

1000

1060
n

1000n



ALGEBRA TEST - PAGE

9. 24 + 3 2 - 6 3

A 52 /

N 28

C 16 (D 8

E None-of the 'aboVe,.

:lo. %(!W

A 5.5
? B 2.5
4

.

15 25 Nri

E 25

101

14. T6 solutions to 3x2 + 9x + 5 ... 0

Are

A 9 ± V141
6

-9I±. V141
,

-9 ± Afir
6

t. D VII:

6

E None of the .ab7e

15. A coat regularly sold'for C dollars
is now advertised on sale at 30% Of.

11: Suppose two normal fair dibe were tossed.
The iale price of the coat is

What is the probability thht both dice
show a 5 ?

A 1/5 .

B 1/6

C 1/10
D. 1/25

E 1/36

3
12. Thi change in a-stock is 1-- one day and

8.

c--;44- the next day. In the tlo days, the

net change is

A C .30

B C - .30C
C C + .30C
D .30C
E None of the Abve.

16...The-expression j0x3
52 + 50

. -

-simplifies to

1:5 9.2c6

B 2501;5

C 50x5

D 125000x
5

E Non'e of the above.

17. The line with y-intercept 2 and

C
1 slope 3 has equation
U-
8

i
7 A x = 2y + 3

D -
8

B

C
E pone of the above. D

. E tt4he of the above.
If have 1006 dollars,and spend b dollars

x = 3y + 2
y = 2x + 3
y a 3x + 2

13. you
a week, then how:many dollars do you have

. 18.,Whev,X = 2, then lx - 51 -
left after t weeks ?

A 1(100b t

B t(1000 - b)
C 1000 - tb
D (1000 - t)b
E. bt - 1000

'PLEASE GO TO THE IsTEXT PAGE

A 3

B -3
C 7

D -7

E 9
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19. Assume your team is expected tO beat
X aribther team 213 of the time. If the
teams play. 3 times during the season;

.

what is the probability yotir team will
win all 3 games ?

It

A 2,

B 4/3 \
C 3/8

D 20-
.E 8t27

20. .If -Sx '',. 13, then

,

A x 7., -
3

13

23. Two
per
uses
690

.
Which

,

towns Usf water
person., 'Town

x gallons per
people, uses

is true ?
X 430

at the same ratf-
S, with 7+30 peopl=
day. Town T, wii.

y gallons.per clay.t

i

A 690 y

B LY
430 690 '

T

C

690 430
D x + y.... 1120

E ,430x, + 690y = 1120

.

BX < - T.3-
24. (3r - 4s)2'=

C x >
3

13D
3

E x >16

21 If you invest $100 at 6%,yearly interest
for 5 years, ,,then how many dollars will.
you have at the end of that time ?

A 100(1.30)

B 44.100(.Q6)5

C (106)
.

D.\ 100(1.06)
5

E 100 + 5(.06).(100)

22. For.what values of x is the statement

true ?

A x = 0
B x = 3 or x = -5
C x = -3Nor x = 5
D x = - 3 or x = -5
E None of the above.

A 3r
2
- 4s

2

B 9r 2 - 16s2 .

C r
2
- 12rs + 168

2

D 9r2 24rs 1682

E 'None of the above.

25. When x <:y and z is negative, which
of the'following is true ?

A x + z> y

B x + z> y'+_ z

C x z> - z

D xz > yz
1

x + 1 y + -
z

26. Suppose b boys rdceive x dollars
apiece and g girls receive x dollarP
apiece. Together the boft and girl
have received

PLEASE TURN OVER

A bxgx dollars

B bgx dollars

C xbg,dollars

D xh+g dollars.

E bx 71- gx'dollars
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27. Ms. STith drove'n miles to town. Then-she 31. 1000 centimeters is"the same as
drove 2.8 miles on business in town. Then

.1
she drove home. Her total mileage was 11.3 A meter

Whidh sentence best describes The 10

situation ? .8 .1 meter

G- 10 meters
D 100 metersA n + 2.8 = 11.3

B 2.8 + 11.3 = 2n
C 2.8 + 2n = 11.3
D 2.8n = 11.3'
E None of the above. '

28. Order the numbers
7

A 5- <
7

B

.57 ,
100

<
5

<

<

100

57 5-7

100

D < 5
4b 100 7

E None Of the above,

57

129. In 1960 the-U. S. population was about
170 million; in 1970 the *population was
203 million. When you calculate the,
change in population per year you are
calculating

.A a slope
B a y-intercept
C a factor
D a relative frequericy
E a probability

30. 2x + 8 =

4

A I'-r+ 2

2

g + 47

2

2x + 4

E 2x + 2

E None of the above.

32. A catl'rents for $15 plus 18 cents
per mile. If the cost in dollars

is c and ,the miles driven is m,
then

A m = 15c + .18
B m = .18c + 15
C C al 1-5111, + .18

D C al .18m + 15
E None of the ,above.

33. x2y3
4-2

x y-

1

. A 1c2y

B X2y'

C

'x2
.

2
I .

E

x6

LOOK,OVER YOUR WORk ON THIS TEST

A
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'ITEM CONTEM, CLASSIFICATION FOR ETS TEST
,AND FIRST YtAR ALGEBRA TEST (FYAT)
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Content , Item ETS Item FYAT

Terminology

Combinfng Terms

Translation from verbal
to algebraic expres-
sions

Solution of linear equa-
tions

7

) 3,

r,

5,, 10

6, 19, 3Q

13, 23, 38

1,

2,
-23,

5

9, 16
1 .

12, 13, 15, 21,
26, 27, 32

Sdbstitution in alge-
braic expressions and
equations

4, 8, 20, 26

Solution of literal
equations

16, 39

Exponents and rci(?)ts 9, 14, 22 10

Algebraic multiplication
and division

15, 2, 25, 28 24, 30, 33

Averages 17

Systems of linear equa-
tionä

11, 12, 31

':Graphs of linear func-
tions

. 32 17, 29

Order and line'ar ine- 29, 33, 35, 40 20, 25, 28
qualities

Factoring and quadratic
equations

18, 24, 34: 37 14, 22

Division by zero 24

Variation 36

Relative frequency and
probability

Metric System.
e

Models for operations

Absolute value

6, 3

4

18
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ITEM BY OBJECTIVE CLASSIFICATION
'r FOR FIRST lirEAR ALGEBRA TEST

Item , Objective: The student should be ible.to

1

4
V

3, 11

5

6r
7

8

9

4

15 give symbolic answers to percentage inareases or
decreases. 4

16 add expressions involving sums of powers of the same
variable.

add or rslibtrat like terms.

recognize when to use Multiplication i t a situation.

calculate the probability, of an event Wken given an
experiment with easily qouptab1e random outcomes.

solve linear equations of the ax = bx + d.

apptoximate conversion from English to metric system.

substitute into and evalUate expressions with subn
-

scripted variables.

calculate relative fiequency from given data.

evaluate-an expression with knowledge of the order of
operations.

10 use the property itIsimplifying expressions.

11, 19 calculate the...probability of independent events All
occurring. .

12- distinguish direction and assign positivi or negative
numbers. when given a situation with ti,o directions.

13 translate situations involving constant gain or loss"'
in mathematical expressions.

14 solve ax2 + bx + c = 0 using quadratic formula.

17 determine slope, y-intercept, or a linear equation
giveesufficient information.

18 evaluate an expression involving absolute value..

20, 25 solve linear inequalities.

21 calculate oregive expression for amount accrued with
anflual compound interest.
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4101, Continued 106

Item Objective: The student should be able to
f

22 .apply the ero Produet Theorem.

23

241

26, 27,
32,

28

recognize'when to-use division in a'situation.

1

multiply.tw binomials.

translate s euations invotiving suns of products into
mathematical mipressions.

compare two numgers in decimal or rational form.

29 recoggize rate of change in a real
same as "slope".

30 4ply the distributive property to
sions.

31 conversitins within the metric

33

situation as the

simplifyl,uues-

system.

calculate powers, including power of product or
qudlients.

,ft

es

4



APPENDIX

CONSUMER TEST

Directions: Do not begin until you are told to do so.

Each question has only one correct answer. Cross out the

corresponding letter on Your answer sheet.

1. Suppose it costs 20 cents per
mile to operate a ear. Then how
much would it cost to operate ,

'that car on a 1200-mile vacation?

A.
B.

C.

D.

E.

4600
$60
$24P0
$240
None of the above.

2: In a certain high school, 13

stUdeets from the sophomore claas

of 200 have parpnts who are
farmers. If the high school has

700 itudents in All, about how
many students in the entire sdhool

would you expect to have parentis

who are farmers?

A. 91
B. 45

C. 39 .

D. 26
E. 20

3. Mks. Johnson buyesroceries which

cost $23.50. The sales tax in her

state is 4%. Whatja the total

price she must pay?

A. $58.75.
B.. $3200
C. $27.50

D. $23.54,
E. None of the above..

According to the graph at right,
what,percentage of U.S. families
have An income.of $10,000 or morer

A. 52.4%
B. 47.6%
C. 43.6%
D. 21.2%
E. .None.of the above.

107

II

5. In a state lottery, thare is a 1
in 10 chasice that you will match
'each digit named.. What Ls the
chance that you will match two
digits in a row?

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

1 ia 5
1 in 10
1 in 20'
1 in.50
1 in 100

C)

6. .A basketball player scores 15, 12
and 24 points in the,first three
games of the season. What is bis

'scoring averagel

A. 13 2/3 points
'B. 15 points
C. 17'poiats
D. 18 points
E. None of the above.

7. If,you-travel 18 kilometers in 12
minutes, what is your azerage

A. 2/3 kilometers Per minute '

B. 1 112 kilomeiers per.minuti
C. 40 kilometers per minute.
D. 90 kilometers per minute
E. None of the above.

Distribution of U.S. Families By
By Income Class - 1974
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8. Which package of breakfast food bas
the lowest prices per ounce?,

16 ounced for 98 cents/
10 ounces for 59 cents..
6 ounces for 45 cents.
Exactly two of.thesie are the
same.

E. All three are"the same.

9. The picture oT au insect in a guide-
book is one-fourth actual size.. The

wingspan in the picture is ane-half-
inch. What is the.actUal wingspan
of this`insect?

A. age-eighth inch
B. one-fourth inch
C. thrie-fourths inch
D. 4 inches
E. Note of the.abovek

10. A clerk starts work_at 8:45 am. The

clerk does.not take lunch time and
goes home at 3:30 pm.. Bow long does

the.clerk work?

12 hours and 15 minutes
7 hours and 45 minutes .
6 hours and 45 minutes.
5 tours and 15 minutes
None of the above.

11.'.Ruth ilans to buy tires fOr tier car
.dmring the sale listed below. -The

car needs four FR78-14 tires. What'

will he the totial cost, including
federal tax?

Tire size Sava Reg: Sale
+fed.
tix

AR7843 14.00 42:00 2800 2.02

BR70-13 15.67 47.00 31.33

BR70-14 17.67 53.00 35.33 2.80

FR78-14 18;67 56.00 37.33
GR70414 20.33 61.00 40.67' 3.18

LR70 -15 22.00 66.00 44.00- 3.17

KR70-15 23.00 69,00 46.00 3.36

A.

B.

. C.

D.

E.

$40.34

$1.52.3S
$161,36
$236.04
None of the above.

12. Ms. Hart 'amid $14,500
as en officemanager.
her monthly salary?

A. $1.20.83

B. $278.85'

A C. $483.33
D. $1450.00'
E. Name of the above.

13. ANTRArT1METABLE
Read Dawn
Tins hilts
5.10p 0

7 500 129

10 50p 310
3 201 . 529
7 17a 740

11 59a 923

108

annually
What is

Location
Chicago, IL
Champaign; IL
Carbondale, IL
Memphis, TN
Jackson, MS
New Orleans'i'LA

How long is the train trip from.
Champaign to Memphis accgrdin; to,

the schedule?

Aa 4 hours and 30 minutti-'---

B.' 7 hours awl 30,minutes
C. 8 hours and 30 minutes
D. 11 hours, and 10 minute's'

'E: None of the above.

141 What is the.sala price of an $80

coat that is narked 40Z OFF?

A. $76.80
$48.00

C., $40.00
D. $32:00
E., None of the above. t

15. In the U.S., the probability that

a girl will be horn in-a single

birth is about .52. What is the
probability that a boy will be born?

A.
B.

C.

D.

E.

about .48

about .50
about .52 ,

not enough information is given

None of the above.
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.16. Suppose) phone bill shows .that a 20-
-.minute call to Town X costs $9.15 an4

a 26-minute call to Town X costs $11.85
Both calls were made at the sifts time.
In phone calls, after the firat minute,
each additional,minute costs the same.
What would a'30-minute call cost?

A. $13.'72

B. $13.67
C. $13.65
D. $13.62
E. None of the above.

17. Thd student council wants to paint the
student lounge. Each of the 'four
walls. measures 48 feet by 10 feet. Haw
many gallons,of paint will be needed
if one gallon covers 300 square feet
of 'Surface?

A. 4 gallons
.5A3allons

g. 6 gaLlons
D. .7 gallons
E. 8, gallons

18:J1:refrigerator selli tor $300 cash. It
can also be purchased for.$100 down
payment and $10 a month for twb years..
Which statement'is true? 0

The two-year plan costs $40 more.
The.two-year plan costs $20 more.
The cash sale,costs $60 more.
The price is the same either way.
None of the above.

19. City Parking Lot Rates

/. 75c First Hour
50t Each Additional Hour

What does it cost to park for ihouis?

A. '$4
-4. $4.25

C. $4.75
D. .$6.00.

E. None of the above.

I

109

.20. Marion earns $2.30 an hour is a
playground supervisor. How much
will Marion earn for working 24
hours this week?-

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

$55.20..

$54.00
$48.30
$10.44
None-of the'above.

21. The dimensions of a 10 gallon
rectangulir fish tank are 14 by
20 by 8 inches. Which of the
tanks, ifith dimensions given beloW,
will hold 20 gallons of water when
full?

28 by.40 by
28 by 20 by
28 by 20 by
14 by 10 by
None of the

16 inches.
16 inches.
8 inches.
16 inches.
above.

22..If you have $100 in a bank vhiCh
gives 5Z ifltereet each year and you
keep th e. interest in the.account, .
how much will you have after two
years?

A. $111p..00

B. $101.00
C. $110:00
D. $110.25
E. None of the, above.

23. Tahitian Punch (40 servings):
2 quarts carbonaidd Umon-lime

beverage
1 1/2 quarts pineapple-grapefruit

juice
1 pint lemon orlime sherbet

How much lemon-lime ,beverage is
needed to make 30 servings?

A. 2 quarts
B. 1'3/4 quarts
C. 1 1/2 quarte
D. 1 1/4 quarts
E. None-of the above.
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24. Television-sets are on sale at two

stores.

Store li Star, 2,

. 102 Discount 152 Discount

How much MORE can you save at Store 2.

on a set thst is regularly priced at

$400?

420
$15
$10
$5

None of the above.
4

0

25. len toss a perfecti* balanced coin
nine tines.. All nine tossesrare

tails. The next toss

Will definitely be tails.
will definitely be heads.
will most likely be tails.
will most likely be heads.
-is squall* likely to be tails

or headiv

26# Partners Anderson ,and'Briggs agree to

share:their business profits in the

ratio of 2 to 3. last iá Auiterson's

income on a $30,000 profit?

110

28. A 12 foot by 15.foot living. 'room

is'to be carpeted. How many
square4vards of carpet must be i

bought for the living room?

A. 180 square yards
. B. 90 square fards

C. 60 square yards
D. 20 square yards
E. None of the above.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

$12,000
$15,000
$18,000
$20,000
None of the above.'

27. A door-to-door salesperson makes a

20% commission on everything sold..

How such must the pstson sell to

earn p.tommission or $50?

A. 150
B. $250
C. $400
D. $1000
E. None of the above.

4'

41

41,
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CONSUMER TEST FORM A
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Dire ns: Do not begin until you are told to do so.

Each question has only one correct answer. Darken the'
corresponding oval on your answer card. Do not write op test.

1. Marion earns $2.30 an hour as a
playground supervisor. How muCh
will Marion earn for working 24
hours this week?

A $55.20
B, $54.00
C $48.30
D $10.44
E NoneJof the above.

In the U.S., the probability that
a bdy will be born in a single
birth is about..52. What.is the
probability that a girl will be
born?

aboilt .48
B about .50
C about .52
D not enough information is giveh
g None of the above.

.3. . City Parking Lot Rates

75c First Hour
50c Each Additional Wour

What does it cost to park for 8
hours?

A $4.00
B $4.
C $4
D $6.00
E None of the above

a

4. A door-to-door salesperson makes
a 207 commission on everything
sold. How much must the person
sell to earn. a commission of $50?

A. $50
B $250
C $400 .

O $1900.-
E None of the above,

I

5. In a lottery, there is a l'in 10
chance that you will match each
digit named: .What is the chance
that you.will match two digits
in a row?

A 1 in 5
p 1 in 10
C 1 in 20
D--..3) in 50

E 1 in 100

6. If you havei$100 in a bank which
gives 5% interest each 5irear arid
you 'keep the interest in the
account, how much will you have
after two years?

A $100.00
$101.00

C $110.00
D $110.25
E None of the above.

i

PLEASE 'TURN

A clerk starts work at 8:45 a m.
The clerk does not take lunch
time and goes home at 3:30 p.m.
How long does the clerk work?

A 12 hours'and 15 minutes
B 7 hours and. 45 minutes
C 6 hours and 45minutes
D 5 hours and 15 minutes
E None of the above.

4.

8. In a certain high school, 13
students from the sophomore class%
of 200 have parents who are farm-
ers. If the high school has 700
stud&fts in all, about how many
students in the entire school
wbuld you expect to have parents
who are farmers?

. A 91
B 45 .-

C 39
D. 26
E46.20

OVER

`



Suppose it-costs 20 cents,per mile
to operate a tar. Then haw much
would it cost to opeVate that car
on a 1200-mlle vacation?

A $600
B $60
C $2400
D $240
'E None of the above.

10. A 12 foot by 15 foot li ing room
is to be carpeted. How many
square yards of carpet must be
bought for the living room?

A 180 square yards
B 90 square yards
C 60 square yards
D 20 square yards
E None of the above.

11. According to the graph at
what percentage of U.S. f
have an income of $10,000

52.4%
B .47.6%
C 43.6%
D 21.2%
E None of the above.

right,
amilies
or more?

END

112
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CONSU*R TEST FORM B

Directions:I,. Do not begin until you are told to do so.

113

Each question has only one correct answer. Darken the
corresponding oval Dn your Nmswer card. Do not write on test...

You toss a peifectly balanced coin
nine times. All nine tosses are
tails. The next toss

A will definitely be tansy.
B will definitely be heads.
C will most li15.ely be tails.
D will most likely be heads.,
E. is eqUally likely to be tails

or heads.

What is the sale price of an $80
coat that is marked 407 OFF?

A $76.80
B $48.00
C $40.00
D $32.00
E None of the above.

PArtners Anderson and Briggs agree
to share their business profits in
'the ratio of 2 to 3.. What is
Anderson's share of a $30,000
.profit?

A $12,000
B $15,000
C $18,000
D "$20,000
E None of the above.

4. TAHITIAN PUNCH (40 servings):
2 quarts carbonated lemcin-Iime

beverage
3k quarts pineapple-grapefruit

juice
1 pint lemon or limo sherbet

How much lemon-lime beverage is
needed,to make 30 servings?

e

A 2 quarts
B 1 3/4 quarts
C 1 1/2 quarts
D 1 1/4 quarts
E None of the above.

5. Ms. Hart earns $14,500 annually'
as an office manager. What ts
her monthly salary?

A $120.83'
B $278.85
C 1483.33
D $1450.00
.E None of the above.

6. Which package of breakfast food
has the lowest, price per ounce?

A 16 ounces for 98 cents.
B 10 ounces for 59 cents.
C 6 ounces for 45 cents.
D Exactly two of these,are the

sake.
All three are the same.

7. The dimensions of a 10 gallon'
rectangular fish tank ate 14.
by 20 by 8 tnches. WhiCh of
the tanks, with dimensions given
below, will hold 20 gallons of
water when full?

A 28 by 40 by 16 inches.
B 28 by 20 by 16 inches.
C 28 by 20 by 8 inches.
D. 14 by 10 by 16 inches.
E Nonesof the above.

8. Mrs. Johnson buys groceries which

her state is 4%. What is eht
cost $23.50. The sales in

total price she must pay?

A $58.75
B $32.90
C 827.5n
D $23.54
E None of the abave.

1.2_

PLEASE TURN OYER



9. A refrigerator sells fpr, $300 cash.
It can also be purchased for $100
dawn payment and $10 a month for two
years. Which statement is true?

A The two-year plan costs $40 more.
B The two-year plan costs $20 more.
C The cash sale costs $60 more.
D The price is the same,either way.
E None of the above. 4

10. If you travel 18 kilameters in 12
minutes, what is your average speed?

A 7/3 kilometers per minute
B 11/2 kilometers per minute
C 40 kilometers per. minuee
D 90 kilometers per minute
E Nome of the abave.

(.

7.

114
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Consensus Objectives ln Consumer
Application of Mathematics

The student should be able to:

1. interpret circle, bar or polygonal graphs.

2. interpret data in chart or table fotIll.

-3. calculate elapied time given beginning and ending iimes (in hours and
minutes).

4. compare two rates, one given as a fraction and orà as'a percent.

5. determine the better buy through calculating and comparing unit
prices for two products of the same quality, but of different size
and price.

6. calculate the cost of pricing A specific distance given thecost per
mile.

7. calculate a payche6t, before deductions.,.given information on rates
and time worked.

8. calculate percent problems given specific information such as original
.price, sale price pet/ent of increase or reduction.

9. calculate the sttlers tax and total cost for an item or series of items.

10. calculate diffqrence in buying an..item for cash or by a time payment
plh.

404

11. determine new quantities when a givetmixture is to be made in a

,different amount.

12. determine how many would do or say something nut of z people given that
x out of people (or )0, of a group).does or says thit.

13. given a timetable, determine the time of deprpre, time of arrival or
traveling time.

14. interpret scale diagrams or maps.

15. calculate the quantity of a substance needed to paint or carpet \I
surface.

16. calculate the mean as an verage.

17. determine linear extrapolation, e.g., with Population, inflation, etc.

18. determine variation of area and volume with va.:citiOnS in linear

dimensions (e.g., how manyscuare feat-4ir-1-sguarc yrd).

19. calculate simple probability.

00
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Page 2 116

20. determine probability of occurrence of two or more consecutive
independent events.

21. calculate compound.interest.

22. calculate potage, phone, or car rental rates of the form "somethipg
so much per

23. thy notion of variability in 'random-type situations and non-random
type situations (e.g.', toss a coin 10 times and it will not alway't

give 5 heads).

24. determine rate of speed given distance and time.

25. calculate partner income based on ratio and total income.

4

I.

\.;



APPENDLX B8

ITEM BY OBJECT CLASSIFICATION FOR
CONSUMER TEST (FALL, 1976)

ftem Objective .Spring Item Number

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

'26

27

28

Objective 10

Objective 24 ".

Objective 7

Objective 191-

Objective 23

Objective 1/-/-

Objective 4

'Objective 25

Objettive 27

Objective 8

Objeotive 1 ,

ve 13

14 Objective 8 2B

15 Objective 20 2A

16 Objective 18

17 Objective 15

9B
?....,

3A
,

) 1A
! 7B

6A

48

1B

3B

4A

10A

18 Objective 10 9B
?....,

19 Objective 24 ". 3A
,

20 Objective 7 ) 1A

21 Objective 191- ! 7B

22 Objective 23 6A

23 Objective 1/-/- 48

24 Objective 4

25 'Objective 25 1B

'26 Objettive 27 3B

27 Objective 8 4A

28 Objeotive 1 , 10A
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c5APPENDIX B9

OPINION SURVEY

Age Year in school(circle) 8

4.

School

teacher

-.. Date

118
Fall, 1976

Sei(circle) N F

10 11 12

riod

4

DIREtTIONS: Each of the statements opinion survey expresses a
feeling'orbeli a person might have toWirds mathe-
matics: You e to express how much you agree with the

. belief or,feeling given in each statement. The five
choices are: Strongly Disagree (SD), Disagree (D), Unde-
,Fided,(U), Agree (A), Strongly agree (SA). Circle the
letter which best indicates how closely you agree or dis7
agree with the feeling,or belief expressed in each state-

. ment as it cOncerns you. Answer the way you feel. There
are'no right or wrong.answers.

1. Mathematics is an interestidg SD D U A. SA

subject. .

. 40

Mathematics is'not important in SD U A SA

everyday_life.

I do not like mathematics. U A SA

74. Mathematics makes me feel stupid.

Thera is nothing creative about
. mathematics; it's just memorizing
Jormulas and things.

SD., U A SA

SD U A SA

6. Most mathematics is too concerned SD D U A SA

with ideas to.be really useful.

7. Mathematics is 'something I enjoy SD D U A SA

a great deal.

8. cuessing plays a role in doing SD D U A SA

mathematics.

9. One value of mathematics is its SD D U A SA

usefulness in solving everyday '

problems.



10. I think knowini some algebra will SD D U A SA
help me get a good job later.

11. Woxking math problems can be fun. SD D. U A SA

12. Mathematics is Iti in order*to
keep the world S.

13. It is boring to work on math
puzzles.

A SA

SD D 'U r A SA

14. Mathematics plays an important role SD D U A SA
in modern society.

15. Algebra 4.s only important for
science or advanced mathematics.

4

4 16. Leathing.mathematics is more .

understanding than memorizing..

17. Mathematics is eaily for me.

18. There are lots of uses for
aUebra in the real umrld.

19. Mathematics is i dull andboring
subject.

20. Outside of science and engineering
there is little need for mathematics
in jobs.

21. A knowledge of matheftatics is
helpful in understanding todat's
world.

.SD D U A SA

SD D

SD 0 U A SA

U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD

119

U A . SA

22. There is no place for originality SD 0 U A SA
in mathematics. ,

23. Mathematics is not veky useful for SD D U A 'SA

solving world problems.

24. Mathematics is more for boys than SD 0 U A *SA

for girls.

25. I plan to take another mathematics Yew No Not sure
course after thls one.
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OPINION gURVEY
Spring. 197,
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Directions: Each of the statements on this opinion survey expresses
a feeling or belief which a person might have toward
mathematics. You arc to indicate how much you agree with
the,belief or feeling given in each statement by Marking
one of the choices on the answer card. The five cholces are:
SA-Strongly agee, A-Agree, U-Undecided, D-Disagree,
SD-Strongly disagree. Darken the oval on the answer card
which best shaws haw much you agree or disagree viith the
.statement. Answer the way you feel. Thare are no right
or wrong answers.

Algebra is an interesting subject. (a) SA (b) A (c) U (d) D (e) SI

2. Algebra is nocimportant. in (a) SA (b) A (c) U. (d)-D. (e)- ,ST

'everyday life.\

3. I do not like mathematics. (a) SA (b) A (c) U (d) D. (d) sr

4. Algebra is.confusing to me. (a) SA (b) ft (c) U D (e) SI.

5. Explanations in my algebra book (4)
helped me to understand algebra.

Algebra is too concerned with (a)

symbols to be really useful.

7. Algebra is easy for me. (a)

8. One value of mathematics is its (a).

. usefulness in solving everyday
problems.

011: I think knowing some algebra will (a)
help me get a good job later. .

10. 'I enjoy working word problems. (a)

11. Algebra is needed in order.S6d1(a)
keep the world running.

12. Explanations in my algebra book
were of no help it doing the
problems.

13. Algebra is only important for
science or advanced mattlematics.

SA (b) A (e) U (d) D (0 SI

SA (1?) A (e) U (d) D (e) sr

SA (b).itc' (c) U (d), D (e). SI

SA (b) A (c) U (d) D e) St

SA. (b) A .(c) U (d) D (e) sr

SA (b) A (c.) U (d) D (e) St

SA11111(b) A Cc) U (d) D (e) _SI

SA (1)) A (e) U (d) D (e) ST

(a) SA (b) A (c).0 (d) D (e) SI

/-

(b). A (c) U (d) D- (e) SI14. Learnir,ig mathematics is more
un4iFstandirig than memorizing.

15. There-are lots of uses for ,(a) SA (b) A (c) U (d) D .(e) SI

algebra in the real world.

PLEASE TURN OVER *

41%



16. Algebra is a dull and boting
publect.

Maehematics is not very useful
for solving world problems.

18. Mathematics is more for boys
than for girls.

19. A knawledge of algebra is
helpful in uAderstanding
today's world. ,

(a) ISA (b) A (c) U

121

(d) D xe) SD

(a) SA .(b) A (a) (d) D '(e) SD

"..rta) SA (b) A (C) U d) D () .SD

(a) SA (b) A (c) U (d) 'D (e) Sb.

#

20. The math bpok-we used this year was

4a) More tteresti4 tiaan mOst math'books.
.(b) .less teresting than most math bOoks.
(c) neither more nor less intereiting than most math boOks.

21. Algebra is

(a) tarder than arithmetic.
(b) easier than arithmetic.
(c) neither easier nor harder than arithmetic..

22. 'Which best described y6u1

(a) I eniey'arithmetic but not algebra.
(b) I enjoy algebra but.notiFithmetio.
(c) I.enjoy both arithmeETE and algebra.

:(d) I enjoy EirEher arithmetinor algebra.

23. read ittie.explanations, in-my math book

(a) ;almost. always.
(b).most of the time.
(0, about k. the time.
(d) some of the time.
(e) Alvost never.

24. "The mkth book we used this year was

(a) very difficult to read and .undeSstand.
. (b) moderately difficult to read and understand.

(c) neither .easy .nor difficult to read and. understand.
(d) moderately easy to re44 and understand.
(e) very easy to read and understand.

4.

25. I plan to take another mathematics course after this one.

(a) yes
(b) no
(c) not sure

4.
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ITEM WY ATTITUDE. DIMENSION.OWSIFICA.TION FOR
FALL:(F) AND SPRING (S)NRPINION SURYEY

'122

At t i tude dimension Item number

%

Enjoyment of mathematics'

AO

Value of-mathematics

'Nature-of mathematic&

Self-concept

Textbook

-1F ,3F,7F,11F13F,19F ,25F
1S*,3S JOS16S*,25S,22S

2F ,9F,10F,12F ,14F,15418F,20F,21F ,23F

2S*,8*, 9S,11S*, ,13S,15S, .t,19*,17S

5F,6F ,8F,16F,22F,24F%

.6s*14, ,18S,21S

4F17F
45, 7S*

. no fall itens

-5S,12S,20S,23S,24S

ol

*Spring item modified to replace "mathematics" with "algebra"

A

re
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AiPENDIX 312
ALCEBRA I QUESTIONNAIREk .!

ns: Each Algebra .1 topic below is followe# by three questions.
FIRST, how easy was the topic for ypu co.learn? .

. SECOND, how do you like to do thesti.kin.ds of problens
THIRD,.do you feel the topic will be.useful for you, to know

after you leave high school?

, For each topic, indicate youi feelings by darkening one oval on
yout Answer card for each number. If you-did'not study a topi4
or do not recognize itTiark'option (d).

P
Solving linear equatior like y + 6 = 7 - 3y

1. (a) easyotd learn (b) hard to learn (c) neither (d) did not study

like to do (b) dislike to do (c) neutral (d) did not study

3. \00 useful aiter (b) useless after (c) don't know '(d) did not study
high school high school

4

Solving word or iPplication probleps

4.° (a) easy. (b) hard (c) neither

5. (a) like . (b) dislike (c) neutral

6. (a) useful (b) useless (c) .don't know

Simplifying expressions like 3x
2 - 5k + 2(8 - x)

(b) hasbc!

(b) disAke

(b) useless

y. (A) easy

8., (a) like

9- (a) useful

Factoring expressions like x2 - Zx

10. .(a) easy (b) hard

11. (a') like (b) dislike

12. (a) useful (b) useless

(d) did not stUdy

(d) did not study

.(d) did not study 1

(t) neither (d) did not study-
a

.(c) neutral (d) did not study
4

(c) don't know (d) did not study

(c) neither (d) did not study

(c)neutrall' (d) did.not study

(c) don't know (d) did not study I

Solving inequalities like .-2k + 4 < 10 + x

13. 441.) easy

14. (a) like

15. (a) useful

(b) hard

(b) dislikei

(b) useless

(c) neither (d) did not study

(c) neutral (d) did not study

(c).don't know (d) did not study

Determining the slope, y-intercept or graph of a linear equation

16. (a) easy (b) hard . (c) neither (d) did not study

17.. (a) like (b) dislike (c) neutral (d) Aid not Study

18. '(a) useful.
.

(b) uselpss it (c) don't know (d) did not study

PLEASE TURN 0



Workfng with expressions idvolving poweri or roots

19. (a) eaiy

.201 -(a) like

21. (ii) useful,

(b) hard .

(b) 'dislike'

(b) useless:

(c) neither

(c) neutral

(c) don't know

Solving systems

22. (a) easy

24. (a) uslitful

of lineal' '-equations like 3x + 2y a. 13
2x - y - 4

(b) .hard -(c) neither

() dislike, (c) neutral '.

XI)) useless (c) don't know

a'
Working with functions like f(x) = 5x + 3. Find

25. (a) easy (b) hard (c) neithmr

26. (a) like (b) dislike (c) neutral].

27. (a) itieful (b) useless (c)-don't know

Using the Quaaratic Formula: -b t b2 4b.c,x =
a'

28. (a) easy ,, (b) hard

29. (a) like (b) di-slike

30. (a) useful . (b) useless

(

Working with pdsitive 'and negative

31. (a) easy. (b) hard

32. (a) like (b) dislike

33. (a) useful (b) uselss

Calculating probahilitPes

34. (a) easy'

35. (a)'like

36! (a) u'jeful.

Translating wordi

-(b) hard

(b) useless

A (c) neither

(e) neutral

(c) don't know

numbers

'(c). pel,f4her

(c) neutral

-(c) don't know

(c) neither

( c ) eutral

on't know

*Q. 124
(d) did-not study

XciD did not stud:,

(d) did not study

(d) did not stud)

(d) did not, stuc4

(d) did not stuc4

(d) did

(dj did

(d) did

not

not

not

Study

stud

study

(d) did not-study

(d) did not study

(d) did not study

3

(d).did.not study

(d) Ilienot study

(d).did not-study

(-d).did not

(d) did not

(di did not

into algebraic expressions like "8 more

. (c) rieither

(c) neutr,ai,

dan'.t know

37. (a) easy

38..(a) like,

39. (a) useful

(b) hard

(b) dislike

(b) useless

c. h

study

study

study

#.1,an twice a numb

(d) did not-study

(d) did not stddy

(10 did not study
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APPiNDIX C

TEACHER REPORT. FORMS

Cl Ends-of-Chapter Reports

Textbook Evaluation Form (Experimental)

C3 Textbook Evaluation Form (Control)

4

a

fr.



Chapter

APPENDIX a

END-OF-CHAPTER REPORT

Name

School'.

1

1

1. Number of (school) days including test days spent on chapter

Which lessons went particularly welll

3. Which le.ssons.did not go well? If possible identify the sourae
of the difficulty and/or offer suggestions .for improvement.

4. Please enclose a copy of your chapter test if o was given.
If nots check below.

t=1 chapter test given.

Please return this form immediately upon completion of the chapter".
to Dr. Jane O. Swafford, Department of Mathematics, Northern
Michigan University, Marquette, MI 49855.

THANK YOU



APPENDIX C2

TEXTBOOK EVALUATION FORM (Experimental)

Nada: School:

127

Please answer the following questions 4s they apply to ALGEBRA THROUGH
APPLICATIONS by Usiskin.

1. in general, I feel that the book.is most appropriate for
(a) the above average 1st year argebra 4tudent
(b) the average 1st year algebra student
(c) the below average lirt year algebra student,

2. Compared to other 1st year algebra books I have taught fram, this
book is
(a) easier to read and understand
(b) harder to read and understand
(c) at 'about the same level .

3. 'Compared to other 1st year algebra books I have taught from, the
exercises are
(a) easier
(b) more difficult
(c) at about the same level

4. I
(a) would strongly recommend
(b) would recommend
(c) am indifferent to
(d) would not recommend
(e) would strongly recommend against
the use of this text for an average 1st y ar algebra class.

Before this year, were you dissatisfieritb the 1st year algebra
course as outlined in most commercial texts?
,(a) very much (b) anly'slightly (c) no

.11111AM

Questions '6-15 spit you to compare the development of certain topics in
the ekporimental text with thoop you are familiar with in other texts by
choosing a letter an a number which best describes your feelings.

Letter choices: (a) The development 10' the nicest I've seen.
(b) The development i about as nice as others I know:
(c) I knaw a more effective development.-N

4 (d) I cannot compare withiother developmentp.

Number choices: (1) The development was rather easy for-my students to
understand.

(2) The developpent was about average difficulty for my
students.

(3).The development was haid for my students to understand.

Letter Number

6. approach to variables (Ch. 2)
7. subscripts (Ch. 2)
8. properties (Ch. 3-5)
9. approach to beginning sentence solving (Ch. 6)

10. work with distributive property (Ch. 7-8)
11. approach to slope (Ch. 9)
12. graphing linear sentences (Ch. 9)
13..'negative exponents (Ch.. 10)
14. square roots (Ch. 12)
15. systems (Ch. 14)

t



16. Check all thattappiy

Models

Addition:
union
joining
slide

Subtraction:
take away
cutting off
directed distance

Multiplication:
ordered pair-
area
scale change
repeated add.

Division:
splitting up
rate,
scale compar.

Powering:
repeated mult.,
growth

17-20 Check all

Useful
Not
UseEul

,1 \ ,ammEml

that apply

17. assemblage
property .

18. metric system
19. calculating

stattstics
20. calcu sting

probabilities

21-28.

Skipped or
128

not emphasized Emphasized Iltem rop,
e)

.111..

=11MIMO

. .11111!
.1.

110.,

Not Skipped or
seful Uiirul not emalailzed fmphasized Keep prop

4.1.
.1Wimm(m111111..m

0.

400%

..wasYwo..8110

411111==11101.

Each of the following topits is noi in the text, or is not in it to
the extent that most other texts have it. Choose the most appro-
priate response.
(a) I did not mind not having to teach this topt,F.
(b) I would have liked to have taught this topic, but did not.
(c) I taught this topic even though it was not in the book.
(d) I did not teach.this topic, but would next year if this book

were used.

21. factoring expressions like 3x
2

- 10x + 7

22. adding fractional expressions requiring getting
denominator

23.

24.

25.

26.

a least common

multiplying or dividing fractional expressions where factoring
of trinomials is rerred

formal logic

age problems 27. coin problems

digit problems 28. diatance-rate-time problems
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29. Check all that apply. 'What do you think about the nature of the
applications in this book?

(a)
(b)
(e)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)
(k)

Interesting to most students
interesting tc only a few studdnts
interesting to none of the students
arithmetic too difficult inmost
situations too involved (complex) for most students
top easy for most students .

some are socially too controversial
they promote valuable discussion
they proMote wasteful discussion
too many
the traditional word problems are bqter

30. Here are some applications. Check all that.apply.

Interesting Not Int. Easy liard Keep Drop Didn't Do

mile run
(p. 434)

st6rms
(p. 315) _

hamburget
(p. 3165r

wildlife
(p. 257)

Manhattan
(RA409)

neWi5aper
(p. 27)

scouts
(p. 610)

31. What topics or ideas.were hardest for your students?

,.=1111MRWR

. '4$

32. What is th4 furthest lesson you covered in thebook: Ch. Lesson

33. What lessons (or dhapters) did you skip?

34. What did yoU find yourself skipping that you would like to have
covered?

35. When you first began this course did you feel that you would have
trouble with the mathematics or the appliFgHons?
(a) definitely (b) somewhat (c) not really

36. Did you have trouble with the mathematics or the application2 in this
course? 4

(a) definitely (b) somewhat (c) not really
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37. Whit topics or applications in this course were baldest for you to

understand? How.hard was it Eo understand?

18. Has teaching this course changed: your attitudes about lst year algebra
or the teaching of applications? If so,how?

-30

- 39. I read and used the "Notes to the Teacher"
(4) for each section (c) ipmetimes (e) never
On often 0 (d) seldom-

-:40. Answer all that apply. For tests, I would liked to have had
(a) cotplete chapter tests
(b) suggested test items from which a'test could be made
(c) a mastery workbook-for each student

. (0- no tests or test items

Al. My tests this year were -
(iY44rentital to those I have given in the past in 1st year algebra

--(b) very similar but with some modifications
(c) very different but with, some similar problems
(d) completely different from those I have given in 'the past,

42. Answer all that apply: With regard to the mastery workbook,
(a) I never used it.
(b) I used the problems for tests.
(c) I used the problems for review.
(d) I used the problems often.
(e) I used the workbook some way not mentioned above. (Explain be

mrgreIIIla+

43. used the an:leviers to exercises
(a) for eachAesson (c) sometimes (e) never
(b) often (d) seldom

44. Should aniwers to exercises be included in the student text?
(a) no
(b) to-odd exercises only
(c) to "Questions covering the reading" only
(d) to 'Questions covering,the reading" and other selected problems
(e) to all exercises
(f) to other (Explain)

.=1111MONIIMIO
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45. Compared with.other 1st year algebra books I have taught from, with
this book I
(a) had to supplement more than usual
(b) had to supplement less thari usual
(c) supplemented about the same as usual

46. What changes in the exercises would you recommend?

47. How often did you make reading assignments from the text?
(a) every lesson
(b) most lessons
'(c) about half the lessons
(d) some of the lessons
(e) never'

48: How many students did'reading when.you assigned it?
(a) almost all, (c) about half '(e) almost none.
.(b) most (d) some

49. How often do you feel, a typical student was able to underitand the
lesson from the reading without your reading or explaining it?
(a) almost always (a) sometimes (e) never
(b) often (d) seldam

50. 'How often do you think students should be expected to r,ead in a
mathematics text?
(a) frequently
(b) only as A group
(c) only-when class explanation.is not enough
(d) nevex

51. Check.all that apply. Did you allow the use*o.k,electronic or
0 Mechanical calculators? A

.(a) on all homework problems
(b) only on those homewo* probleMs marked
(c) on' a few designated homework problems

I((d) on,no homework problems
(e) Studerits were al,lowlad to bring calculators to class and use

(f) There was a schoo
them in class worlielL

eacher-owned calculator available
in. the classroom iCirs udent use.

(g) CaltAatorp could not be used on any tests.
(h) Calculateat were allowed-on some tests.
(i) Calculators could be uged on all tests.
(j) The use of calculators,was never considered.

52. A calculator for each student
(a) is a necessity with this book
(b) helps but is not necessary
(c) makes na difference with this book

53. What percentage of your students have access to a calculator at
home? This is my guess. ,I asked all my
students.
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54. If you 'had I three suggestions to make to improve this'book, what are

they?

"ft

55. If you had a chpice would you participate in a study similar to this
, in the future?

56. Please indicat other comments you might have.

Thank you very much for,taking the time.to complete this very long
form.

I



APPENDIX C3

TEXTBOOK EVALUATION FORM (Control)

Name: School:

133

Please answer the following questions as they apply-to the book that rou are
presently using with your 1st year algebra s

Name of book: Authors:

* 1. In general, I feel that the book is most appropriate for
(a) the above average 1st year algebra student
(b) the average 1st year algebra'student
(c) the 'below average 1st year algebra student

Compared to otherlst year algebra bo.6 I-have taught from, this
book is
(a) "dasier to read and understand
(b) harder to read andunderstand
(c) at about the same level

11..3. Compared to other. 1st year algebra books I have taught from, the
exercises are
(a) easier
(b) more difficult

c) at about the same level

)4.4. I
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
the

would strongly recommend
would recommend
am indifferent to
would not recommend
would strongly recommend against
use of this text for an.average 1st year algebra class,.*

*3. Are you dissatisfied with the 1st year algebra course as outlined in
most commercial texts?
(a) very much .0) only sli tly (c) no

*6-13. Each of the following tDp1cs are'covered by most 1st year algebra
texts. . Choose the most'appropriate response.
(a) I do,not mind teaching this topic.
(b) I would have liked to have taught this topic, but did not.
(c) I did not teach this topic even though it was in the book.
(d) I did teach this topic, but would-rather see it deleted fram

1st year algebra.

factoring expressions like 3x2 --i0x + 7 .

7. adding fractional expressions requiring getting a least common
denominator

8. multiplying or dividing fractional expressions where factoring of
trinomials is required

9. formal logic

10. age problems

11. digit problems

12. coin problems

13. distance-rate-time problems

ItPm comparable to item on Experimental Form

1.1.)
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14-20. Mere any of the following mentfoned or studied in your 1st year

Algebra class this year?
Nr-

14. probability:

IL 15 . tatistids

I. metric system:

17/ furtetigns:

Mentioned?,

M:entioned?

Mentioned?

Mentioned?

18. real world.Nord probleims: Mentioned?

19. graphing of real data: Mentioned?

20 quadratic formula: Mentioned.?

21. What materia,1 could be deleted from y

Studied?

Studied?

Studied?

Studied?

Studied?

Studied?

Studied?

our text withott disturbing you?

22. What material would you like to see added to youv,text?

kn. Which topics or ideas are generally hardest for your students to
understand?

24. Which topics or ideas are generally easiest for your studenti to
understand?

)0-25. What topics did you fipd yourself skipping that you would like to
'have covered?

t4°

*26. When you first taught from this 4,1( did you feel that you would have
irouble with the mathematiclir
(a) definitely ' (b) somewhat (c) not really

le27.. How often do yo; use the Teacher's Commentary or Notes?
(a) for each s*tion (c) sometimes (e) never
(b) often (d) seldom

28. Are chapter tests available with this book?
If so, how often do you use them (Perhaps with Modifications)?
(a, for each chapter (c) sometimes (e) never.
(b) often (d) seldom
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:29: Row'il`feen do you use the .6Answers to EXerciies" or Solution Key?'
; (a) for each assignment (c) sometimes (e) never

(1)) often ..(d) deldonr
*30. Teyou feil. that answers to eArcises should be included as part of ;

tfie student's text?
4..-

(a) to odd exercises only
(b) only to the easiest exercises
,(c) only to the most difficult exercise&
(d)..to all exercises .

(e) not to any exercises
(f), other (Explain)

.

When (if. ever) have you -found it necessary or cbnvenient to twe
other sources than the book for assignments?

; (a) for each aisignment (c) gometimes (e) never
.(b) often . , , (d) seldom

.,. \ .
32,- , Row *often ,di.d you ,make eading. assignments from the alit?
i . 4(a) 'every lesson- .

(b).yaost ,lessons

' --' (c) about ...half . the les sonS

V

(d) 'some of the. lessons
(e)'never .-

many. students did reading wffen you assive it?
(a) 'almost all, (c) about half* (e) almost. none
(6)/ most (d) -Seldom.

4irflow. often do you . feel a typical student was able to. understand the .

-.reit-soli from the reading without your:reading-or explaining it?
.(a)., almost (c) sometimes .* (e) never
(b.), Often (d) seldom

.fr-35) Row often db4you think students e.hould be expected to .read in a
inatherkatics 'text? ..
(s) freguitiitly,

i.(b) only as a group

.

'

.(c).onlywhen class explanation is not enough'
(d) never 9.

I " .
Check all' that apply. Did yoU e use of .electronic or
méchaniçalcaLculators? .

(a) on all homeirork problems
,(b) only ,on those homework ,problem marked ."C"
(c) on a few:designated homework pr blems

. (e):Students were allowed to bring c lculatoe to class and use
(d) on 'no homework prob/ems

them in.clats work. .

A ' (f) There 'was a School or tedcher-owne calculator available in

a

(g) Cai.cOstOis coUld not be lased on an tests.
. the classroom for student use.

. (h) CAlc.ulator.s were allavied on some tests.
(i) Calculators could be used on all tests.
(D'The'use of caXculat9re was nevAr consdered.

A, c'alculator for each: 'student
(a) ts a necessity with4this book
.(b) helps but is not necessary
(c) makes no difference' with this book'
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11,` 38. Alat percentage of your students* have access to a caldulator at
*- home? . This is my guess.. I asfied dll my
students. .

P4

't 39: If you had a choice would you participate in a study similar to.this
in the future?

7t 40 Please indicate any other comments You might havi.

-.441=1

a

441,

41.

.

1

.6

Thank you very much f taking the time to complete this very long form.

j.
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APPENDIX

SAE VISIT FORMS

D1 Instruction for Site Visits (Without Student Interviews)

D2 Instruction for Site Visits (With Student Interviewi)

Classrbom Observation Form

D4 Teacher Interview Form

D5 Principal or Chairman Intervidw Form

D6 Student Interview Form

D7 List of Site Visitors
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Site Visits
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Classroom observalions

Observe in at least one control class and one experi-

mental class. If,the schedule does not dittaie which, let die

teachers choose the class they would prefer to have observed. On

the observation form, note the size and composition of the class,

what goes on, and your general impression about the class, the

teacher, andahow thp algebra is going. In each case try to

compare die control and experimental classes and note any signifi-

cant differences between the, two.

II. Teacher interviews

Talk to each teacher privateli, prefer4tbly after the

observation. Either complete the questionnaire-with them, or

-taki notes and fill it in late

III. Principal and/or department chairman interview

Chat with the principal and/or department chairman.

Try to find out tied things. Are there any 1;roblems with the.

materials? Afe there any problems with the study, specifically'

the testing program? Summarize your observations on the observe-

tion form.
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Site.Wisits
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I. Classroom observations

Observe'in at least or control class and one experimpntal

class. If the schedule does not dictate which,7 let the teachers
4-

choose the class th," would prefer to have observed. On the obser-
-

vation formi note ehe size and composition'of the class, what goes

4)
on, and-your general impression about the class., -the'teacher, and

how the algebra is going. In each case, try to compare the control

and experimental classes ind note any significant differences beween

the two.

.

II. Teacher intervieWS

Talk to each teacher privately, preferably after the

observation.- Either complete the questionnaire with them, dr take

notes and fill it in.later.

III. Principal and/or department chairman' interview

.Chat with the principal and/or department chairmati. Try

to find out two things. Are there any problems with the matyrials?

Are there any problems with,the study, specifically the testing

program? Summarize your observations on the observation form.

IV. Student Interviewsk
irehoose five stUdents at random using the page of random

digits enclosed. During the.'"work on assignment" portion of the

class period, circulate around the class offering-assistance.

Informally interview the selected students. You may not have time

for five. Immediately note their*responses 6n the enclosed

form.
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Classroom.Observation Form*

Name of teacher. Control

Experimental

Class observed (pelA.cod/bour) Date

Size and compoaition (grade level, sex, race) of class.

2. Outliae of day'.s Activities. (include name of,control text
and pages of day's assignment.)

4

3. General impressions/and coninents.
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Teacher Interview Form

Classes in ptudy

Date

3. How do the two classes compare and/or obntrapt?
(Type of st dents, ability, coll4ctive personality, etc.)

4., What are you.doigg different between the two classes?

5. Have students asked questions like, 414hat good is all thisr

6. How.did the FalltTesting Program go? blems of suggestions)

7. Are there any problems or complaints with the experimental
materials? Spedifically check

a) difficulties with readability or amount of readinsfil
imperimental text as compared with the usual algebra
test.

b) difficUlties w h "model"Tor operations.

c) need for and use of supplemental materials as compared
with the usual algebra text.

8. Other concerns or comments.



4.*

Name and title

Date

Principal or Chairman Interview

142

1. Are diere any problems or concerns with the experimental
'materials?

2. Are there any problems or.concerns with the evaluation project,
specifically the testing program?
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Student Interlks For6
r-

Instructor: No. of students interviewed
,

Dat. 0

Ask each question of every student interviewed and summarize
their responses.

1. Are you enjoying algebra? Why or why not?

2. Do you think yqu will ever use the mathematics you are ruing\1.

in algebra? If yes, when dr what for? tf no, why not?

09

3. Does algebra deal with the real world? or Do you think most \---
people use, algebra in their jobs or everyday'life? If.yes,
give an example. If no, what does algebra deal with?

/

4. How do you like the textbook? What exactly do you like or
dislike?

5. Haw mich reading of the textbook do you do? Is it difficult
to read? Is there much reading in the book to suit you?
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LIST OF.SITE VISITS

School Observgr 'Date Visited

Bay HkL,h

*Elizabeth citf

*Fort Mill

Fraser

*Fritsche

Harper

*John Adams

Los Alamos

McLean r-

*N.W. Whitfield

*Okemos

Olney

Owen J. Roberts

*Sequoia

Miami

S. Shore

*Walter Reed

*Walton

Wasson

Dale Underwoode

Henry Kepner
(

Henry Kepner

Terrance Coburn

Henry Kgpner

John Easton

Sandig:aarkson.

Sid Humble

'James Fdv
Jane Swa ford

Jane Swaf ord

Bruce But

\).Bruce Burt

Jane,Swaffo

Edwin McCLinti;ck

gahdra Clarksoh

Jane Swafford

Jane SwafforcL

Max Bell

March 11, 1977

May 2, 1977

April 29, 1977

Marchlf3;. 1977

December 0, 1976

March 3Q, 1977

M4kch 26, 1977

March 7, 1977

March 28, 1977

January 1977

Februa -3, 1977

March 1, 1977

March 28, 1977

February 22, 1977

February 18, 1977

March 29, 1977. .

February 23, 1977

January 8, 1977

February 24, 1977

*School in whi

0

studn; interviews were also conducted.
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ADDITIONAL DATA AND STATISTICS

El Two-way Analyses of Variance for "Averag" Students

145

E2 Response Tally.for l'extbook Evaluation Form (Experimental),

E3 Response Tally for Textbook Evaluation Form (Control)-

E4 Response Tally.for Textbook Evaluation Form (Experimdntal,

Not'ift the.Formal Study)

PP.
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TWO-WAY,ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR "AVERAGE!' STUDENTS *.

Arithmetic'Test

Scluree $S df MS sies

Main effect 733.81 17 43.17 4.81 .000
treatment* 21.99 1 21.99 2.45 .118
school 722.88 16 45.18 5.03 .000

Interaction, 170.29 16 10.64 1.19 4.274
. Explained 904.10 33 27,40 3.05 4.000
Residual j 6258.83 . 697 8.98

Total 7162.93 730 .11

Tall ETS.

Source SS . df sig

Main Effect 1406.26 17 82.72 . 6.34- <.000
treatment 49.88- 1 49.88 3.82 .051
school 1322.49 16 82.65 6.34 .000L

Interaction. 204.41 ft 16 12.78 0.98 .478
Explained 1610.68 . 33 48.81 3.74 <AGO
Re44pal 9093.05c. 697 13:05

Total 10703.73 730

Spring ETS

Source SS df

Mtn effect 4094.20 17
treatment
school

755.58
8270.32

1

16
Interaction 859.00 16
Explained 9953.20 33
Residual 15164.50 697

Total 25117.70 730

NNW.. First Year Algebr

SoUrce SS df

Main effect
treatment

.-'\school
Interaction
Explained
R2kidual

Total'

6433.20
721.64

5696.05
690.16
7123.36
12333.76

17

16
16
33

697.

19457.13 730

sig

534.95
755.58
516.90
53.69
301.61
21.76

24.59
34.73
23.76
.2.47
13.86

.000
t 4.000
'-' 4.000'

4.001
4'.000

34.41

'rest' f

ins sig

378.42 21.39 .000
721.64 40.78 4.000
356.00 4.000
43.14 2.44 4.001
215.86 12.20 4.000
17.70 t

26.65

.
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TEXTBOOK EVALUATION FORM (Experimental) 147

ame: 51mini,4fy Akz /5 School: ygflavgeti Ale allo NOtrIzai leGfheet /M ( )

(PPlease answer the folkowIng questions as they apply to ALGEBRA THROUGH .

,......5PLICATIONS by Usiskin.

1. In general, I feVha t the book is most.appropriate for
04(a) the above rage 1st year algebra student

7(2)(b) the aver e 1st yaar algebra student
40(c) the below averdge 1st year algebra student

2. Compared to other 1st year algebra books I have taught from,\this
book is

4e3)(a) easier to read,and understand
im9(b) harder to read and understand
/60(c) at aboOthe same level

4

3. Compared to other 1st year-algebra books I have taught from, th
exercises are 4

i(2)(a) easier ,, )
.

,agto more difficult
460(c) at about the same level

4. I

1 (a)
(b)

(i)(c)
(6)(d)

0.0)
the

would --,itrongly recommend
would recommend
am indifferent to
would not ivcommend
would strongly recommend againstr
use of this text for an avelagedst year algebia class.

5. Before this year, were you dissatisfied with the 1st year algebra
course as outlined in most commercial texts?

a3)(a) very,much3aXb) only slightliy32.Xc) no

Questions m6-15 ask you to compare the development of certain topics in
the experimental text with those you are fami/tar with in other texts by
choosing a letter and--amnumbei which best descr.ibes your feplings.

Letter choices: (a) The development is the nicest I've seen.
(b) The development is about as nice as others I know.

. , (c) I know a more effective developMent.

.

(d) I cannot comparej.with other developments.

Number choices: (1)7The development,was rather easy for my students to
understand .

(2) The develditaZgit was about average difficulty for my
students.

(3) The development Was hard for my students to understand.

6. approach to variables (Ch. 2)
7. subscripts (Ch. 2)
8. properties (Ch. 3-5)

.9. approach to beginning sentence solving (Ch.
10. work with distributive property (Ch. 7-8)
11. Approach to slope (Ch. 9)
12. graphing linear sentences (Ch.IJQ

-'13. negative exponents (Ch. 10)
14. square roots (Ch. 12)
15. systems (Ch. 14)

Letter' Numbe;d/ 4.. .5

44 ca2)2i6t4i (,)
(i1) -CI./ )1

4,1/64 / r (Z)2 i

6)r-Y2) ii _ti_d2(1; (2)
t (11) (3)

3(4) L(3) (I)
6 j g ) (Z)

(.) A) (Li
) 3,.: (I ) (14) ()

cz) 0 ) 77175-)

11%

3

1.2)'
0)1

r 4
4V -; / f 1 ply
Ay f. 16 urpiv



16. Check all thA

Not Skipped or-
Model! Useful\ Uiirul not emphasized Emphaized. Keep Drop

148

Additiov:
union 4 2 CV 01joining
slide

Subtraction:
pake away
cutting off
directed distance

ordered pair
area
scale change
repeated add.

Division:
splitting up
rate
scale compar.

Powering:
repeated mult.
growth

CIL

4- (5) 3 (3(Ti
4 (4/

17-20 Check all that pply

ed or
Usefu

17.. assemblage

18. metric system '44-
property (1) I

19, calculating
'statistics 3 (5) Lit.l. a)

20. calculating .

probabilities '7 w Z OF)

a I

ti ).

I

1 131

Not Ski
UiTrul not e

ofr

zed Emphasized Keep, Drop-
.

(0
icdal

641

to (4)
. 21-28. Each of ,the foligwing topics is not in the text, or is not in it to

the extent thatmost other texts have it. -Choose the most appro-,priate response.
(a) I dtd not mind not having to teach this tópic.
(b) I would have liked to.have ta ght this topic, but did not.
(c) I taught this topic even tho h it was no tn the book.
(d) I.did not teach this topic, tut would next year if this

were used.

21. factoring expressions like 3x2 -,10x 4. 7
22. adding fractional expressions requiring getting a leAst common.

denominator,"---

23. multiplying or dividing fractional expressions where factoring
of trinomiils i$

24. fdrma logic

25. -age pkblems
26. digit problems

required
7
01 at

(iJ a) a.) 211. coin problems

28. distance-rate-time

boQk
(a) (b)i-e). 4

WC5) c

4 I
(5) (2.) 0

(;4) (2) 3)
problAns

U (4) (3)
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29. Phecjs all that apply. What-do you,think. about the nature of the

' -applications ,in this book?

(A) igtegestirigtto most studehts
(b) interesting to only a few students
(c) 1.ntereilting to-.none of the students
.(4) Atithmetic goo difficult in most
(e) sitdatians too involved (complex) for
(f) too-easy for most students
(g);some are socially too controversial

37-0- (h) they promote valuable dis4ussion
(i) they:promote wasteful discussion .

(1) too iany'
mmE

,

most students

( ) the tradAional word problems are better
N

30. -Here ar t! some applications. Check all that apply.

-Interesting Not Int. Easy Hard (.eep

mile run
if34)

storms
(p. 315)

hamburger
'Cp. 3165.

(p. 257)

kianhattan
(p, 409)

newspaper
(p. 27)

scouts
(p. 610)

4

Drop Didn't .Dc;

4 (4) / .10.1 ifz) 41 (5) 2,
.

4 (4) 3 (.3) ifij_ E 20 2.0 .1/)

'17 (6) 64) 7 (') 4 (0
. .

..

CI . .
5 ($) 1 111

6 (4) / a) 1/. .2. i (3) 3 (4 0
4 f .

5 (.3) / C3) 1 0) L 4 id (21

6 La W 5 a) (1) 40) 1 cz.

/11

31. Wfiat topits'or
made
thot.k.,-/-1 2
pir..)1D
tast thaw*

..60.6 A, elev
32. What is the furthest lesson you

33. .What lessons (or chapters), did you skip?e4/3

ideas were hardest

frep,e4/?,6 '2-

'tsepoi,APpt to

kt-e#4./4-

for your students?
vtos-4.

chwi.. ô Perri/it',

CO'

/29t.

A

it h C g (0,44

(.1) CitIOU) Co to a
c9vereeim the book: Ch, . Lesson

1

34. What did yodifind yourself skipping aiat you would like to have
covered? 0

fast' elyj-gle
:,5erte. er. I
pr.ii). db.-I .0 (3)

35. Wylen you first began this course.did you feel thdt ybu would have
ouble vith the mathematics or the apildia-t-Tons,?

(a) definitely (b)
)
somewhat (c) not really

Did you have troUre with th
5

e madlematies the .applicatiQns in this
C5

course?
36.

(a) definitel (b) somewhat (d) not really
0) 1(i) 6.0)

*
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37., What topics or applications in this course were hardest for you to

ul:Iderstand? 'How hard was it to understand?

/10e/z (6)
ublcA-d_pt.5 411 *31 e

rb406,#)
vr,elet P !..,t 'CI no

. , ,
.1 '

38. Has teaching this course changed your attitudes about 1st year -algebra
pr the teaching af applications? If so, how?

e 5., Kij
5 (5i

tudi OC 011)bel.170,,o'/12).
,.

39. I read and ipsed the "Notes to the Teacher"'
2(3)(a) for each secqpn 26)(c) sometimes. (e) never
(3.ib) often . i "(d) seldom,

._) 40. Answer all that apply. For tests, I would liked to have had.
4 0 .) (a) complete chapter tests

.- 4 0 ) (b) sugg ted test items from which a test could be made
z (4") (c) a m tery workb.00k for each student
i (,) CO no tsts or test items

i41. My tests this ear were
(a) identical tb those I have given in he past in 1st year argebra

242i(10 very similar .but with some modificat ons
.zo)(c.) very different but with some similar problems

/ 0)(d) completely different from those I have given in the past

42. Answer all that apply: liitth regard to the mastery workbook,
(a) I never used ii. . A

,-7 (5) (b) I used the problems for teskts.
CifiA7 Cij (c) I used the problems for review.,

2.. (i). (d) I used the,probleths often.
. 0 , CO I used the workbook dome way not mentioned above. (Explain

43. I used the answers Co exercises
(')(a) for each lesson 4 (c) hometi9ep2` never

z.0)(d) seldom, Zigt1:5:1:.-ta:t .

ded in the- student ext?
fiNpts-v /N(b) often

44. Should ariswers to exercisgst&
40)(a) no or r
3 (4)(b) tO odd. dxercis 41.fy

(c) to Nuestio L-ing ccading" onif
(2 (d) to "Queti4 yeririg the
tO(e) to al -ttiiititcises

(f) tO

bel

a4i.1-1141 arid other selectea, problems
e. '-'

4'41414o
c.

;.
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45. Compared with other 1st year algebra books I have taught from, with

this book I
/(4) (4_,hadito supplement more than usual
z (b) had,to.supplement less than usual
3(2)(c) supplemented about the same as usual

46. What changes in the exercises would you recommend?

nioRe 5 )

47. How

Zagb)
/0)(c)
3 GAO

(e)

often did you make reading assignments from the text?
every lesson
most lessons
about half the lessons
some of the lessons
never

48. gpw many students did reading when you assigned it?
(/X1) almost all /GZ)(c) about half 60(e) almost none

4 (2,)(b) most zaXd) sortie

49. How often do you feel A/typical student was able to understand the .

'lesson from the read.i-dg without your.reading or explaining it?
(a) almost always 5e3.tc) sometimes ofe) never

2P)(b) often ./3Xd) seldom

5.0. How often do you think students should be expected tq rad in a
mathematics text?

se-4(a) frequently
(b) only as a group

(')(c) only when class
'(d) never

2 occAssiomAt..t.y
51. Check 411 that appl Di

mechanical calculators
4 In (a) on al1 homewo
/ (r) (b) only on thos

explavtion is not enough

y. you allow the.use of electronic or

problems
mework problems marked "C"

(c) on a few designated homework problems
(d) on no homework problems

5 ar)(e) Students were allowed to bring calculators to class and use
them in class work.

(/) (f) There wad a school or teacher-owned calculator available .

.

in the clAssroom for student use.
?Z) (g) Calculators could not be used on any tests.

73 -777 (h) Calculators were allowed on some tests.
(2), (i) Calculators could be used on all tests.

/ (a) (j) The use of calculators was never considered.

52. A calculator for each student
(a) is a necessity wi!th this book
-(b) helps but is not necessary
(c) pokes no difference with this book

53. What percentage of your students have access to a calculator at
home? 190-75,1., This is my guess/ 14 I asked all my
students.

367

t
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54. If you had three suggestions_ o make to improve this book, what are

they?

colorful illusirations
enZarge metric
less reading
less errbhasis on models
more practice yrobiems in ari.th, a:g manip, soiving eq
more application for slopes and graphing
include exercises in chapter rev-iew
leave .ans off mastery question
more emphasis in graphing linear eq
less statisticeand probability
simply exercise reading to47th grade
more examples, figures, charts
more mechanical exercises
correct errbra (esp in ans book)
in'clude index

414

rename sections tO reflect both alg and applications covered
reeds to b4v.22.r4inated with alg II
shorten
consolidate probability
shorten in order to.qet to quadratic
exercisea harder than dxamples

a.

55. If you had -a choice would you participate_ip a study similar to this
in the future.? cif -7 (4) AR, /(5)

!Ki- Please iridicate any other comments you might have.

It has been-en exciting experience for
geed to teach it again before making more suggestions
I like what was attempted but don't think it appropriate for str:Idents

who have had pre-alg.
Approach very good and very interesting to most students. Student

often said now see connection between math and actual problems
10, 11, 12th graders probably need 1;5 years to cover book. 9th

cou'ld do it with ease.
I got nervous about so much traditional algebra being either intro

Zate or not at all.
!L).t approomate for senior high reading at 5th grade level
I enjoyel the many inteeeiting exaniples---but I would not use it

again,
(1.reat examples and interesting appt,. but too slow forigoo-1 students
Too much of traditional alg omittel to allow time fdr statistics:
Should have had inservicequite a change from tra*ditional--miiht

have done better job. .

Vot for inner 2ity students', aritil skill poor, 'condi ioned-!or dull
1,iis didn't h'ave 14.4.lators)

:

Thank you very much for taking the time ED complete this very long
form.
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School:

)1Please answer the following quegtions as they apply-to the book alat you are
presently using wi..th your 1st year algebra classes.

Name of book: Authors:

.trl. In general, I fdv,l_that the book is most appropriate for
2(a) the above averdge 1st year algebra student
/3 (b). the average 1st year algebra Atudent

(c) the below 'average 1st year algebra student

*'2. Compared to other 1st year algebra bo6ka---1 have taught,from, this
book is

4 4 (a) easier to read and 'understand
4 (b) harder to read and understand
4 (c) at.about the same level

*3. Compaied to other'-ist year algebra books I have taught from, the
exercises are

4(a) easier
/ (b) more difficult
m(c) at about the same level

. 2.0) would strongly commend:
q (b) would recommend
2 (c) am indifferent to

(d) would not recommend
/ (e) would strongly recommend against
the use of this text for an'average 1st year algebra claas.

A 5. Are you dissatisfied with the 1st -year algebra cOqrse as outlined tn
mdost commercial,texts?

3 (a) very much 4 (b) only slightly (c) no

*6-13. Each of the followin& topics are covered by most 1st .year algebra
texts. Choose the most appropriate response.
(a) I. do not mind teaching this topic.
(b) I would have liked to have taught this topic, but did not.
(c) I did not teach this topic even though it waif in the book(--\
(d) I did teach this topic, but would rather-see it deleted from

1st year algebra; '

at.

factoring expressions like 3x
2

-.10x + 7 i4a.,, fd

4 adding fractional expressions requiring getting a least common
/ denominator 160,

8. multiplying or dividkng fractional expressions where factoring of
,

,trinomials-is required a

9. formal logic

la. age problems

11. _digit problems
N..

,,,
,412? coin problem's

i ..

, ,

ll. distance,iatliS Ai 1

,r
/, C MS''', 0

As 4.

160

I.tems compardble to s on ENperimenta1 Fdrfne.,
"tt.Tet'; r
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14-20. Were any of' .the following mentioned or studied in yaur 1st year

algebra dlass this year?
.

14, probability:10

15.

16. c system:

17. functions:

18. real wo4d word problems:

19. graphinik of real data:

20. quadrafic formula: Mentioned?

21. What thaterial could be delekd from your
-11-ttil.onorthA.A.1 (4)

ez,./ )

450,11e Av-4.-i-cb4.1or1
. 04416_ rlievt-F7 (.43 )

22. What material would you like to see added to yc'tur text?

pcc.ia6 apici 14TA4-1 (3 )

Mentioned?

Mentioned? 5

Mentioned? 7

Mentioned?

Studied?

Studied?

Studied?

Studied? 1

Mentioned?- st i:ed?

Mentioned? St died? LI

Stu ied?

ext without disturbing you?

*23.

-Few.% (z)

MOAL hf i.xd p.-011(.4m 1.1-41-3 gtAciloro

icti. topics or ideas are generally hardest for your students to
erstand?

.

ilT liccii .-31- iza4cb 114n citybre.. (1 )
-1.1ot-n t1) .

oc liker 0^1J4.1 h 0'13 0).
1

Fa citaJ ncl 0 ) re(ebeed5 C z Ot-her-6 (.)
24 Which topics or ideas are generally easiest for yorsw1ents to-

understand?
ectu-6,..4-; eili. (5 )

+Ott 0 !I C 3)

:V& ijle IA e-i 0;411;014 ;610%5 tt, )

ieli 10 e-0 r i 41
.* 25. What topics did you find yo4self skipping a you would like to

..

have covered? ,

, rPea,I +I ve. elpt,:ii 1_

roili.461

luod,-*t-14-.
1

tAin44 protaipro 3

*26. When you first.taught from this boots. Id you f 1 that you would ve

ieiltop,t

trouble with the mathetatics? Y---- -
(a) definitdly (b) somewhat 14 (c) not really

Put;c4-fon (

*27. How often do you use the TeaCher's Commentary or
1(a) for each section 5 (c) sometimes 4q(e) neve;\..,
i(b) often 5(d) seldom

24. Are chapter tests available with this book?
If so, how often do you use thetit (Perhaps with Modifications)?

3(a) for each chapter i(c) sometimes "/(e) never
1(1) often i(d) seldom
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*29. How gf ten do you use the "Ariswers to Exercises" or Solution Key?
4(a for each assignment z (c) sometimes 3(e) never
30:1 often (d) seldom .

4c 30. Do you feel that answers, to exercises should be included as part of
the student's text?

4(a) to odd exercises only
l(b) only to the easiest 'exercises
1(c) only to the most difficult exercises
/(d) to all exercises
ge) not to any exercises
(f) other (Explain) tk, 56PARAM: ilki4NUAL-

4(31. When (if ever) have you found.it necessary or convenient to use
other sources than the book for assighments?
(a) Ior each assignment 5(c) sometimqs 5(e) never

5(b) often 3(d) seldom

* 32. How often did you make reading.assignments from the text?
I (a) every-lesson
'5(b) most:lessons
(c) about half the tessons

c,(d) some of the less.ons
. ((e) ner

/
433.- How many students'did readi-ng when you Assigned it?

i(a) almost all 5(c) about half 44(e) almost none
/(b) most /(d) seldom

4g34. How often do you feel a typical student was able to understand the
lesson from the reading without your reading or explaining it?
(a) alMost always 5(c) sometimes (e) never

/(b) oft n. q(d) seatom

4'35. How o ten do you-think students should be expected to read in a
mathe atics text?

/ei (a) f quently
(b) o ly as a group

nly when class explanation is not enough
N,(d ) never

A06. qwAll that apply. Did you allow the use of 6-lectronic or
megRanilal calculators?
4 (a) on all homework problems

(b) only on those homework problems marked "
2. (c) on a few designated flomework problems
4 (d) on no homework problems
4 (e),Students were allowed to bring calculators to class and use

them in class work.
(f) There was a school or téacher-owned calculator available in.

the classroom for student use.
q, (g) Calculators 6.4.ta1ld not be used on any tests.

(h) Calculators were allowed on some tests.
(i) Calculators could be used on all tests.
(j) The use of calculators was never considered.

/1.3/. A calculator f.or each student
(a) is a necessity with this book

Ai(b), helps but is not neces&z.cy
(c) makes no difference with th1.4- book

i (c) Se,tede NO V51 Uut, POAPO.c.
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k

it. 38. What percentage of your students have access to a calculaor at %
home? 01,/00% This is my guess. /3 I asked all my

.students. 2 i----- 110
*39. If you had a choice would you participate in a study similar to this

in the future? Lito (//) &16) (3) cear.A.k* e;:)
4c40 Please indicate any other comments you might hive.

a

o.

Thank rulvery much for taking the time to complete this very long form.
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SurietA RNI 'hitt 1,.. choo 1 : /slot IN I-001rd c)

Please answer the folloming.questions ;is they apply to ALGEBRA THROUGH
APPLICATIONS by Usiskin.

. .

1. In gener 4 I, I feel that the book is most appropriate fOr
(a) the above/average 1st year. algebra student , (2)
(b) the averdge 1st, year algebra student
(c) the below average 1st year algebra studcmt (0

2. Compared to other lsc year algebra books I have taught from, this
. book is ,

(a).edsier to read and understand 0

.(b) harder to read and understand
(c) at about the same level (0

3. Compared to
exercises. re
(a).easie
(b) more difficult
(c) at about the same level

4. I

(a) would strongly recommend
(b) would recommend
(c) am indifferent to
(d) would not recommend
(e) would-strongly recomm4nd against

other 1st year algebra books I have tau4lat f om, the

(g)

6.1 os

(7)

61

. (I)
the use of this text for an average 1st year algebra class.

5. BefOre this year, were y9u dissatisfied with the 1st year algebra
course as outlined ia mo§t commercial texts?

N(a) Very much (Ab) only slightly (c) no

Questions 6-15 ask you to compare the development of certain topys in
the experimental text with those you are-familiar with in other texts
choosing a letter and a number which best describes your feelinga.---

(a) The development is the nicest I've seen.0 (b) The development is about as nice as others I know.
(c)o.I know a more effective development.
(d) I cannot compare with Other developments.

Number choices: (1) The development was rather easy for my students to
understand.

( ) The development -Ards ab.out average difficulty for my
students.

(3) The.development was hard for my students to undtirst

Letter choices:

6. approach to va'riables (Ch. 2)
(-)
I.

Letter
,-1 (0

Numbqr
(4

7. subscripts ((Th. 2) 7
8. filvTerties (Ch. 3-ri) "J

_

9. approach tQ be4innln sentence so .viz (Ch. 2
10! . work with distrib...vtive property (Ch. 1-8)
II. approach to slope (Ch. 9) -- , 7 r

I
rj

1:..near sentences (Ch. 9) I
k

1

13. *neative expoher,ts (Ch. 10) ,
1

1ti. square ::00!.5 (Ch. 12)
4 7

415. syste:3s (Ch. l4) ?
4



16. Check all that apply
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Not , -Skipped ot

Useful, Usef* not emphasized Emphasized teep Drop.
.dition:

union
joining 7 4 4-
slide 7 2 6 2

Subtraction:
take away 7

2
cutting off
directed distance / ..--.1_-: 1

Multiplication:
brdered pair
a'rea 9

scale change 4
repe'ated add. )

Division:
#splitting up 7 7

t t

tate
1

_scale compar.

t S_it_ r c-
i 4'I
2 t 4

Powering:
repeated mult. 3 1

giowth

2

7 . .

17-20 Check all that apply

17. assembller`
property 7 y' \ / 2

18. mettiA; system
19. calculating

statistics ,
o .

20. calculating
.

pr9babilities .1 r -. 1

Not Skipped or
Useful Uie-rul not emphasized Enphasized1 Keep

C

-

2.

421-28. Each of the Eollowing topics is not in the text, or is not in.it
the extent Oat most other text§ have it.. ChooSe the most appro-
priate response.
(a) I did not mind not having to teach th(s topi
(b) I. wguld have liked to have taught this topic, ut 4id not.
(c) I taught this topic even though Ct was not in th book.
(0- I did not teach this topic, but vou1d next year if this book.

were used. ,.

21. factoring expressions'like 3x
2
.- 10x 4- 7

22. adding.fractionarexpressions requiring getting a least comm.se
denominator "

23. 1-.1;11tivivin;; or dividing fructtonalep- ,-ions whdCe factoring "?
of trinomials is required

(0) (b 0 (c) (4)24. formal. lo);ic f;) :!

25. 14e problemu 10 -- 27. coin ptoblems
2.6. digit problems 1 ,-, 28. distance-rate-time problems '

(4)
V 7

3
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29. Check all that apply. What do -au think about the nature of the..
applications in this book?

.

\

,
(a) intexesting to most sLudents /4 (b) intere4ting to bnly -. few students
(c) interesting to none 0:: the students

? (diraritilmetic too difficult in diost
(e) situatioqs too involved (complex) for most students
(f) po

..
oliceasy for most students ,

(g)Vsome are sdcially too dontroversial
(h) they promote valuable discussion
(i) they promote .W-a-bcdful discussionN
(j) too many

.

.

t (k) the traditional word Koblems are better
1

30. Here
(2, 1,14

are some applications. Check all thac apply.

mile un

Interesting Not Int. Easy ,H9.1 Ke6p Drop

I

(p. 4 _46. to

storms
(p. 315)

hamburger
(p. 316)

wildlife
,(p. 257).

Ilanhattan

1 -

newspaper
--(p. 27)

scouts
(p. 610) rt.

31. What topics or ideas
%VW-4!

*:.s" C 2.

Didn't 110

ft*

2' 1

3

p.

10

t

3

2 1

were hardest fo your studwIts?,

Pi

14

1 A,10h..03 s...fr, 2

2
32. What is the furthest lesson you covered in thp ,thr: Ch.
33. What.lessons (or chapters) did you skip?

lids 1, .1 c

Lesson

.34. What,did you fiiid yourself skipping thst you i4ou1d like to have
covered?

r 12
1 '..1. IS- 5

13 I 1;4.-0 2..,

2. I; t
*3

135. Mien. vou :: rSt beran this course did voll feel that 701A would have
trouhl_Q with the m:Ithematics or the Applii-TTons7\
(a) defini!=ely (b) somehat (c) not rei.rily(7 ) /1 ', (7\

36. Di4 ycrt have trouble with the machthlti,cn or Ile applications in :his,course?
...1 ,

.., .(A) defirli.feLy (b) .:-;oraewh (c) not really
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What topics or ap.plications in !Ids course were hardest for you, to
understand? How hard was it to inderstand?

If

A r's

I

. I

38. Has teaching this course changed your
or the teaching pf applications?

5' Ma 4.

1....tep./4eCf: PtlAroirp4 ilArLer citttl4occnr011Slie ACLU 2

attiNdes about 1st year algebra
If so, how?

'POP? fee 1 e t 2
39-.. I read and used the "Notes to the Teacher"

4(a) for each section z(c) Sometimes
(b) often 2 (d) seldom

40.

(e) never

Answer all-that apply. For tests, I would liked to have had
3. (a) complete chapter tests
7 (h) suggested test items from which a test. could be made
7 (c) a vstery workbook for each student

(d) nb Eests or test items ..
o...,41. My tess this,Year were"

4,
. (a) identical tc) those 1 have given-in the past in 1st year algebra
3 (W., very similar but with spme modifications-

(c) very different but with some similar problems
(d) completely different from those 1 have given.in tne past

,

4T. i.ser all that apply: With regard to the mastery workbook,
(a) 1 never used it. lit

/ (8) I used the problems for tests.
---(-6) I used the problems fot review.

7.! (d) I used,;he problems often.
(e) Iused the workbook some way not mentioned\above. (Explail-

43. I used the answers to exercises
(a),for each lesson

2 ( )loften

44 . 1 d
(a) no
(5) ro
(c) to
,(04to
(e)

2_ (0
10
LO

7 (c) sometimes
2 (d).seldom

an'sweA to exercises be included in the

(e) never

oddi ekereises only
"Questiodt covering the
"Questions covg-dmg the
all exercises '

other (Explain) ;.'-.0,-1

tv:0

student text?

readine# only
reading" and other selected problems

qq
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4 45: Compared with other, lsyyear alebra Vooks I have, taught fro m, with
khi.a,book I

5 (a) had to supplement mor6' thhH.Lisua..1
(b) had to supplement less than.usual

3 (c) supplemented hbout the same -As usual

46. What chatAges in the dxercises wo ld ypu recommend?
E,se Pwly.p11 1 2 2

pr-iot

MVe I

Mstr r1,010 reln

47. How often did you make reading assignments from the text?
q (a) every lesson

(b) most lessons
1 (c) about'half the lessons
3 (d).some of the lessons

(e) never

48. How mahy students did reading when you assigned it?
3 (a) almost all 6 ( ) about half (e). almost mule
2 (b? most ( mt \

. Hos:7 often do you feel a typi student was able to understand the'
lesson from the reading wittput yourSteading or ekplaining it?*
(a) almost-always 6(c) sometimes 1-(e) never det,

/ (b) often 1 (d) seldom

60. Hbw often.do you think stadents should bp expected.to read in-d,
mathematics text?-.

u (4Erecuently
1 (b) only as a group
(c) only when class explanaEion is, not enough*,
(d) never

51.. Check all that apply. Did you allow the use of elect nic or
mechanical calcIllators? .

1, (a) on all homework problems
._. (b) only on thoose homework.problems marked ".C1.)

(c),on a few designited homework probleMs
(d) on no homework problems ,

t 11

(e) Students were allowed to bring calcUlators to class and-use
them in class work.

(f) There was a school or teacher-owned calculator ava)lable
in the classroom for.s.tudent usp.

(0 Calculators could not be used on any tests. K
? (h) Calculators,were alLowed on some tests. .-._

1 (i) Calculators could be used on all tests. \

1. (j) The use of calculators was never considered.

5.?... A c lculator fdr.each student
. / (a) is a necessity with this book
'/5 (1,) hei;?!; Ivit'if; n()t. nr-cessar:,i.

! (-c) maii.i2!; no difierencv with this hfl,,k

53. '..:hat percent:Age of your students klave access to a calciplator at
home? This is my guess. I asked all my
students.? .
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-

54. If you had three suggestions to ake to improve this book,
they?

k

62
are

55. If you had a choltd would you participate'in a study similar to this
in the future?' 4 ( 4

51. Please indicat-e any other comments,you might have.

Thank you very riCh for taking the time to eomplet,e Lhis veey tong
form.
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APPENDIX F

Reading Level Evaluation of'
Algebra Through Applications

Gerald Kulm, Purdue University
.

1
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Presenl methods of readability measurement for mathematics textbooks do

not provide for making grade level estimates. Howeve , a number of methods
k

have been developed.and validated for 'comparing the readability of mathematics

textbook passages in a rank order fashion. These are sumnarized brieflylas

follows:

a) Kulm Readability Formula.

This formula was develoiled especially for 9th grade algebra materials(
and accounts for approkimately 30 percent of the variance in the

reading difficulty of explanatory materral (Kulm, 1.971).

The formula

doze tests
p

.vargiet

Y = 26.3

was validated ,by halAng algebra students complete

on11.00 exglanatorkand illustratl..ve passages from a

algebra te.xtbooks. The formula is:

.16X
1

+ .05X
2

- .14X Q 8X4

Whcire Y = predicted doze score

X
1

= percent oaf th symbols
r ,

X2 = percent of reader-directed ge tt ences
*

X3 - average' sentence leng

X = le rcent
4

math vocabulary words

Kane Readability Formula.

This formula lazis developed for materL1 rimarily,a the hth-9th grade



.

*

(

a
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leVels and accountt_for approximately 30 percent of the variance tn

reading difficulty (Kane', Byrne & Hater, 1974). The formula is:

Y = 35.52 - .151(1.4- .10X2.- 42X3 .17X4

Where Y = predicted clout score

= number of words not on Dale.3000 word list ma not on
.807. math list

X2..1t. number of.changes from syMbol to woraLand vice-versa'
-

K
3.
'5...number .of trords not on 80% math list plus pumber of symbols

not on 90% symbol list

X
4

=. number

Teacher Judgement.

stion marks

'This prdKedure uses a list of criteria on which teacher evaluace the
*1*

overall difficulty of a passage. The average rating proviOes emeans

Of ranking mathe ics passagep according to.reading difficulty.

4

mpArisons obtained Er this method correlate .70 with comprehension'

test scores and .65 with cloze scores (Loehrlein, 1974). The list

criteria iteMs for judgement iS given in thad-hrections that are.

appe d d to the report.

d) mation content.
AP

Recent work in the area of software science has indicated that the

information content and lariguage level of technical.prose can be

measuied (Kulm, 1975; Halstead,t1.977). ihe measures are objectively

determined from the words and symbols of a passage and provide for
0

assement of th ,. informational complexity ot tt material.
e

.) The formula's are: ,

1

y = N log,)

x r-
n
11 2

ci
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Where N = total nutber'of words and sumbols

n = number of different words atd symbols

n
1
= number bf different function words and.sumbols

= number of different content words and symbolsn2

V = volume of infofmation
*0

L language level

= inform4tion contentper word

Each of these measures,by itself has not been applied widely enough to

warrant a decision about readability to be made wIth complete confidence. On

the 4her,hand, Otere is evidence that the measures do differentiate among

grade levels of matheamfics text (Kulm, 1975).

Procedures
,

Textbook samOles The- Algebra Through Applications text Nfas compared with

two widely used algebra textbooks (Holt Algebm-and Houghton-Mifflin Red

Algebra). First, (fifteen sample pa'ssages'were selected from the ATA text;

one from approximately eve,iy 30 pages of text. ,Each passage was chosen from

explanatory material and eac h covered a complete topic. The samples did not

include,exercises, tests, or optional material. .The next step was to select

passases fro:u each of the other two textflooks which covered the sank topics

as the ATA sampled. Finally, kifsampres of word problems were selected from

each of the three texts, representing a cross-section of the problems in

eXch text. -The explatiatgy passages were each approximately 300 tokens ip
....

. len
1

gth. Table I presents the'topic, Nige numbers and token length of .each

.
, . .

sample passage. For longer passages, a maximum of 300 toker was analyzed.
'

For word problems, each sam4 conslAped of several p oblems wlk a tatal
a

length of 200 tokens.

.0...

S.
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A photostatietopy was made of each passage, eliminating the use of_color

cis a variable in judging their difficulty. Readability data: Four measures

of readability were obtained for each of the 45 explanatory passages and three

measures 4)determined for the 15 ird prOblem samples. The Kane andlulm

readability formulas were applied to each of the 60 samples using the procedures

described in the attached directions. Teacher judgements were also obtained

for each of the 60,passages. The teachers were enylled in either a graduate

mathematics methods course or a graduate course in teaching reading in secondary

content areas. The directions for teacher jUdgement are attached. Finally,

the language level of each dxplanatory passage was calculated. It was believed

that the,language level measure was not applicable to the word problems, since

110each probl 4uem was a separate topic. The language level re is idtended to

be a 'measure of.a single entity of text. .

Analysis and Results

-

The.prediSed cloze scoies were calculated for each passage using both

the Kant and the Kulm readability formulas. So-me of the passages were shorter

than 300 tokens so it was necessary ,to adjust the Kane formula variables.

This correction was done by computing an estimate for 'each independent variable

.1
a

300
X.

n

\e
where n actual ?ansa0 length vid

X
i
= actual variable value

:The e:itimates were then used in the formula to obtain the'predicted cloze

score. .0

)1*

. The inf rmation (!ofitentt values were useci. to calculate the language "re-
..

ch passa.ge. Thk

measures because.

sir

iable j1f selectod from the available intormatin

it I.:: to the pyvholi.t. ti t lc concept of 'type-token
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ratio and because it was found in previous work to be.related to reading

level of mathematics kext material (Kulm, 1975). 1/16'w-The

The teacher judgement ratings were assigned valpes 1 through 7 corresponding

to extremely low to extremely high reading complexity, respectively. The

values were averaged, resulting in a mean teacher judgement score for each

passagt.

For each passage, a profile of reading complelity was prepared by.using

the fogr measures. The score for del of the 20 triples of covering

similar content.was plotted on the same graph for each measure. The profiles

provid isons of a) the reading level,pf each passage with the mean

for all passages on each measure and b) the rank of each passages with the

other two passages for each measure. The profiles for the twenty triples and

0
for the means of all ssage rom each text are given in figures 1 through

A second type of re ng,complexity evaluation was obtained by,computing

21.

a composite readability score for ech explanatory passage. This score was

computed as follows: a) within.each triple, the t*hree passages were ranked

--
for each readability mtasure (3=highest, 2nddd1e, 1=lowest in ye caap

tie the iVerage of the rardes was assigned to each): b). he ranks.on the four

measures were suad, producing a minimum score of 4,and a maximum of 12.

The composite sdores are givdn in Table 5. The ATA,textbook had tTh best
*

composite readability 'score on sevelkof the fiheen explanatory passages and
4

was lowest 'on three 'passages. The ATA- text also has the highest mean composite

Score..
'Conclusions

Based on the analyses complet d, it can be stbted- with some confidences

that the Algebra Ilrou
dis

h A licati ns text is ritten at a suitable level

flAr nNeh graders. C) ared with two widel'y us4i algebra 'texts, tee IVA

. ) ;
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text falls between the two on three of the fi'our readability measures used and.

is above both.on the oth r measure, when means over all sample passages

are considred. It nay b4worth noting eat the measure on which ATA is best,.

,the Kulm formula, was deve ed especially for elementary algebra texts.

It is also significant that the means of the measures were fairly consistent

in ranking the texts and there were,no greaevariatipns.

As expected there were considerable within-text and between-topic

variations among the -four readability measures. For the Kane and Kulm
,

formulas, these variations are easy to explain..

1
In the Kulm formula, a high perdentage of symbolism results in lower

reading ease,vhereas the Kane formula is more sensitive to the mathematics

\4,vOcabulary co plexity. The Holt text, for example, was ranked consistently

low:and the ATA text consistently high by the Kulm formula due to the high

and low'relative percentages of 'symbolism, respectively, fn the.two texts.
. ,

et

.The Kane :formula consistently favored the Holt text since,symbolism was not(

ift

a factor and few words are used in the te*.

The mean teacher jqdgement scores on all passnOs were-simtlar for 'the

three texts, with th$,I4olt book slightly liigher. In examining the inalvictual.
A

passages which were nted easy ar.difficult by teachers, it was possible to,

discern a few patterns, Generally, teachers rated as difficult th payages

that dealt with difficult vo'Cabulary and/or especially complex topics, ew

symboAlsm, or passages that contained,a combination of tables or graphs,

Passages were rated as eAsifIr to-read when the 'contained few words, 'used

numerica examples (rather ,than general variables), or contained Oppeated

'examples of a process or principle. In general, it appeared that teachers were

somewhat-content oriented in judging reading ease rather than using criteria

that were strictly related to readability. This finding is esp4eciallv true

for the word probLem samples.

I.

A compnrison o

I

Passage ranks revealed th;,t

a
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teacher judgement ratings agreed most closely with Kane formula rank's (24 of 60)

than with ihe Kulm or Language Level measures. The explanation for this is.

prqbably related to the preference of teachers fat passages with few words

and numerical examples and .their low rating of pasvages with difficult vocabulary..

In any case, A ATA text lies very close to the mealdh terms of teacher

judgement, with only.one or two passages being judged a4 especially difficult.

'The Language Level Measure did not produc6 a great deal of variation

between texts. 011ev.tbe other hand, there was a 30 percent agreement on are

ranks of passages between Language Level and the Kane formula, indicating

tht the.measure may provide a somewhat useful criterion for reading ease.

A Post hoc analysis of.the information variable V/L which according to

Halstead (1977) provides a measure of the "intelliOnce quotient" of a message, .

prOduced a 35 pertent agreement with teacher judgement. The mean of all

sample passage* on both L. and V/L for the ATA iext was between the other two
1

texts, indicating th t the information content of the text is at an appropriate

level. Further work is necessary before making-more definitive judgements

bn'these measures.

In summary, it appears that on ttle basis of the best available measures

of readability for mathematics materials, the ATA teXt does cdmpare favorably,
t)

in reading ease with popular texts currently in usA,. The consistency in'the

measures in ranking the texts provides support for' the validity of this

conclusi6n. The ATA text is, therefore, judged in the evaluator's opinion

written at a suitable level for elementary algebra students.

It

7

4 ,,
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khat tokens to count.

Begin the samp4.e with a title. Count the title and all words and.symbols

on flite page. Include: (a) numerals and letters for ordering,,(b) words or

symbols on graphs, (c) symbols for figures such as A in 4 ABC, (d) plele-

holders, and (e) any punctuation symbol When used with a s ial meaning in

ma Airthematics (for example, the colon in (x:x> 2)). Do no ount pictures or

arrows, geometric figures, aad punctuation which does' pot have a special

rections for Counting Word and Symbol Tokens

For

Kulm and Kane adabil ty 'Formulas'

172

*mathematical meaning.

Whai are tokens?
4

Word tokens: Vbst word tokens are simply writtah woids. Exampleiz

number, t*: is, follow, answer, triangle. 'In general a word token i

separated from surrounding materiai by spaces. The number of word fo

an abbreviation is determined by the number of different word tokens

the abbreviation replaces Which have some representation in the abbrevia ed

form-U.S.A. has tfirrle word tokens,.; cm. has one word token. Hyphenated rd

tokens are counted as* one dr more word to ens according to Whether the par'ir.-.

can be used alone with meaning: Non-li s. in ope word tokeie; one-to-one

.is three word tokens.

Math tokens: these are signs whdth appear 1n4the languageqf mathematics

which are not word tokens, punctuation, or drawings such asr 2
2, , and

X. They are the smallest ich can'be used independently to convey the

intended meaning of that part of the written material. These rules may-be

halpful: (1) A traphic Sign in which all parts are connected is at rust.one

math.token. For example, x i one math token. (2) A graphic sign inwhich

I
,



an. pact# are not connecteeis more than one math token if two or more

parts indepyndently convey the intended meaning of part of the material

or if the parts are separated by other tokens. For example: and i are

each,one math token; Z,x2., 35, are each two math tokens; (a) is three

.math tokens.

Order in which tioke?ns (zre counted,

Tokens when written on a math page are not always ordered.frlam left to

as in ordinary English. The order imposed by vocalization-should be

followecL A vocalization is not necessarily utlique but it should be

consistent across uses of the formula on passages that will be compared.

2

has tokens ofderdt As follows:

26

/-- 2
x, b, +, -,v , u, , 4, a, c, -, 2, a

A 1

Kane Readability Formula

The expi.ession

Directions for Measuring Variables

f'ourtir variahe 4: The number of words not on the Dale list of 3000

Familiar Wcirds that are not on the List of Mathemjics Words Fkmiliar to

7th-8th grade students.

1. Circle all -word tokenk in the sample that are not ori the Dale

of 300 Familiar Words. .Circle all words even if thely occur more

/ 4*
than ore. po not consider nuiberdls or sinbols in this count. The

Ak

Dale list and directions for using it are.found in Appendix D.

Consider each-of the circled words. If a word I not on

AL.
Familiar Mathematics Words, put a line through Ore word. The List

'1.1st ot

. -

of Familiar'.`idchemaLics Words is givec in Appendix f.

%

4

11.
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3. - Count the words that havd both a circle and a line dkamn through them.

This count is variable A and should be entered on the worksheet.

Counting variable B. The number of changes from a word token to a

math token and vice-versa. Letters as such, whether used for ordering,

a variable,-of a figure name, are conSidered mattitokens for purposes of

counting variable B." The count of variable B in the eamplp belOw.woulit

be**7. Al

CD CD 00
Example: In 4. AABC, if(PZB...45 4 and(PL40$90P,

* Row many.degrees are.there in 4 ?
.

Note: The arrows shown in this example indicate changes fropOttord to k

math token ot vice versa, anal are not part of the original passage. A'

a

A figure should be considered in itself. That is, only count ;*-114es

that occur in the figurt itself. There cis no count at the biginning or

ending of a figure. The count for variable B shluld be entered On the workaheet.

Countirig variable C4 The number of different mathematici words on the

List of Mathematics Words Not Familiar to 7th-8th grade students plus the

NO 4
number Of different mathematics symbols not on the List of Mathemattcs Symbols,

Known by 7th-8th grade students.

Appendix F contains the List of.ynfamiliar Mathematics Words. This ,,

list contains words hat wart tTsted with students in 1970 and which less

than 80% of those thted said they knew.

Th
4Appendix G clntains kQist of Famil r Mathematics Symbols.

I. -,.., .

'Iii\How to count ;Lath tokens w described above. It is important to Ate
1

the difference be Appendices 'F and G. Appendix F contains unfamiliar

,woOs; Appendix G co

in 4hods of counti

familiar 'symbols Thus there wi3). be a difference
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For each sarple: mr

. Count the number of word tokens in.the sample that are on the List

of Unfamiliar Mathematics Words found in Appendix F. Directions tor making

the count are in Appendix F

Count the number of the word tokens that are differ4 'That.ik if t-

commutative were used If r times in the sample it wouldiOnly count.

3ne unfaMiliar word in t is count. However, if- differentiword fortitiL1,1

used they are counted as different word tokens in this count. ThualOcom-

'mutative' and 'commutativity' would both be counted. This is count Cl and

ahourd be entered on the workshealt.

2,; Count the number of math tokens in the sample that are.not on the

List o Familiar Mathematics Symbol's found in Appendix. G.

Co the number of these mathemdtics tokens that are different. 'ftte,_2

in x- and b
2
:Tcounted different hec use of position. A symbol is con? ,

sidered familiar only if it is in a context similar to that given in the

appendix. for eximple, - IA 8 3 is familiar,,'.but - in,-4! ls

, . ...,..2 . . ; 1 0

) This is count C2. It shodld be entered on the workIheet.- 'ha ste,df Tiathes
.

' , - 1 ' `.,. -i,

-.. f, i .

Cl and C2 is variable C and should be entered on the workshee't.

. ::ounting variable D: The number of ORestion marks.. Menely cbunt the

1
number of "?' in the sample and record this number on the'worksheet.

, .

2%.
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Kull Readability Formula

%
Directions for Measuring Variables

Counting Variable Xi: The percentage ofsathematical symbols (tokens).

1 .Co nt the total number of matft tokens. Divide by the'otal number of all

)
.

-

toke9p4 and multiply,by 100 to obtain the percefitage of math Eokens, to
. ,

7
* ,

rhe ngirest unit. .

tp.

Countingjariable X2: The percentage of readerlifrected sentences.,'Count

the a er of sentences Olat, contain a form of the.pronoun "you," or that.

are imperative, icr that-are questions. Count each sentende Only mice: even
4

if it has mote than one.of these properties. Divideny the total aumperrof.

.
sentences and multiply by 100. Note: The last complete sentence is counted

as the last sentence.

Counting Vax,iatAiX.3: Average sentence length. Count the total number of

tokens included up to the last complete sentence. ,Divide by the number of

complete

included

sentences.. &Nations are_d_counted.as sentences unless they are
ab

within a sentence that has word tokens, in which tase theY*are

counted asttoVns of that sentence.

1

Counting Variable X4: The percentage of -math vocabulary words. Count ihe

total number oftwords that are on the List of Mathemati Terms (Kane,

et al, Appendix A). 1Nftt a word every time it appears. Divide by the

toial numher of all tokens, and multiply by 100.

a

VP



Teacher Judgement

Directions: You are asked to evaluate the reading diffictilty ot several

passages from elementary algebra books. First read each passage, one at a

time, wittt attention to the criteria listed below.

After reading a passage, please use the rating scale provided to indicate

your judgemint of the pasiage for elementary algebra students, grades 8-10.

This ratfng should be tour,overall rat of Ehe passage according to diffi-

if
.. enity of comp hension. Note that "high" means high difficultY and "low"

/

-..,

mean....%low difficulty of reading level. .

..

..,

i

.
1

nterest level of this mathematical-topic

Comprehensibility of-author's writing style

Ouality of examples - effectiveness in making the .point clear

Author's anti tion of readers' questiens

Average.sentence length

Average word length

Avei.age complexity of sentente structure

Overall difficulty of math "s
Ovrall difficulty of math vocabulary words,

4
40.

Appropriateness of illustrations (includes graphs, lists, tables, figres.,

pi4ures, diagrams, etc.)

Ease with which illustrations can be -understood

Number of illustrations

Number of exampies

Number Of quest±ons

'Number 9f math .symbols
0

_Number of vocabulary wo ds

Number if dbfferent words having 3or lore syllables

Nianbt- f math concepts contained ih the papsage



TABLE 1

Topic, Page,Numbers',,and Token Length^for Textbook SamOes
178

PaSsage Topic
ATAa
pages

H-t1P

pages
Holt

tokens pages

1

2

3

4

5

6

Variables

Adding Integeri
,on No. line

Division

Solving
F+ab

Powers of
bonomials

Scientific
Notation

8 Inequalfty
1

9 Funciion

10 Linear
Functions

11- Solving linear
systems

12. Square roots\

13 Quadratic
functtons

14 . Solving
ax+bi-c

k

igf

15 Meaning of

16 Problem set
c

17 Problem set

18 Problem set

19 Problem set

20 Problem set

79-80.

128

4-5

21-22

217 3132

280-281 .59-60

500 122

511

257,

286

690

699

j_40

94-95

317

276

622 291

518

.709

.319

384-385'

320

85

670 tt8
1

136 82&86

278 262

372 .304-305

508 355&367

619&621 431

229 4-5

300 35-36

300 78-79

285. 48-49

30Q 122-23

251 148

201

255

1:t7

311.42

300 346

300

194 '. 426

.300 61

300 180

211

196

279

270

200

200

200

200

2160.

,

105-1,06

204

331

393

268

a
passages 1-15 were 300 tokens long.

bpassages 1-15 were 300 tokens4long except for passage 2(200) and pasage
11(290).

passages L6-20 were 200 tokens lonk for all texts.

e
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TABT4E. 2

Values for Reading Complexity Mea-sures for
Algebra Threu0 Applications

Passage

2

3

.1

6

7

8 '-

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Means,

Kane
Formula

Kulm
Formula

Teacber
Judge

28.82 19.48 4.66'

32.73 19.58 4.25 -

31.08 22.06 4.001

14.64 1/Wm 4.66

27.74 16.57 3.33'

26.79 16.45 5.00

'1-26.16 23.95 4.50

29.64 22.&3 3.33 .

28.24 19.79 4.00

23.35 15.12
41e

2.25

30.24 17.23 5.00'

34.66 17.07 3.33

28.21. 13.92 3.66

31.19 17.71 3.00

33.80 19.45 4.00

13.64 23.75 2:06

37.24 21.37 5.33
11

34.82 22.72 1.75

39.66 23.71 4.00

35.68 24.12 4.33

31.32 19.76 3.85

,Language
_level

.1139.

.1477

.1266

.0980

.1163

.1318

.1196

.1135

.1471

.1307

.1110

.0888

.1298

.1308

.0793

11.1190



TABLE 3

Values fOr Reading Complexity MOsurei for
Holt Algebra

1.8, 4

. .Fassage
Kane Kulm
Formula : gormula

1 32.79

.-
2 35.51*

.3. 36.71

4 32.26*

5 29.31

6

7 30.50*

29.54*

A

9 29.31*
. .

10 29.79*.

18.05

17.40

13:04

16.50
* .

.11.91

16.09

18.84

15.62.

15.13

14.64.

11 36.59 14.13

..

12 31.14 12.97
.

13 21.5,4*
/
1662

14 32.92 14.58

15 _34.62. 14.03

16 .37.06 24.43
,..

17 19.12 23.90
/

.

(

5:00

5.00 . .1515'

5.75 .2083

4.00 -.1192

Teacher
Rep

Language
Level

.1254 .

.00 . .1798

5,33 .3330

..0584

4.:50 .1295

4.33 .6809

4.00 c .1404

5.50 .0973

4.00 .1269

4.00 .1186

4.33 :1011

4.75 ..b854

i 3.00

4.33

18 37.16 22.33 4,.66%,,

t

14 35.78 24.84 4) 4.6k
.

20 37.71 24.99 3.50

Means 432.23 r 17.50 4.52 .1,365

.....---)

*Cor ecteefor length,



TABLE 4

Values for Rejzdlng Complexity Measures for
:Houghton - Mifflin "Red" Algebra l' A

181.

Passage

1

2

3

6,

8

9

0
11

f

17

18

19

20

Means

ane
Formula

Kulm
Formula

Teacher
Judge

27.51 181t1 3.5P

18.46 5.3J

%0.98 14.04 ie.00

- 29.70 17.75 .53.
30.08

,

10.38
.

2.50,

23.08, '144.09 S. 4.00

29.48 17.53 4.00

36.21 14.07 4.50
.

27.49 18.71
.

3.00

29.96 13.13 3.66

24.96* 18.09 433

25.55 18.24 4.00

27.T5 13.05 3.5ff

25.16 18.51, 4.66

29.74 17.77 3.33

35.65 21.79 3:25

)
34.36 21.90 n4.00

-

32.44 22..90 5.00

.

33.14 2148 4.33

10.21 22.65 2.25

29.87 1. 7.91 4.84

.Language
-Level

.0882

.1269

0 6 2t

.0752

.0818
,,,,,

4110879 .

.1058

.0651
.

.0624

.1181

.0908

.1073

.1199

*Corrected for length



TABLE 5

Comp9site Reading Complexity Sco're.
for Bach.Passag

.

4TA Holt
S.

1

3

4

5

15

Mans

9.5*

'11*
8*

8

, 7

Opalk

9*

8

6

10*

8.37

182

6

10*

8 ' 8.5-

6 7

8* , 8*

9* 6

11* 6

5.5 10.5*

9*.
5 7

8 9*

9*
-

,6.5 8.5

9* 7

9* 9*

v9
5

8.33 7.57

Highest composite score in this topic.

4

V



Reading
Ease

Readábilty Profil fpr PassaØa

, H M

Kane

r..

Kulm

4.

_Teacher Level

- 183,

4

Scales

The meals and
vertical axis
the following

rvals on the
respond to
ues:

Measure
'Grand
Mean Interval

Kane formula: 31.14 3. ob

Kulm formula: 18.39 2.00

Teacher
JudgemeA: 4.07 0.75 .

Lettel: 0.116. 0.050

Legend

0:9 Algebra through
Applications

1H] Holt,AlgebraI

4_1_\ Houghton-Mifflin
' Algebka iook
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4 Readability Profile for

.Readinq
Ease

A / H ,

Kane Kulm.

Passagtle

Teacher Level

Scales
a

Themeans and intervals an the.
vertical axis correspond to
the follo/ing values:

Level:

Grand
Measure Mea

Kane formula: 31.

Kulm fcrrmula: 18 39

A
Teacher
Judgement: 07

Interval

00

0.75

0.05

t

Legend

184

MN. ,

(T9 Algebra through
Applications

Ffil Holt Algebra

Hought.on-Mifflin
Algebra Book I



Readinqt.

Ease

Regdability Prgfile for Oassa615

A '1

'Mean

Kane 1Kulm 'Teagher Level

185

Scales 4110Wend,

Themeins and intervals on the CID Algebra-through
vertical axis correspond to Applications
the following values:

F11 Holt' Algebra I

- I

M7sure

Kane iormulat

Kulm formula:

Teacher
Judgement: )

Level: ,

Grand
Mean Interval

31..144 3:00

18.34 2.00

4.07 0.75

0.116 0.050
)

Houghton-Mifflin .
Algebra Book I
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Ease

Readability Profile lor easgsaOs

A 3 3 m- *-3
10

'186.

1

Scales

Vienns and intervals on the
vertLeal axis correspond to
the. folloiwing values:

`-,e

Measure

Kane forfula:

Kulm formula:

'Teacher
Judgement:

Level:

.1

Grand
Mean Interval'

3.00

2.00

31.14

18.39

4.07

0.116

0.75

0.050

'

Legend

(A) Algeb4a through
Applications

Holt Algebra I

,A\ Houghton-Mifflin
Algebra Book r

s

I.
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4

187
Readabillty Prdfile for iassa513

A m

Scales

Themems and interyals.on the
vertical axis correspond tp
the following values:

Measure
Grand
Mean

Kane formula: 31.14

Kulm formula: 18.39

Teacher
Judgement: 4.07

Level: 0.116

ilk

Interval.

3.00

2.00,

-70.75

0.050

TATtna

Alge ra through
Appli ations

HI Holt Algebra I

/A\ Houghton-Mifflin
--- Algebra Book I.
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Scales

Readability Profile, fdr Passa
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Mean..r

Kane

I

Kulm Teachbr, Leve'l

Themegins and intervals on the'N,
vertical.axis correspond to
the fol,lowing values:

Measure

Kane formula:

Kulm formula:

Teacher
Judgement:'

Level:

! Grand
Mean

31.14

18.39

Intervipl

3.00

- 2.00

."407 075

.0.0500.116

188

4.

4111N.

X,eqend

0 Algebra through
Applicatioris

[Hi Holt Algebra

/A\ Houghton-Mifflin
Algebra Book I

1

gflie

41,
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4 ReadabilityProfilelot*Passagas

%

H

Reading
Ease

0

1

Awed .

R

, 189

Teacher . Level

.4. .

)
N.;

1111111=

whirv:

Scales Legend_

Themeans and intervals on the
vertical axis correspond to
the following values:

Grand
Measure I, Mean . InterVal

. Kane formula: 31.14 3.00

Kulm.formula: 18.39 2.00

Teacher
Judgement:

4
Level:

0.

4.07 6.75

0.1i6

Algebra through
Applications

[ H 1 liolt Algebra

/A\ Houghton-Mifflin
Algebra Book
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, Read Ability Profile for, Passapc

Aar*
X

kulm Teacher

190

Scales

Themew's and intervals on the
vertical.axis correspond to
the following values':

\

Grand
Measure mean Interval

Kane formula: 31.14 3.00

Kulm formula: 18. 39 2.00

Teacher
JudgementY 4.07 0.75

Level: 0116 0.050

Le end

Algebra through
Applidationv

[H] Holt Algebra I

11,44\ HoughtonMifflin
4--- Algebra Book X
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4
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.

ane

,

Kula Teacher, . Level .

*

'tAt

11,

Scales-

TheumOns and interlialo
vetLcal Axis correspon
'the following values:

Measure

Kane formUla:

Kulm formula:

Teacher
Judgement:

tevel:

Orand
Mean

. 31..14

18.39

4.07

0.116

Interval

3.0()

2.00

0.75

0.050

Legend.

Alghbra through
Applications-. .

1W] Holt Algebra I

Houghton-Mifflin
Algebra Book I
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Readiqg
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e

Teacher,-

I.

A

19.2

Level
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4

Theineens and intervals on.the
vertical axis correspond to
the following vflues:

Measure

Kane formula:

Kulm formula:

Teacher
Judgement:

Level:

Grand
-}mean

31.14

18.39,

4.07

0.116

Oa

;,eciend

/Algebra through
Applications

riTi Holt Algebra

goughon-Mifflin
Algebra Book

Interval

3000
A

2.00

0.75

0.050 )
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Kane formula:

Kulm formula:

Teacher
Judgement:

Level:

Grand
Mean

31.14

18.39

-4.07

0.116

(D Algebra through
Applications

[ET1 Holt Algebra I

Houghton-Mifflin
Algebra Book I
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APPENDIX G

NOTIFICATION OF PROPOSED STUDY

ALGEBRA THROUGH APPLICATIONS

205

The four-sheets which follow constituV.,.an attempt to describe the

materials of the Firspffear Algebra Via Applications Development Project.
4

an NSF-funded project Centered at the University of Chicago.

InCluded in this description are the following:

Sheet 1:- Summary description of the course

Sheet 2: Table of.Contents of the materials

Sheet 3: Ai sample less.on from the materials
"Estimating yildlife Populations" (Ch. 5, Lesson 1)

Sheet 4: A sample lesson from the materials
"Slope" (first four pages) (Ch. 7 Lesson 3)

Sheet 5:

At thi2 time,

Four sample pages from the materials
problems from

."Describing Patterns Using Variables" (p. 2-14)
"The Distributive Property" (p. 6-22)

reading from
"The Power Property" (08-15)
"TV Ratings and Sampling", (p. 1-18)

the materials themselves exist only in dittoed form and

complete sets cannot be distributed. A printed testing version will be

available in August; 1476; for ihe testing planned during the school year

Further information is available from the project director,-Zalman

Usiskin, Department,of Education, University of Chicago, 5835 S. Kimbark

, Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637.

e A
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ALGEBRA THROUGH APPLICATIONS

Summary Description of the.Course

These materials are designed for average first-year algebra
students; the courseAs designed to be a substitute for the traditional
course.

,

.
This coUkse has sop differences in content,' mathematical .

appro ch, and pedagogical approach from traditional courses.

(I,

.

1
Content differences: The traditional skillk associated'with

fi h t-year algebra are presentwbut with the following exceptioni:
facto ing of polynomials, fractional expressions and simplifications
which require factoring, some complitated radieal simplifications, and
artificial word Broblems.

, In their place, great attention is given to the uses of numbers,
operations, linear expressions and relations, ppweFs, and sentence-solving.
Common statistical measures, the chi-square.tess, simple probability,
sampling, and randomness are integrated into the coutse. The very laige
ndmber of other applications include, wherever possillii, problems which
involve the analysis:of.actual data and real situatidWg.

-., .

Mathematical oproach: In 'this course,

is an extraction of the commonality of many aCtual
',example, addition has thrie models: union of-sats

and slides.) In a typical course, the development

proper.ties

In ihis course:

real-wor ld

situaticins,
models

a model of a concept
applications. (For

,-joining lengths,
proceeds as follows:

) word problems

properies

skills

other applications

That,is, from th models, properties or generalizations of the
concept can be 'seen, there develops'motivation for the need to have c'ertain

simplification and sentence-solving skills, and other applications of the
concept are available if not self-evident.

Pedagogical approach': The materials are designed for standard

self-contained classrooms. A mastery learn4ing strategy is being tested
for the learning of sothe of the skills. For this wc;ik, the student uses
a workbook which is closely tied to the text itself.

Z. Usiskin
Apri1,1V6
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Your name -8clool name

Address . Address

207

Name of person te contact at this school (if not the same.as above)

We are interested in using Algebra Through Applications and being a
pari of the study. (If you check this box,%please answer Question*
1-5 below.)

Total number of.classes (exp. & conteol) which might be involved

Total number of students who-Inight be involved

(Ralf of these classew would use-the experimental materials.)

2. What grades does your school include? (Ciicle.).

9-121 7-12 10-12 7-9 6-9 Other (Identify)

3. Number of students in this school

Type of sdhool (public, parochial,ptivate, etc.)

Describe the area in which your school is locSted.

Describe the students in the classes'you would ant Involved in the study.

e

If.more Chan one level of algebra is taught it the school, name these
levels and desdribe.how students.are selected for them.

Even if not selected for-the study, wc Vould like to use Algebra,Through
AppliCations. We would probably order about copies of the text.

4

. Please return by May 150 to Professor Jane Swafford, Department of .Mathematics,
Northern Michigan University, Marquette, Michigan 49855

c".



ALGEBRA.,THROUCH APPLICATIONS

Avaiilability of Materials for 1976-77
and Summary Description of Testing Program

208

The materials described on the attached pages will beavaiiable to

any schools that wish to uie them and in any quantity for the school yeai

1976-77. They will be printed in two voldmes, iiize 6 x 9, and distributed

at cost. . The cost per stu ent will be.betweeli $3 and $3.50.

We are looking for 40 xperiinenta1 classes (using Algebra-Through Ap-

plications) and 40 control elasses.(using commercially available texts).

No more than 2 qf each will be from any one school. Schools will be se-.

lected to provide a representative sample of geographic-, socio-ecoeomic,

and cultural areas.

The text materials will be provided free of charge to schools parti-

cipating in'this study. (Other schoolsi who wish to use the materials may

do so but will have to pay cost.) In turn, these schools will be expected

to administer all of the tests which are part of the study. It is possi-

ble.that as many as 3 days at the very beginning ofthe year.and 4 days at

the end of the year might be devoted to testing. It is also possible that

periodic very short tests might be given during the school year.

4

All results from a given school will be transmitted back to that

school. No ,information will be made public from which a given school's

scores could be ascertained.

If you are interested in using Algebra ThroughApplications, reads .

the information below and the form on the reverse side. This form. does

not obligate you in anY way nor does it constitmte an order blank. If you .

resp nd positivelyj'you will be sent.further information.
.

etable: This forM nitit be returned by May 15th to Jane Swafford in

order for a school to be considered for this study.
#

Ma§ 22: Schools will be selected. During the week of May 25th, phone

- calls will be made to selected schools to confirm possible arrangements.

June 1: Formal notification will be sent to schools participating in the

study.

July 1: Orders must be in by this date to insure availability of mater-

ials for the fall semester.

August 10: Materials will_be shipped to schools. Do not expect arrival

before Adkust 20. /I

(If you fill out-the other 0.0 of this sheet, you will be sent an order

form and detailed information about ordering.)

If you are a supervisor and havelt variety'of possible participating schools,

please duplicate the form on the reverse side'as necessary.

4
.
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Lessee 1 - retimatins Wildlife Topelationa

Teeple hunt rabbits eel fish for food or sport. Molars vent oil

ss well as food. Scientists study misrstioe lusbits of birds.- Comeerve-.

tionists worry about endangered species. The gement leduitry wants fere.

Park and forest tenger grant to Mow what essimals are aroumd.

These peep). need to beow bow mosey animals there are of a gives typo.
,

Bet animals MOW! around. Bow cen roe tient birds? What abdut whales or

fish/ Rabbits are very smell. tech pecies of seleiladpreseets its elet

problems of .

Ve

count!

randa direc counting is difIlel'elt or impossible. Indirect methods

sre used to estimate animal populations. Ooa indirect method Is celled
, .

the catch-recatch or morkixg seethed. Sere is hew i'l ;night work If yoe

wonted to know how many trout were in a certain like.

luppose you caught SO trout and 7 of then had a distinctive.red

7
marking% Then 34 le the experimental Probability of s trout having that

marking.
7

It is astutel to thilk that is close to the retio.of all
SO

marked trout to all trout blithe lake. That is, yea would think that

,t total nueber of warted trout
50 total number of trout la the lake

But we don't know bov deny trout are in the lake. go what is often

MIR al thalt 4F1 Tb

lempproniteite# by the eolltion to this 'mention.

7
J7i Q

'A SO

Com you dee that 1, is greater than SOO liet lees than SSOI

la seseral, the marking meth's, lose follows. V. wish to find T,

the total member ortreut: (1) Hark m trent sod return them to the

lake. (2) Catch C treat a few dsys later.--Ant Cm

caught that were narked earlier. (3) Assume .

That is.

be the total

)

(ratio m( marked trout)
to V11 trout

(experimental probability
that trout is marked

J00. of marked trout csseit
no. of caught crest ,

Ca

total aer... of marked trout

total mat. ortrooli

I. this process. C_' , C. sod m are knewm. V hse,to Vilhuod.

.1%le is en elepple where riedles the so1441en tq,am equation tan.
. .

belp setwe e resl problem. Net how do you solwMthits squstioa-

7 .
50

The next lemmas show how this is dome.

ka

!Questions covering the_coadiag

1- Why night each of the following people be isterested to wildlife,
populations?

1. game bunter 2, fish/prime
deeps is to bsedeerk some ttnut (usually with paint), le @deems sod reture

3. tourist 4. scientist

them to the lake. If 75 trout were worked. them S. clothier 6. coseareatioeist

SO
, 73

7. forest rosier O. whaler

total number of trout in the lake

411

1)

3-2
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c.4

9.

10.

11.

Suppose you went to count the number of deer in partiewlsr area of

a forest. Describe how the 'marking method might be need.

In the marking method. what ratio is assumed equal to the experimental
prombility that an seismal is marked?

Suppose 200 trout are marked and replaced in a lake. Later 150 trout

;re captured and 3 of three are.fonnd to be marked. If T is an

40

I.

9.

estimate of the tenet number of trout, how might T,.200, 150. and'3

be related?.

Questioms testing Understandinkof the romd4

1-2. In 1970 in Drydeu Lake, Pew Teri, a marking estimate wee done. The
first fish Ultra marked on their fins in mid-Movember. The second catch of

fish was done &rowed December let. (Fish do not enter thie lake from

outelde sources.) Mere is the data that was collected. (For more problem!

like this, see Question for discuseion 16.)
Captured sad

Marked Captured Prevlously Marked

(nov.) (Dec.) (Dec.)

Large-mouth beep 213 104 13

Pickerel 232 329 16

Cive an equation which could be solved to estimate the Prober

I. large-mouth bass in the lake 2. pickerel in the lake

3-5. Suppose you a.h tb jestimate.t. the totillinumber 4f marbles in a
large bag. So you take 10 marbles out and paint a spot them, let the
paint dry', and return the marblek. Sou mix the marbles nd then Inter take
out 25 earbles. Of these m ate marked.

3. Whet equation estimates a relationship between's. t. 10 and 152

4. Estimate t if m 3. S. Estimete t is is 2.'

6. St. Paul Island in,Alaske has 12 fuv seal rookeries (breeding 'nieces).
. to 1961, tit estimste the fur seal pup population in Corbatch rookery,
4963 fur sail pups were tenet in early August. In late August a sample
of 900 peps was examined and 218 of these were previously tagged. (This

dsta is from the Joky. 1968. ions* of the Transactions of the American
Fisheries Society.) Let F be the number of (ut deal pups in Corbatch
rookery. Solving whet equation gives ee estlmatd for in

7. Suppose that you have large number of paper clip.. Describe how the
marking method could be used to estimate the total member of pePer clips.

5-3

4

Ilt..

Multiple Choice. In a forest there sre 0 deer and yogi wish to estimate

D. Tau capture end mark 10Q teer. Later you catch 50 deer sod all 50

are masked. which ef choices (s)-(d) is not possible?

(a) V 100 (b) D 50 (c) 0 300

(d) D 5000 (e) All ars possible.

The marking sethad does not lead to the exact papelation. It only gives

an estimate. Why is this not a particular weakness of the method?

gnostic's& for discussion or exploration

1-4. The markieg method makes some aesumptions uot mentioned in the ledges.

Mow wodld you t.ry to aspire that each of the following happeaa? Cam you

make sure that theme chines happen?

I. The marked animal. art not affacied by narking and the mark. or tage

do not-coma off. 4

2. The marked aninals ate mixed in the populatiou.

3. The non-marked animals are teat se available for capture as the socked

animals.

' 4. The population of the animals does not change between corking and

recapture.

S. .Creste an experiment at home which usee the marking method. fiee

%example, you night try tp estimate the number of hairpins or piper
clips or rubber beads or sails in place where large nuabers of these

are kapto)

6. For more information about estimating wildlife popelatione, read
"Estimating the Slie of Wildlife Population." by S. Chatterjee. in
Statistics By Example (Readine, KA: Addison-Wesley. 1923), pp. 99-104)

Ydr informetioa oa hownhale populations are estimated. read "Ilia
Plight f the Whales." bp, D.G. Chapeau, in Statistical. A Guide to the

Mnknowe (San Franciscl 'Malden-Day, 1972). pp. 84-91:



!Aroma I Nitre is the pepu1stLes of Neehatten Waled (pert .t New Tort City)

Slope
eta/rale; te the tem-year census figures.

la this lesson, we consider a imple idea called ruts f change.

This leade to the ides of siege.
bale (mcius,

Suppose a girl is 4'3"

tell at the sge.of and

5'4" tall asithe sge of 14.

Mow fast has the girl grouts?

a_lou can easily falculate Kul

(steel

that the girl halo grown:13" in
2 1 4 0 41 01

tha 5 years. The rats of change

13
of her height_ is -3- or 2:6 inches

per year... NoticS that the numbers 13 and 5 sre feUnd by subtracting the

heights (in 14a) and the ages (in piece).

Past the age of 50, people tend' to lose height se they get older.

Suppose a nen oes 180 en tall st,the age of 55 and is 177 en tall at thm

age of 65. 114.114 Orel

Nis ciange in height per year

change_in hel&ht 117 - 180
change in age 65 - 55

ois

10

4_
so 4r4

lbt,111)

ferry rsts of change is Intend by dividing (rats I. on model for

divieient tee changes. The changes src directed distances end found by

subtraction.

Sic

Ne.

Tear Lem .Tear

1790 33,131 1840

1sso 608515 1810

11110 96.373 1860

820 123,706 1870

830

)
202.589 1880

re is a let f Aiste.

!IR Tear Lap

312.710 1890. 1,441,216,

515,547 1900 1,850,093

1113.669 1910 2,331,542

942.292 1 1920 2,284.103
,

1,164,673 1930 1.567.312

see graph tee help-

Tear Fel

1940 1.189.924

1950 1,960.101

1960 1.698,281

1970 1.539.233

( woo, )o PO
(Imo, 1 1S4

lomeossoe4e)

ante

a

late

.(w4e0,11541111

A &gement cenaec.ting the dote (rem 1900 to 1910 would be tha mat slanted

upward to the right. That I. wheel the largest rate ef chimes of popula-

tion occurred. That rate I.

change ia fop.
ct:fig. is tine

wt!1.451,
1910 Iwo 10

7-12
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from 1920 to 9/0. Marthettan lost population. So the rate of change of

populet n

ange in pop. 1.539,233 - 2.264.103 :141010
14,1197-.4 ( r ar) -ch nge lu time '1970 - 1920 SO ,

4
Theta Nenhatten lost an iterige of abOut 13,000 people per year I. iha 50 ,

years fro. 1920 to 1970.

la mathematkcs, ths word lake_ Weans "rate of change." It come. from

the Idea of the etopm.of a bill.

Definition

Tha..lope determined by two paha. is

change nd coordinates
chptin lst coordinator

That Is, the points Ere (sell) end

(lc y
2
), the slope I.

2' .

Y2 - ft

22

Is ell of ehe earlier examples, slopes were being colculeted. Nero are'

time other calculations.

1. The elope determined by

(-3.2) and (1.4) in

4 - 2 2 1which la or

The segmeot Joining these

pointe Ove up 2 vh"
going 4 to the right.

2. The elope determined hy (1.4) mod (7. 5) 10 47-1 or 9. The erg

sent lolniug thees points gore dnwm 9 uoits uhiplegoing lato the right.

;

Ss

t oos coverfog_the rtlAugt

change in height per year is change in
go n

2-5. e Ere heights for : gir1-1.

est 1 9 117 11 12 13 14 15

height 4'3" 415" 4'10" 5'1" C15.3"
314..

Calculate the rate of change in height (per yesr)t

.2. from age 9 to age 12. 3. from go 10 to age 14

4. from age 10 to Ego 11 S. fib. ego 12 to age IS

divided by

I. Cir. en example whare.a rote of change Is Downie..

7-10: Von the Hanhotten populations gives on p. 7-12. Calculate the
change in population per yiert

7. fr8o 1840 to 1940 8. from 1910 to 1960

9. Gem 1790 to 1890 10. from 1920 to 1430

11-14. Use the intensities en p. 7-12.

11. Wee did Menhettme's pspulatlen liars the greatest !scrams.?

12. Wham did Manhattan's pepnletion decrease the soot?

13. De yen think Mashettas over grew by 90,000 people is pee year?.

14. Od the overage. did Manhattan lose people at a greeter rate (rom
1960 ko 1910 or from 1920 to 19707 4

XS. "Stops" opens

16. The slope determined by (al. y2) and (me y2) is

17-24. Calculate the elope for each pair of relate.

17. (3.6). (4.10) IS. (5.100). (7.150)

19. (-1.8). (2.-6) 20- (7.-5). (11.-2)

21. (1.2. -6). (-1.2. -5) 24- (8, -6-)). (1.4. -9.6)

23.
(- ' 1)* (- 1)

24. (- i). (- 1)

queetipne teet.ing underotAndlutof_tht reading

I-

I. According to the Guiorne_Sook_of L'orld_Recotde. the enot f eskiah flee
in temoeretmre over tocordeo occurred in Speortfoh. south mimes.
January 77, 1941. At 700 AM It wee.-4'T; at 1:12 AM It v a WY.
What wee the rate of change in temperatune (per %impute)/

7-14



Lessem 4

TV Ratings end Sampling

It cots money to 111,141. a TV program. Most TV bows are paid for by

LOOMIS 4

The Fewer Property

e. Tea mow knew twe andel. which tell Ohs whet II means.

large companie like ISM. Realms, Chrysler, and Kellogg's. The cowponies
First mode/ (Repeated eultiplication)t a 1.11.111111

do thie is order to soli their products. So they want lots of viewers.
Second mOdel (Crowtts)t I. what quantity is multiplied by in S years

Nov does a cosipany know if lot of people are watching its program1 if it le multiplied by II every year.

It receive. It progree's rat.ims from other companies whose business it'4*
tech model anggeste.that powers ore cloesly related to maltipliestiom.

is to estimate how many people are watching each program. Toe knew that

progra m. ars dropped because of low; ratings. So ratings ars important to

estertminere se well as companies.

Mow ere TV rating, deterwinedf Me process that is need is called

awrltog. Sete are the ters la that process.

The set of all people who watch TV is described. Age, sex, end

location ere very important. This set is celled the peen/sties.

It is not easy te deacribe

the pnpuistion. Rut whe

renews helps. At right I.

rireli grph showing II

alletriltut ion of ge in

thm U.S. population la 1170.

kite 2. A subset of ths population I. very carefulle elected. This subset

I. celled simple. It morally contains people In free 1000 to

ionn families. The eampla I. designed to I. very much lib. the

larger population.

S. yea should expect prepertiee which relate multiplicative sod powers.

Suppose you wish to multiply 27 by 24. le t- itere an easy wily?

Using the repented multiplication modelt

2
7

2
4

4.1.21,21;

times 4 times

4 stellar problem involves the growth model. Suppose yew save mosey

at IS yearly interest.

Iv 3 Yveve rev vill heed (LOW times whet yew have now.

le S years you would have (1.04)
2

tlees whet yea have le 1 years.

This is tl.0407 (1.00) 7 whet you have mow.

lot to 3 Tooro You would Moe (1.06)3 whet yew have now.

That is.
5

(1-06)
2

(t.06) (1.06)

Theme examples nggest the rover property, property which we museums troy.

rawax_froperra

[

for any real nahera for which S. and IIn I

. o a et,nhave meaning. 11 . A 11



27-34. SsIve:

27. 6x + v 4

1
29.

7

to 31. 3 + 4c + -5c - -20

C4 33. 2y + 37 + Sy -39

28. -30 7y + -57

lot 2.38 + -3.50 .24

32. -64 - 11 + -54 0

34. -500* 4 28 + 620* 628

gwestions testing understanding of the reading

1-6. Using the disttibutive property, each Of the following problems eso
be done easily_ in your heed. Calculators are nOt allowed. Simplify:

I. 97S + 3.5

1 11 3 11 1 1

4 It 4 17
4. i - -947 + - -947

2

1
2. 81 . 3 + 1- . 3

2

S. 15-73 + -5-73 6. 80.62 + 1062 10.62

7-8. to 1920..according to the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, approximately
113.7 lbs of beef. 2.9 lb. of veal. 3.3 lb. of lamb or mutton and 66.4 lb.
o f pork were consumed per perene in the U.S. Together beef, veal, lamb,
mutton. snd pork ars called "meats."

7. Tor a ell(ii_of 100,000 people, approximetely hew many pounds' of meets
were co-snmedf

ror each n people, approximately how :many ponied. of meets were
coniumod1

C 9-10. Three windows are pictured. Each has the shape of a rectangle.
Diftetteinng ate to meters.

9. Now ouch gloss is in thy two left eledowel

10. Mow uch gloss. 1. In all, three win4ows?

11-li. In singing group there era 4 girls and S bora. For sinaina duets.
how eany boy-girl pairs ars pnasible:

II. If 2 more girls loin the group.

17. If g more girls joie the group.

6-72

)

5. If m is any real somber, then 7.m - 6.o ft.

6. If t is may real number, theel.t+l-t t
2 2

7-18. Salle Instance. of a patters' ore given. Use variables to describe

the peesible general pattern.

7. 6 1 - 6

14.3 1 14.3
n t

0 1 - 0

7 + 7 2 7 10. 4112 - 4112 0
11.3 + 11.3 2 . 11.3 1 - I - 0
37 + 37 2 37 6 6
66 + 66 '0 2 4 4 0

1

031 - .011 0

1. 3 14 14 5 12. 6 3 .9* 6 4 6 - (3 + 4)

47.2 31.6 31.6 47.2
6 11 + 6 - 0 6 (11 + -)

100 100 . 1-
3 3

2 * 2 6 / + 6 100 6(7 + 100)

5 1 - 1 3 1

3 i 3 14"
13.

16 11 15 - 11 46.3 46
14 14 3'3 3

9 6 9 6 11
TR/ 30 10.3 10

8. .18 0 + 18
14 0 4 14

3677 0 + 3677

0 0 + 0

15. 1 tape costs 1. 4.98 .

2 tape* test 2* 4.98
13 tapes coot 13. 4.98
6 [Apes cost 6. 4.98

17. One cow has 4-1 lege.
Six cows have 4.6 lege.
80 cows h.ve 440 legs.

16. In 2 years, there w411 be 2.500 more
people in the town.
In 14 years. there will be 14.500 11101111

pOnple in the town.
In 5 years. there will he 5-500 Pura
people ie the tOwn.

18. 100m 110 ye

2.100s , 2.110 yd
14.1 r 14.110yd

19-20. Cliven Mfg 4 instances a a pattern. The I tantea are true.
(a) Cive what seems to be the obvious descript on of this pattern.
(6) Show that your description is not always r

19. 5 - 2 r 100
16 2 100

7, 2 100

7- 2 WO

20. 17 ' 17 > 17

3 * 3 > 3
105 icii,i

7., 7
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